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FLORIDA DEPOT  
800-874-7595  

900 SW 38th Ave  
Ocala, FL 34474

MICHIGAN DEPOT  
800-521-6104

2435 S Haggerty Rd  
Canton, MI 48188

N CAROLINA DEPOT 
800-368-6451

7000 MacFarlane Blvd  
Charlotte, NC 28262

CALIFORNIA DEPOT 
800-235-3445
1376 Walter St #1

Ventura, CA 93003

4 LOCATIONS  
WALK IN HOURS  
Mon. - Fri. 8am-7pm  
Sat. - Sun. 9am-5pm

 

R E S T O R I N G  A M E R I C A N  H I S T O R Y

“Hello, I just wanted to give praise to your company and the 
great job you do.  In a world that seems to lack in customer  
service, as well as a complete business plan, your company  
is head and shoulders above the rest.  Being a long time car  

restorer, tech advisor and a shop supervisor, it is a pleasure to 
deal with a company of your quality.  Through the years I have 
tried other companies but your company is the best...  Once 
again thanks for providing a great service to the car hobby.”    

Brent B. — Iowa

Make your dream happen.
• 4 LOCATIONS NATIONWIDE • HUGE IN-STOCK INVENTORIES  

• 24/7 PHONE SUPPORT • LOW SHIPPING RATES
COMING SOON

94-04 MUSTANG 

FREE 
Parts Catalogs Call 24/7 
800-874-7595

64-87 CHEVELLE 
MALIBU / EL CAMINO

67-81 FIREBIRD / TRANS AM

47-98 CHEVROLET 
C/K - 1/2 TON TRUCK

64-72 GTO / TEMPEST / LEMANS

48-96 F-SERIES TRUCK

79-93 MUSTANG

55-57 THUNDERBIRD

65-73 MUSTANG

Restoration/Performance
Parts & Accessories

WWW.NATIONALPARTSDEPOT.COM

67-73 COUGAR

67-81 CAMARO

66-96 FORD BRONCO
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ight at the end of
February, I went along to
the Race Retro event at
Stoneleigh. It's a good little

event for fans of classic and historic
racing – you can read about it on
page 49 – but there are a few things I
noticed about the crowd. Overall,
they had two things that I didn't. First
was a penchant for red or purple
corduroy trousers. Second was
money. A lot of money. Just standing
in the car park I could have thrown a
stone in any direction and hit a car
whose private registration plate cost
more than I've ever spent on cars.
Ever. I could have done that,
but I expect I'd have been
asked to leave. The
Silverstone Auctions
sale at the event
brought in £4.7
million.

American
classics are
fetching the
numbers, which is
great as it means
they're finally being
taken seriously among the
traditional classic fraternity, but I
can't help thinking that auctions can
over-inflate the values of the top-
flight cars, and it doesn't take long for
that to trickle down to the rest of the
market. On page 42, Big Chris tells his

tale of his trip to Scottsdale for
their auction week, and he

watched cars going across
the block for six and seven
figures. The latest hot ticket
appears to be early
second-gen Pontiac Trans
Ams, with some big bucks
being brought in by top
examples. I've already
noticed that the price of

Firebirds and Trans Ams
over here has increased in

the couple of weeks since the
event.
How many times have you

seen an ad online that says, “Have
you seen how much these cars are
fetching at auction in the States?”
Yes, and that doesn't excuse you
adding an extra zero to the Bond-o
sculpture that you're trying to punt
out, hoping to find some poor fool
who's seen the Barrett-Jackson

auctions on the telly and thinks he'll
have himself a piece of that action.
Auctions in the States are not a
good price guide – we're several
thousand miles away, the
marketplace is vastly smaller, and
there are far fewer 'collectors' over
here. You want to speculate in the
UK classic market? Buy a TR6, and
leave the American cars to the
enthusiasts.

You may get the feeling of 'Deja
Poo' (the subconscious sense that
you've heard this shit before) but I'll
say it again: The price of admission
to American car ownership is going

up, and if we're not careful we'll
be pricing the beginners

out of the market.
Without new blood

coming in, the whole
scene stagnates. If
that happens, prices
begin to slide the
other way and
suddenly your

investment classic is
worth more if you ship

it home to the States.
That's why we like to

feature street-legal cars in this
magazine; cars that get used, cars
that see some miles. This issue is
slightly unusual in that the two
leading features are on the verge of
being stock restorations. The cover
car was bought at auction in the
States but, in a strange turn of fate, it
was an absolute bargain... less than
I'd have expected it to sell for in the
UK, in fact. This is an exception from
the norm, of course.

I think what I'm blundering about
saying here is that we can't get too
greedy. Just because a Boss 302
Mustang sells for six figures in
Scottsdale, it doesn't mean that your
1994 Mustang V6 is suddenly a
£10,000 car. And having a barbecue
outside your lock-up doesn't make
you Gas Monkey Garage. Whilst
austerity clearly hasn't reached as far
as the Race Retro crowd (it seems
we're not all in this together) the
number of buyers out there with
stars in their eyes and cash spilling
from their pockets is relatively low, so
keep it real. Even if it's only for the
benefit of poor, impoverished
magazine editors...

“You want
to speculate in the
UK classic market?
Buy a TR6, and

leave the American
cars to the
enthusiasts”

R

Bottom-dollar bargains
at big US auctions are
the exception rather
than the rule...
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stone chip protection
combat swirl marks
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Protect yourself from the Asteroid Belt

Second Generation “Self Healing” paint protection film has 
arrived.

Having brought the first Generation of Self Healing Film to the 
UK a number of years ago, our Technicians have added the 
latest Second Generation self healing Protective technology to 
our Inventory.

In your intergalactic travels protecting yourself from those micro 
meteor impacts has never been more important. We all know 
respraying your ship in some far off location is a bit of a pain, 
much better to not have to.  Best of all though wear and tear from 
scratches picked up in your travels is very disconcerting to the 
Locals; abductions go much easier when you have a scratch 
free shiny ship when visiting Earth.

For the best paint protection in the Galaxy drop in to planet earth 
and contact our specialists on 01733 390777, or fire up the 
Intergalactic net and warp to www.paintshield.co.uk and they will 
get you protected and on your way in next to no time (theory of 
relativity applies).
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ACMnews
THIS MONTH’S PRESSING ISSUES IN THE WORLD OF AMERICAN CARS

ScrappageBulletin 
Under the End Of Life Vehicles Directive, scrap cars and vans must be disposed of in an environmentally friendly way, and 95% of each vehicle 
must be recycled. Currently, manufacturers must provide this service free of charge, but the SMMT has announced that they will take “orphan” 
vehicles whose manufacturers are no longer trading. Comforting, for all you Plymouth and Pontiac owners.

The biggest news recently, brought to light by SEMA and other interested parties in the 
States, is that the US Environmental Protection Agency has proposed a regulation that 
would prohibit converting vehicles originally designed for on-road use into race cars. 

The Enemy Within

The regulation would also make 
the sale of certain products for 
use on such vehicles illegal. 
The proposed regulation was 
contained within a non-related 
proposed regulation entitled 
“Greenhouse Gas Emissions 
and Fuel Efficiency Standards 
for Medium- and Heavy-Duty 
Engines and Vehicles—Phase 2”.

The regulation would impact 
all vehicle types, including 
the sports cars, sedans and 
hatch-backs commonly 
converted strictly for use at the 
track. While the Clean Air Act 
prohibits certain modifications 
to motor vehicles, it is clear 
that vehicles built or modified 
for racing, and not used on 

the streets, are not the “motor 
vehicles” that Congress 
intended to regulate.

“This proposed regulation 
represents overreaching by 
the agency, runs contrary to 
the law and defies decades of 
racing activity where EPA has 
acknowledged and allowed 
conversion of vehicles,” said 
SEMA President and CEO                  
Chris Kersting. “Congress did          
not intend the original Clean 
Air Act to extend to vehicles 
modified for racing and has 
re-enforced that intent on more 
than one occasion.”

SEMA submitted comments 
in opposition to the regulation 
and met with the EPA to confirm 

the agency’s intentions. The EPA 
indicated that the regulation 
would prohibit conversion 
of vehicles into race cars 
and make the sale of certain 
emissions-related parts for use 
on converted vehicles illegal. 
Working with other affected 
organisations, including 
those representing legions of 
professional and hobbyist racers 
and fans, SEMA will continue to 
oppose the regulation through 
the administrative process 
and will seek congressional 
support and judicial intervention 
as necessary. The EPA has 
indicated it expects to publish 
final regulations by July 2016. 
We’ll be watching.

1LE-Vated 
Capability
Ironically, in the light of 
this story (left), Chevrolet 
has brought its road-
legal but track-ready 
1LE package back on the 
new Camaro, though this 
time around it’ll be made 
available on the V6 coupe 
as well as the V8. 

Both will feature aggressive 
suspension tuning, Brembo 
brakes and Goodyear Eagle F1 
tyres with Recaro seats and 
a performance data recorder 
on the options list. The V8 will 
add magnetic ride control, FE4 
suspension tuning and electronic 
limited-slip differential. According 
to GM’s own tests, the 1LE V6 
will lap a track in times similar to 
the previous generation 1LE V8, 
while the new 1LE V8 laps the test 
track three seconds quicker than 
the SS V8 it’s based on. They’ll 
be introduced later this year as a 
2017 model.

Golden Power
Ford are celebrating the golden anniversary of the first 
of their four-on-the-trot wins at Le Mans by taking the 
all-new GT back to this year’s race. 

In fact, they’ll be taking four 
of them, all prepared by Chip 
Ganassi Racing, and God bless the 
Automobile Club de l’Ouest race 
organiser that issued Ford with 
the race numbers 66, 67, 68 and 
69 – the years that the original GT 

won first time around. The race 
will take place over the weekend 
of June 18th to 19th, and the 
EcoBoost V6-powered GTs will be 
up against the ‘GT establishment’ 
of Ferrari, Porsche, Corvette and 
Aston Martin.

All Relative
While Ford are trying to relive the GT40s glory days 
at Le Mans, UK company Le Mans Coupes Ltd are 
touting their Superformance ‘evocation’ GT40s as the 
“affordable alternative”. 

Hand-built in South Africa, 
70% of the components used 
are directly interchangeable 
with the original GT40s, and 
engine choices range from 351 
to 427 cubes for 200mph-plus 
performance. They’re priced at 
£99,800 plus VAT, which may not 

fall into the “affordable” category 
for some of us, but when you 
consider the prices the originals 
change hands for – one of the 
four ex-works Gulf cars sold for 
$11 million a few years ago – it 
seems like a steal. See www.
superformanceuk.com. 

news.indd   7 29/02/2016   18:22:00
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CheatingBulletin
According to a survey of 1,000 members of illicitencounters.com, 22% of men and 18% of women in the UK seeking extra-marital affairs drive 
Volkswagens. Sixty one per cent of men think their choice of car will impress their date, though only 25% of women reckon that’s the case. 

Barry Dufty said it was a tough 
decision, but due to ever-rising 

End Of An Era
After 33 years in the American car business, we're sad to announce that Specialist 
Autoparts Yeovil will close at the end of March 2016.

running costs and the wonderful 
world of the internet, the stress 
had taken its toll. He would, 
however, like to thank all his 
customers for their business and 
support over the many years 
of trading, and also offer a big 
thank you to his wife Wendy for 
all her help and support. There 
are plenty of everyday parts still 
on the shelf including a lot of 

old special order items, so give 
him a call – you never know, that 
obsolete or hard-to-find part 
may be in stock! There is also 
a lot of diagnostic equipment 
which may be of interest. Along 
with all of us at the magazine 
we are sure you will wish Barry 
and Wendy a happy retirement! 
Call 01935 426517 or see www.
specialistautoparts.com.

Subcontinental
Jeep are going exploring for their 75th anniversary. 

Kit Catalogue
Compulsory spring reading this season is the new 
Machine Mart catalogue, with everything you need for 
the coming year. 

Power Play
GM recently renamed its Powertrain division to GM 
Global Propulsion Systems, the first OEM to “transition 
to the new naming convention to reflect industry 
trends and evolution”; others are expected to follow. 

Big Bucks
General Motors recorded a calendar year net income 
for 2015 of a whopping $9.7 billion, or an EBIT-adjusted 
figure (adjusted for tax and interest) of $10.8 billion. 

The Wrangler Unlimited, Grand 
Cherokee and Grand Cherokee 
SRT made their Indian debut 
at the 2016 Auto Expo in New 
Delhi recently, paving the way 
for the brand to go on sale in 
India mid-2016. India is the 
world’s fifth largest market, 

and by joining forces with the 
giant Tata Motors Limited, Jeep 
are hoping to improve on their 
ever-increasing slice of the pie. 
They’re also expecting to have 
their new factory in Ranjangaon 
begin production of a new Jeep 
vehicle in 2017.

That’s up from $6.5 billion in 
2014, and quite a recovery 
considering the whole show 
was circling the drain of 
bankruptcy just a few years 
ago. Meanwhile, over at Fiat 

Chrysler, approximately 40,000 
UAW-represented employees 
received up to $4,000 in                                      
profit-share payouts in                                                              
February, a 45% increase on 
their previous payout.

Featuring more than 1,250 
price cuts and new products, 

Nearly 50% of the Global 
Propulsion Systems 
engineering workforce is 
involved with alternative or 
electrified propulsion systems. 

In almost the same breath, 
however, GM announced 
that they were investing 
$148 million in their Spring 
Hill Manufacturing plant in 
Tennessee to add capacity to 
build the 6.2-litre truck V8, for 
which demand is outstripping 
supply. They also recently 
opened the doors at the new GM 
Powertrain (eh?) Performance 
And Racing Center in Pontiac, 
Michigan, a 111,420sq ft facility 
that relocates the Racing Center 
from Wixom. The team there 
is responsible for developing 
engines for NASCAR, NHRA, Indy, 
IMSA and other racing series. 

the 500-page Spring/Summer 
catalogue is a ‘must have’ for any 
petrolhead seeking a huge choice 
at unbeatable value. New arrivals 
include the new range of Clarke 
spot welders and a new range of 
heavy-duty, long-reach garage 
jacks. With more than 17,000 
items of tools and machinery in 
stores across the country and 
online, you’re guaranteed to find 
something you can’t live without. 
To order your catalogue simply 
go online to www.machinemart.
co.uk, visit your local store or call 
0844 880 1265.
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TheEndIsNighBulletin
More than 30 years after Hasselhoff talked to KITT, Volvo and Microsoft have joined forces to enable drivers to talk to their cars via their Microsoft 
Band watch. You can tell your car to start the heater, lock the doors, flash the lights and various other functions. I suspect we’ve all talked to our 
cars at some point, but it’s rare that “Start, you bastard!” actually results in the car starting.

World War 

In order to be considered for the 
Hagerty Hot List, a car must be 
produced within the 2016 model 
year and have a sticker price under 
$100,000. Many on the list are the 
usual suspects – the Mazda MX-5 
Miata, Porsche Cayman GT4, Alfa 
Romeo 4C Spyder – with a couple 
of new names – the Lotus Evora 
400, BMW M2 and Ford Focus RS 
– but American muscle is still right 
up there. It’s no surprise that the 
new Camaro SS, Dodge Viper SRT 
Coupe and Ford Mustang GT350R 

Down To The Wire
This year has been a bumper year for close racing so 
far, as anybody who witnessed the photo finish at the 
Daytona 500 will attest. 

Light Fingers
In our last issue, we ran a letter from Alan Saunders (see p19, March) asking whether classic car thefts were on the 
rise, or whether it’s just social media making us more aware. 

The day after that mag went 
to print we received a press 
release from the International 
Association of Auto Theft 
Investigators warning of car 
thieves targeting ‘modern 
classics’, particularly in south-
east England! Dr Ken German, 
communications director at IAATI 
UK (and a former British Police 
Rally Champion), said, “A recent 
Home Office report highlighted 
the threat and already in 2016 
we’ve seen modern classic 
vehicle thefts across the UK. 
Criminal gangs are targeting 
Eighties classic cars, but also 

motorbikes, vans and camper 
vans. The South-East, and Kent 
in particular, is the hotspot, 
probably due to the speed at 
which vehicles can be moved 
out of the country to Europe                          
and beyond.

“Models such as Cortinas and 
Escorts were changing hands 
for a few hundred quid a decade 
ago, but as their numbers have 
dwindled they have become 
increasingly desirable. I’ve heard 
theories that they might be being 
stolen for banger racing or parts, 
but I suspect it’s all about the 
resale value. Enthusiasts and 

collectors will pay thousands, 
sometimes tens of thousands 
of pounds for a nice example. 
When you add in the fact that 
most don’t have the security 
systems that come as standard 
on modern cars, you can see 
the attraction for criminals. 
Classic vehicle owners need to 
react, first by dismissing the 
idea that “it won’t happen to me” 
and second by taking practical 
steps to protect their asset. 
Alarms, engine immobilisers, 
tracking devices and the new 
DNA invisible markings can all 
be wise investments. Bear in 

mind you should always opt 
for insurance industry and 
Thatcham listed products.”                                                     
For further information visit 
www.iaat.org.uk. 

Hot Properties
Specialist car insurers, Hagerty, have released their annual top 10 picks of cars that they predict, in their 
considered and expert opinion, will become the collector car darlings of the future. 

are on the list, but the Corvette 
is notably absent, the final spot 
going to the Cadillac ATS-V. 
“Despite all the negative talk 
about the future of the car, this is 
one of the most exciting times to 
be a car enthusiast,” said McKeel 
Hagerty, CEO. “Manufacturers 
seem to have found the golden 
combination of performance, 
handling, safety and styling. 
The cars on this list check all of 
these boxes and will make them 
desirable for years to come.”

At the London Classic Car Show 
towards the end of February, 
there was a “Classic Six Nations 
Cup” to find out which nation 
built the greatest cars, with 10 
iconic classics representing 
each. When the 9,000-plus 
votes were tallied, Great Britain 
won – predictably: home field 

advantage – ahead of Italy. 
Surprisingly, the Americans 
came third, ahead of Germany, 
France and Japan. Prizes for 
the top three were awarded 
by Jodie Kidd. The show will 
be back on February 23rd 
to 26th, 2017, so see www.
thelondonclassiccarshow.co.uk.

Another race at Daytona, the 
Rolex 24 Hours, was also a 
nailbiter, as after 24 hours of 
racing, two Corvette C7.Rs 
came in first and second … 34 
thousandths of a second apart. 
Gavin, Milner and Fassler drove 
the winning car, finishing a fender-
length ahead of teammates 
Garcia, Magnussen and 
Rockenfeller in the GTLM class.

A few days previously, Billy 
Johnson and Scott Maxwell 
drove their Ford Shelby GT350-C 
to its first win at Daytona in 
the Continental Tire SportsCar 
Challenge race, the duo’s second 
win and third podium in the 
GT350-C since its debut last 

year. Pierre Kleinubing and Paul 
Holton finished second in another 
GT350-C.
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SUVBulletin 
SUVs have been big sellers in the US for decades, but, according to JATO, SUV sales in Europe finally overtook ‘subcompacts’ in 2015 
with sales up 24%, and UK sales posting the highest overall increase. MPVs and large and luxury sedans all lost sales. 

The Dark Night
It’s special edition time again, starting with Jeep 
adding the Night Eagle limited edition package to the 
Renegade line. 

Taking The 
Metal Mickey
Chrysler cars have been using metallic finishes for 
years; now they’re taking it one step further.

Based on the mid-range 
Longitude level, the Night Eagle 
package adds unique 17” alloys, 

rear parking sensors, exclusive 
seats, satin grey badges and trim 
and black front grille. Just 350 
examples will be made, of which 
only 160 will be in the Volcano 
Sand matt paint; the rest will be 
Carbon Black or Alpine White. It 
comes at an appropriate time, 
too, as Jeep is the official car 
partner of the forthcoming action 
movie, Batman V Superman: 
Dawn Of Justice, in which Bruce 
Wayne drives a Renegade... See 
sneak peeks of movie footage 
prior to the film’s March 25th 
release date and win prizes at 
www.battleoftherenegades.co.uk. 

The Chrysler Alloy editions, based 
on the blacked-out 200S and 
300S models, are painted either 
Dark Bronze or Titanium, feature 
sport-tuned suspension with 
AWD, Dark Bronze alloy wheels 
and special badges. Nothing 
is safe, it appears, because the 
Dodge Durango has copped for 
Brass Monkey and Anodized 
Platinum packages in a similar 
vein. The former adds 20” 
Burnished Bronze alloys, gloss 
black grille and badges, and 
monochrome paint. The latter has 

20” Satin Carbon alloys, Platinum 
grille and exterior trims, and … 
Oh, for crying out loud, it’s paint, 
it’s all just paint. They’re on sale 
about now, if you’re interested.

Big Black Wagon
If you want the capability without all the macho 
nonsense, try the truck the Power Wagon is based on: 
the Ram 2500 4x4 heavy-duty Off-Road truck package. 

Big Red Wagon
Something that’s a little more than paint-deep would be 
the new 2017 Ram Power Wagon that was announced 
with much fanfare at Chicago. 

Taking colour and styling cues 
from the impeccably named 
1979 Macho Power Wagon – if 
ever there was a truck for 
Freud to study, that’d be it – the 
410bhp iron-block 6.4 Hemi-
powered beast features unique 
Articulink front suspension, 
standard electronic locking 

differentials front and rear, and 
a Warn 12,000lb winch on the 
front bumper, and continues 
the theme of “most off-road- 
capable pick-up” that the first 
Power Wagon began in 1945. If                                                                         
you have something to 
overcompensate for, this will be 
on sale late this year.

Aimed more at the occasional 
off-roader, it has large fender 
flares, large front and rear 
tow hooks, Bilstein monotube 
shocks, Firestone all-terrain 
tyres, transfer case skid-plate, 

Hill-descent control and more. It’s 
available in Crew Cab and Mega 
Cab, short- and long-wheelbase 
bodies, various trim levels and 
with petrol or diesel powerplants, 
and will be on sale late summer.

X-urban Urban Crosser
The 2017 GMC Acadia SUV is due 
to go on sale right about now, 
too, with sticker prices starting 

from $29,995 for the base FWD 
version. There’s an All Terrain 
version of this, too.

Another truck from a similar 
mould is the 2016 GMC Sierra 
All Terrain X, a special edition 
of a special edition that offers 
extra off-road capability and 
“an aggressive, monochromatic 
appearance”. Based on the 1500 
crew cab/short bed model, it’s the 
Z71 off-road package with Eaton 
locking diffs in the 4WD system, 
rear park assist, some trim bits 

and an inclinometer in the touch-
screen display. It goes on sale 
right about now.

news.indd   10 29/02/2016   18:22:14



Admission - Adults:   £15.00
Teens (13-16):     £7.50

Under 12’s:     FREE!
Weekend discounts may apply(see website for details)

RWYB:  £30
PDRC Entry:  £40

www.yorkraceway.org.uk
for more info �nd us on the web at:

York Raceway, Melbourne Airfield, Ash Lane, Seaton Ross, York YO42 4SS

2016
EVENT
CALENDAR

Dates or event content may be subject to change without prior notice. MOTORSPORT IS DANGEROUS. 
York Raceway recommends the use of  ear protection for some events. 

Helmet required for RWYB. Scrutineering opens 9:00AM, Track action from 9:30AM

28th/29th August (Bank Holiday) 
- National Hot Rod Reunion

Sunday:
 - Robin Read’s Nitro-burning   
   Daimler Hemi Dragster
 - PDRC Championship Drag
      Racing 
Race Classes include:
American Superstock, NSCC, 
JDM-DRC & Pro FWD
 - Ultimate RWYB
 - Hot Rods and Classics Show   
    ‘n’ Shine
 - Li - Live Music

Monday:
 - Robin Read’s Nitro-burning   
   Daimler Hemi Dragster
 - PDRC Championship Drag
   Racing (classes as Easter Nats)
 - RWYB

1818th September (Sunday) 
- UK Northern Finals

 - PDRC Championship Drag
   Racing (classes as Easter Nats)
 - Ultimate RWYB

9th October (Sunday) 
- Judgement Day

 - - The Big Bracket 
 - Straightliners
 - Ultimate RWYB

28th-30th May (Bank Holiday) 
- Volkspower’s Powerfest

Saturday:
 - VW show (dragstrip closed)
 - Live Music
 - Trade Stands
SundSunday:
 - PDRC Championship Drag 
   Racing 
Race Classes include:
American Superstock, NSCC, 
JDM-DRC & Pro FWD
 - Live Music
 - Ultim - Ultimate RWYB
Monday:
 - PDRC Championship Drag    
   Racing (classes as Easter Nats)
 - VW Show ‘n’ Shine
 - RWYB

2nd July (Saturday)
- Spo- Sportsman Nationals

 - PDRC Championship Drag    
   Racing (classes as Easter Nats)
 - Utimate RWYB

3rd July (Sunday)
- Street Racer Championship
 - 39th  - 39th Annual Street Racer                                                                             
    Championship
 - The Big Bracket
 - Straightliners
 - RWYB

27th March (Easter Sunday) 
- Modified Action

 - Racers’ Test and Tune
 - Mini Showdown
 - Ultimate RWYB

28th March (Easter Monday) 
- Easter Nationals- Easter Nationals

 - PDRC Championship Drag                                     
   Racing 
Race Classes include:
American Superstock, Pro ET
Sportsman ET, Super Cup, 
Volks Stock, NSCC, JDM-DRC
& & Pro FWD
 - RWYB 

1st/2nd May (Bank Holiday) 
- Super Street Shootout

Sunday:
 - PDRC Championship Drag  
   Racing
RRace Classes include:
American Superstock, NSCC, 
JDM-DRC & Pro FWD
 - Straightliners
 - Ultimate RWYB
Monday:
 - PD - PDRC Championship Drag  
   Racing (classes as Easter Nats)
 - Straightliners
 - RWYB
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ontracknews
THIS MONTH’S RACING AND TRACK NEWS

SponsorBulletin 
The Sydney Allard Media Award, awarded at the British Drag Racing Hall of Fame Gala Awards dinner, will this year be sponsored by Mintex, brake pad 
manufacturer and one of the sponsors of the original Dragfest at Santa Pod in 1964. See www.britishdragracinghof.co.uk for details.

Elapsed Times
Santa Pod’s James Forster is looking forward to their 50th Easter event.

The Sportsman
Shakespeare County’s Jerry Cookson is hosting a shootout to find the fastest Tri-Chevy of all.

At Santa Pod Raceway in 
1966, the final touches were 
being added to Europe’s first 
permanent drag strip as several 
motorsport enthusiasts prepared 
to open up for the inaugural 
Easter meeting. Fifty years on, 
both the team and the venue 
look very different but the task 
in hand is still the same with 
the Northamptonshire venue 
preparing to host more than 250 

race teams and put on a whole 
host of entertainment once more 
over the Bank Holiday weekend 
of March 25th-27th.

The stars of the show are 
undoubtedly the crowd favourite 
Jet Cars and we have no less than 
four of these thrust-powered 
machines booked in to blow you 
away with some side-by-side 
passes throughout the weekend. 
Even though they’ll be the most 

spectacular in the show, they 
won’t necessarily be the quickest. 
That accolade could well go to 
one of the nitro-burning funny 
cars or Liam Jones in his Top Fuel 
Dragster, capable of covering 
1,000ft in four seconds at over 
300mph.

New for 2016 is another class 
that comes with a healthy dose 
of nitro: the Nostalgia Funny Car 
class. Whilst we don’t expect 
huge numbers at the first outing, 
if recent form is anything to go 
by, these guys will still put on one 
hell of a show. As well as the MSA 
Pro Mods, the Easter weekend 
also plays host to all of the 
National Championship classes 
and we can’t wait to see what 
crazy cars and bikes will turn out 
this year.

You can also look forward to 
all of the ancillary attractions 
you’ve become accustomed 

to here at Santa Pod with the 
addition of a few new ones, too! 
The Podzilla Monster Truck will 
be roaring into the Live Action 
Arena accompanied by Ricardo 
Domingos and the Arrepiado 
stunt show all the way from 
Portugal, Herve Franquin and 
his Peugeot 205 jet car from 
France and a selection of 
other performers, too! There’s 
something for the whole family 
as well, with a full-sized circus, 
Extreme sports action stunt 
show, caving experience and 
more. To book or find out more, 
visit www.santapod.com.

  

In 2014 Shakespeare County 
Raceway played host to 
57@57; a weekend celebration 
to commemorate the 57th 
anniversary of the iconic ’57 
Chevrolet. Although there wasn’t 
any racing that day, this year 
there will be racing from some of 
the quickest Chevys in the land 
in the Tri-Chevy Shootout, part 
of the line-up of the ever-popular 
NSRA Nostalgia Nationals.

The shootout idea came from 
Graham Smith, owner of the 
legendary ex-Roger Butterworth 
Snow White ’57 and the raceway’s 
lane sponsor under the Serck 
Motorsport banner. Graham’s 
love and passion for all things 
Chevrolet has led him to 

organising this straightforward, 
heads-up from the tree 
eliminator to find the quickest 
and fastest Tri of the weekend 
for the Roger Butterworth 
Trophy. So far it looks like we’ll 
have a 16-car field on June 
24th-25th, featuring tube cars, 
gassers and street racers all 
mixed in one eliminator.

“Having seen so many superb 
examples of fast Tri-Chevys 
out there, I wondered what it 
would be like if they raced each 
other and has this been done 
before?” said Graham. “I put a 
Facebook page together and 
asked the question to everyone 
I could think of with a Tri-Chevy, 
including the owners club. The 
response was overwhelming 
so I started to investigate what        
needs to happen to make this 
dream a reality.”

Naturally, at the time of 
writing and alongside his day 
job, Graham is busy preparing 
Snow White, and so too is his 
racing buddy Adam Sayers 
with his street legal Finger of 
God ProCharged ’57. “Heroes of 
mine, such as Ken Brookes in his 
stunning nine-second Gasser 

Roarin’ Rat, Mike Noble another 
legend with Honky Tonkin’, plus 
Paul Watts in the Agamemnon 
’57 Supercharged Outlaw, Chris 
Hill in his stunning ’56 Gasser, 
Bryan Whitfield in his ’55 and 
Rob Slater in his recently 
completed twin-turbo 540 
bog-block ’57, are a few of the 
leading names in the 13-car 
entry so far. We are awaiting 
confirmation from others such 
as Marc Lamude and Andy 
Bond in his ’56 Monster.”

The entry list keeps growing 
so don’t be shy, get stuck in. It 
doesn’t matter what time you 
run, just simply have a go. There 
are 16 places available for the 
fastest 16 cars. So qualify all you 
want to get on the list because, 
come Sunday, this will the first- 
ever Tri-Chevy Shootout in the 
UK and the Roger Butterworth 
Trophy is up for grabs as well as 
the official title of the fastest Tri-
Chevy in the UK. Dare you miss 
out? See you at the Drags. 
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Black Sun Racing

GOT SOMETHING TO SAY?
Send us a message on Facebook or drop us a tweet on Twitter

        twitter.com/AmericanCarMaga           facebook.com/AmericanCarMagazine

Find Alex at www.blacksunracing.co.uk or on Facebook at www.facebook.com/BlackSunRacing 

2015, my third season in racing, 
was not a great performance, nor 
unduly disappointing. I finished 
in fourth place in a field of 52 
competitors (compared with 
third of 22 in 2014), but I won the 
Tourist Trophy for scoring the 
most points in rounds outside 
the South-East of England. I only 
managed one class win (albeit 
against a very skilled driver, Kevin 
Lower), but it was very satisfying 
as I had to work so hard for it. 
My best drive of the season was 
at Crystal Palace as I was able 
to push myself and the car to 
our limits as the tighter track 
meant that I didn’t experience the 
gearbox and brake problems I 
found on faster tracks.

Mechanical unreliability was 
a feature of the season, with the 
first round at Rockingham being 
severely limited by a slipping 
clutch. I lost count of the number 
of points I dropped throughout 
the season due to missed gears, 
with a certain class win in my final 
round at Eelmoor lost due to the 
gearbox linkage finally breaking 
completely. I would have won 
my class in the ASEMC sprint 
championship had I been able to 
compete in the Mustang at every 
round I entered; however, due 

to the generosity of friends I did 
two rounds in a Hyundai Coupe, 
one in a Nissan Skyline and one in 
my own Mazda MX5 grass track 
race car. The season ended really 
badly with me being in hospital 
with very bad appendicitis and 
missing the last two rounds.

On the good news front, I 
have picked up a lot of generous 
and, more importantly, helpful 
sponsors – Redline American 
Muscle, Steeda, MSAR, Eyesite, 
Toyo Tires, DPS Design and Print, 
KW Suspension, Recaro, Schroth 
and Peter S Taylor Insurance – 
with new partners Hispec brakes 
and Tremec gearboxes under 
negotiation. This relationship 
has been greatly helped by our 
regular column in American 
Car Magazine as well as two TV 
appearances on Car SOS and 
Quentin Willson’s Classic Cars.

The Sevenoaks and 
District Motor Club run the 
nationwide Speed League sprint 
championship and I was looking 
forward to attending their awards 
dinner to collect my trophies and 
meet many of the other drivers. 
This year the awards were to be 
presented by Norman Redhead, 
the Chairman of the Tunbridge 
Wells Motor Club, of which I 

Alex Peters reviews a season of more ups and downs than a newlywed’s nightie.

am also a member. The TWMC 
no longer host a large formal 
dinner since at the last event one 
member very sadly collapsed and 
died. In an utterly tragic case of 
history repeating itself during the 
SDMC dinner Norman collapsed 
and was rushed off to hospital 
(though fortunately recovered 
later). This meant that stand-in 
presenters had to be appointed 
and I found myself in the unusual 
position of announcing my own 
trophies! Things got worse as 
I reached out to receive the 

Tourist Trophy from former club 
chairman Andy Elcomb with 
my microphone lead wrapped 
around my arm! I managed to do 
a better job of receiving the Basil 
Elkington Trophy for my work as 
Editor of the SDMC club’s Acorn 
magazine, presented by Joy 
Waiton, the club’s Trophy Record 
Keeper. This went sour when my 
wife dropped the glass trophy 
in the car park on the way home 
and smashed it! Fortunately the 
trophy engraver very kindly made 
a replacement for me.

Snakes On Parade
The Silverstone Classic over the weekend of July 29th 
to 31st (NOTE! Not 22nd to 24th as it says on the ACM 
wallplanner!) is shaping up to be another giant, with 
plenty of anniversary parades planned. 

Restocking

One of those will be the Viper 
Club UK, celebrating 20 years of 
the big-motored Mopar sportster. 
That’s aside from the full card 
of historic and classic racing, of 
course, but note that you’ll need 

your tickets in advance – there 
are no tickets on the gate – and 
the early-bird offers are only 
available until the end of March, 
so get to www.silverstoneclassic.
com right away.

These Big Three throwdowns 
hark back to the Sixties, and the 
battles that led to the formation 
of the Pro Stock class. The rules 
are aimed at the supercharged 
cars, but with a significant 

weight break for the naturally 
aspirated models, and the first 
round is at Bradenton, Florida, 
about the time this mag goes 
on sale – keep up to date at                                              
www.nmcadigital.com.

The NMCA has announced a new Factory Super 
Cars class for their six major race meets Stateside, 
specifically for Mustang Cobra Jets, COPO Camaros 
and Drag Pak Challengers.
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THIS MONTH’S AUCTION NEWS IN THE WORLD OF AMERICAN CARS

COPOBulletin
The first 2016 COPO Camaro, serial number #001, went over the auction block with no reserve at Barrett-Jackson’s record-breaking 
Scottsdale sale in January, and brought a monster $300,000, all of which will go to the United Way community charity.

Race Aces

The obligatory Mustang was a 
late ’65 GT 289 fastback A-code 
four-speed in Wimbledon 
white with disc brakes, dual 
pipes and all the good stuff, 
but was withdrawn before the 
sale. Another beauty was an 
early ’63 Corvette Sting Ray 
ragtop in Saddle Tan with a 327, 
four-speed, and a back-to-stock 
restoration, that didn’t sell 
despite a reasonable £45,000-
50,000 estimate. There was also 
a 2006 Mustang with blown 
Roush Stage 2 conversion that 
sold for £16,330, just above the 
top end of its estimate, and a 
turquoise ’67 Mustang V8 ragtop 
(£22,000-28,000), that also 
didn’t sell. 

Meanwhile, Friday’s 
competition car sale was also 
packed with goodies including 

Silverstone had another special sale at the                 
Stoneleigh Race Retro show, with the usual crop 
of stunning classics augmented, as usual, by some 
pedigree race cars.

possibly the ultimate American 
historic circuit-basher – a ’63 
split-window Corvette with 
FIA papers and a six-figure 
estimate that was mysteriously 
withdrawn just before the sale. 
More power for less cash came 
from a 2008 Dodge Viper, race-
proven in GT3 and with a zero-
miles spare engine package, 
which blitzed its £25,000-
30,000 estimate with a hammer 
price of £57,380. Somewhere in 
the middle was a ’64 Ford Falcon 
with those all-important FIA 
papers, a 440bhp Peter Knight 
motor and all the best bits on 
a £75,000-95,000 estimate. It 
sold for £67,500. Historic racing; 
it’s not cheap, but at this rate, 
the Silverstone Auction is going 
to be bigger than the show it’s 
attached to! 

Blue Oval Blitz
On Saturday April 30th, The International Ford Show 
makes its way to Sandown Park in Surrey. 

As this also happens to be Barons 
Auctions’ base, it’s an opportunity 
too good to miss, so there’ll be an 
all-Ford sale going on too with up 
to 60 iconic Fords going under 
the hammer. 

Entry is by catalogue at £5 
each, and the first lot is the 
obligatory Mustang, a ’67 coupe 
with 289 V8 and C4 auto. Check it 
out at www.barons-auctions.com, 
and for show details see www.
theinternationalfordshow.com.

Also, stay tuned for Barons’ 
August sale, when the Buster 
Lang’s show also heads for 
Sandown and there’s an 
accompanying sale just for 
American cars. This could be a 

big deal, as there haven’t been 
many purely American auctions 
in the UK, so it could be one to 
watch. More details as they arrive. 

In the meantime, Barons’ 
Classic Winter Warmer happened 
on Tuesday February 23rd, and 
there were a handful of classic 
Yanks going through there, 
too. How about a 1984 Cadillac 
Fleetwood, one of the last of the 
huge Caddy sedans, with the 4.1 
V8? Or a 1998 Dodge Ram 1500 
SST with the 5.9 Magnum engine? 
Or, our favourite, a red 1972 Ford 
Gran Torino Sport with 302 and 
column-shift auto? Well, despite 
very reasonable estimates, all 
three went unsold. Strange.
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Fin-tastic
Silverstone Auctions’ next sale will be at the Practical 
Classics Restoration And Classic Car Show at 
Birmingham’s NEC on March 6th, while this magazine 
is at print. 

Kansas City, 
Here I Come
On March 11th and 12th, downtown Kansas City will 
play host to 700 American muscle cars, classics                  
and hot rods as the Mecum Collector Car Auction rolls 
into town. 

There will be a couple of 
Americans crossing the block, 
including, naturally, the obligatory 
Mustang. This one is a rather 
handsome 1966 fastback, 
A-code 289 four-speed with 
Rally pack, in bright red and in 
“show condition”. The estimate is 
£33,000-38,000, so it should be 

a good’un. The other is another 
American icon, the ‘59 Cadillac, 
this one being a white Series 
62 four-door sedan. Apparently 
it’s ready to cruise, and with an 
estimate around the £18,000-
22,000 mark, should be a good 
buy. See www.silverstoneauctions.
com for details.

Treats among them include a 1968 
Shelby GT500KR fastback with 
numbers-matching 428 CJ and 
four-speed, and a 1970 Pontiac 

GTO ragtop that had one owner for 
its first 35 years before undergoing 
a frame-off restoration. See www.
mecum.com for the full catalogue. 

Top Dollar
It’s not American, but you may be 
interested to know that Artcurial 
set the record for a car sold 
at auction during their sale at 
Retromobile in Paris in February. 
The 1957 Ferrari 335 S Scaglietti 

from the Pierre Bardinon 
Collection sold for a whisker 
over €32 million, or a large house 
under £25 million, including 
premiums. How’s your piggy bank 
looking these days...?

auction news.indd   15 29/02/2016   18:23:12
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Buick Avista concept
This is Buick's new Avista concept that debuted at January's NAIAS, a
handsome 2+2 hardtop coupe with a twin-turbo 3.0-litre 400bhp V6,
rear-wheel drive, Dark Sapphire Jewel paint and an interior in Mist Gray
leather with carbon fibre and aluminium accents, ionic air purifiers and
aromatherapy. Debuting at the same event where Lincoln brought the
Continental back from the dead, we reckon this Avista could be the
offspring of the Riviera.

GET IN TOUCH
Is this the new Riviera, or just a Jaguar-flavoured daydream? 

Send us a message on Facebook or drop us a tweet on Twitter

twitter.com/AmericanCarMaga facebook.com/AmericanCarMagazine
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Ray’s Classics
California Collector Car Sales & Export Specialist

San
Carlos

CA since
1980

Prices include shipping from Oakland CA to UK Mainland
Check the website for the complete inventory list

WE CAN LOCATE THE CAR OF 
YOUR DREAMS

650-361-8083
Vehicle 

shipping to 
the UK inspection 
services available 

in the Western 
States

TEL: 
www.raysclassics.com
e: raysclassics@earthlink.net

1950 Plymouth 2 Dr Sedan, 
6Cyl/3Spd, Twin Carbs, 9” 

Rear, Frenched Lights , Quality 
Built Streetrod  $17,500

1962 Chrysler 300, 2Dr Hard-
top, V8/Auto,P/S,P/B, Same 

Owner For 37Yrs

1968 Ranchero, 302/Auto, 
P/S, One Ca Owner, Original 

Owners Manual & Service 
Card, Zero Rust, $9,850 

1979 Firebird, V8/Auto, P/S,P/
B,A/C, Rustfree One Owner 

Car, Good Original Condition 
Throughout $7,400

1967 Chevy Stepside, 
350Ci/4Spd, Custom Build 

From  Front To Back, Airbags, 
P/W, Dvd, 20” Wheels, 

$19,500

1948 Plym Coupe, Old Ca 
Showcar, 426Ci/Auto , Pie 
Crust Slicks, Tuck N Roll 
Interior,Trophies Included 

$14,500

RaysClassics.indd   1 25/02/2016   17:13:03

Untitled-1   1 29/02/2016   16:53:51



letters
WHAT YOU’VE GOT TO SAY ON ALL THINGS AMERICAN CAR

twitter.com/AmericanCarMaga             facebook.com/AmericanCarMagazine

GOT SOMETHING TO SAY?
Send us a message on Facebook, drop us a tweet on
Twitter or email editor@americancarmagazine.com

STAR
LETTER

Each month, the Star Letter will receive a New Car Kit
of premium car care products courtesy of Meguiar's,
with everything you need for a 'new car shine'. 

Dear ACM,
I apologise for the seemingly cheeky email but I hope you
will understand. My dad picked up our copy of ACM over the weekend
and I wondered if I could scrounge some 'cast offs' from you if you still
have them (eco-green hot rodding and all that!). Having read the mag
from end to end, I'd noticed your plug/lead swap article (March issue,
page 74) was based around an LS400 motor. I'm into the last few weeks of
a major project and need to source a couple of leads for our engine as the
'sparky end' was a little bodged when we got hold of it! We were hoping
you hadn't binned your old ones after the pics were taken so we would be
able to recycle and re-home them.
Yours, Rogan McGilp, via email

I was particularly intrigued by this email! It turns out that Rogan is 16
years old, and he and a couple of school friends have entered a National
Science & Engineering competition for secondary school kids by
building a hot rod. It's all home-built, using a chassis from a 1939
Lanchester, a Lexus V8 and auto, plus the donated Ford Pop front end
and Jaguar back axle from a retired Seventies dragster. What really
makes it stand out is that this hot rod has been built with electrically-
operated gullwing doors to be wheelchair accessible! They're into the
last few weeks of the project, with the finals happening over March 16th
and 17th at The Big Bang Fair at Birmingham's NEC. The build is covered
in a fascinating thread on the rodsnsods.co.uk forum, and is well worth a
read. Right, I'm off to drop off some old plug leads... DS

ACM_151_Letters_Layout 1  29/02/2016  14:15  Page 2
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1968 Hurst Oldsmobile
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1968 Hurst Oldsmobile

Words: Dave Smith  Photography: Matt Woods

A famous brand name adorns this first-year
Oldsmobile special edition that really shifts...

ACM_151_Feature 1_Layout 1  29/02/2016  12:18  Page 2



ou want to start a fight
amongst American car fans?
Ask a bunch of 'em who made

the first true 'muscle car'. There'll be all
sorts of ideas put forward, but most
will stick to the traditional answer – the
1964 Pontiac GTO. While that may have
been the first car to market itself as a
muscle car, the car that's often cited as
being the first to fit the 'mid-size body
with full-size OHV V8 engine' brief was
the 1949 Oldsmobile 88 with the new
'Rocket' V8. But who thinks of
Oldsmobile as a muscle car
manufacturer?

When Pontiac created the muscle
car bandwagon, they were soon joined
by Chevrolet, Plymouth, Ford, Dodge,
Mercury and even AMC, blowing
trumpets and waving flags. Oldsmobile
hung back a little way, but their Cutlass
shared much of the GTO's A-body
underpinnings, so it was no great leap
of faith for them to create a muscle car
of their own. And they did. They
created the 4-4-2, a car with the big
motor, a four-barrel carb, a four-speed
manual and dual exhausts which could
keep pace with the GTO and was
supposedly better engineered and
better balanced. It was labelled the
“thinking man's GTO”.

In the early Sixties, GM's four-on-
the-floor manual was the hot ticket
for street and drag racers, but the
external shift linkages left a lot to
be desired in the precision and
reliability stakes. Enter a young
businessman called George Hurst,
whose shifters transformed the
clunky four-speeders into race-
ready 'boxes with shifts as slick as
cat sick on a linoleum floor. At the

time, GM's top brass didn't want the
names of any other party on their
cars. This changed when Pontiac boss
Pete Estes convinced the suits that
putting Hurst shifters and Hurst
badges on the cars would help sales.
Pontiac already used Hurst shifters on
GTOs and Super Duty Catalinas, but
advertising the fact would give them
a major street-cred boost. Oldsmobile
got in on the act, too.

22 ACM
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1968 Hurst Oldsmobile

Sharing much of its
underpinnings with
contemporary
Chevelles and GTOs,
the Olds 4-4-2 never
really gets its fair
share of the
limelight. There's no
good reason for that -
check out these
handsome lines
(below), accentuated
by the Hurst silver
with black stripes
combo. Note the big,
functional air scoops
under the bumper,
specific to the '68
model. This is one of
the pillarless
Holiday hardtop
styles - there's a
pillared Hurst Olds
Sport Coupe that's
ever more rare!
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Olds wasn't one of the manufacturers
who went wild and wacky in the Sixties
– their image was a little more
upmarket. Hurst had no such reserve,
though, and throughout the Sixties, you
could have found their Hurst Aid trailer,
manned by the Shifty Doctor, at drag
strips all over the US. Jack 'Doc' Watson
was the white-coated doctor, providing
tech support and troubleshooting for
racers with Hurst shifters, and

doubtless shifting plenty of Hurst
products at the same time. It was
marketing genius, fun, instantly
recognisable, but supremely useful at
the same time, and Doc appeared as
his alter-ego until Linda Vaughn came
along with a rather more … erm,
direct marketing strategy.

Watson had many creations
bearing his name, including the
legendary 'Hemi Under Glass'

wheelstander and the insane Hurst
Hairy Oldsmobile, a 4-4-2 with a blown
425-cube transverse V8 in either end
driving all four wheels. This was
campaigned in 1966 and 1967 to show
that the chain-driven transaxles in GM's
front-drive luxury cars could take a
pounding. It worked, the 2,400bhp car
smoking all four tyres for the full
quarter in 11 seconds, but was never
anything other than a wild ride.

23ACM

1968 Hurst Oldsmobile

➔

“Chris invited me over to Houston last
March, to the Worldwide Auctions
sale, and that's where I saw this Olds.
It was an impulse buy!”

Interior is mostly
original, which is
just as well as it'd
be a nightmare to
find replacements
for some of the
Hurst-only
touches. Dash was
supposedly hand-
polished walnut,
and that beautiful
wood-rim wheel
(left) and Tic-Toc-
Tac combined
clock and rev
counter in the
simple three-
binnacle dash
(right) comprised
most of what was
on the options list. 
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1968 Hurst Oldsmobile

For the 1968 model year, GM's A-
body cars received a handsome
restyling. George Hurst asked Doc
Watson to create an 'executive hot rod',
and the newly-styled Olds 442 (the new
badges had dropped the hyphens) was
a natural for the base. At the time, GM
had a rule in place that prevented any
engine over 400 cubic inches being
fitted in anything other than a full-size
car or a Corvette. Again, Hurst wasn't
hog-tied by this regulation so Doc
bunged in the all-new long-stroke Olds
455-cube V8 that had replaced the 425.
To this, he added the cold air induction
from the hot W-30 model, high
performance heads, hot cam, and some
careful ignition and carburettor tuning.
The result was 390bhp at 5,000rpm
and a whopping 500ft.lb. of torque. He
then added a Hurst Dual-Gate shifter to
the tweaked TH400 auto-box, all the
heavy-duty cooling, brakes and
suspension items from the Olds options
lists, fat Goodyear Polyglas tyres and a
hand-rubbed real walnut dash. He
topped the lot off with Peruvian Silver
paint from the Toronado paint charts,
black striping and boot lid, and hand-
painted white pinstripes.

Hurst was delighted – who wouldn't
be? – and started showing the car off
to some of his Oldsmobile dealer
buddies. They all began frothing at the
mouth and ordering copies, including
John Demmer, of Demmer
Engineering in Lansing, who ordered
one each for himself and his son.
Demmer also offered to build a limited
run of these Hurst Olds' at his plant,
and talks with GM top brass soon saw
442s being converted at Demmer's
plant near the Olds factory at Lansing,
then sold through Olds dealers with
factory warranties.

They were aiming to produce 500
units as late 1968 models. They had
circumvented the GM-wide under-400-

cube ban by supposedly doing the
engine swap at Demmer's, although it
later transpired that the base 442s were
driven off the production line with the
455s already in place! There were two
drivetrains used according to whether
the cars were fitted with air
conditioning – non-A/C cars got the
high-revving W-45 engine with the W-
30 heads, W-31 cam and a 3.91:1 rear
axle, while A/C cars got the W-46
engine with a slightly less loopy cam
and a 3.08:1 final drive. Both were rated
at 390bhp, however, and contemporary
tests saw them pulling 0-60mph in 5.4
seconds and quarter miles in the high
13s at well over 100mph. All had red
engine blocks and inner wings.

The heart of the
beast, the big,
long-stroke 455-
cube Rocket
torque monster
(right). GM's own
ruling prevented
them from
installing this
motor at the
factory, though
this didn't stop
them doing just
that on cars bound
for Hurst
conversions at
Demmer's across
town. Note the red
inner wings - an
important Hurst
feature.
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1968 Hurst Oldsmobile

They sold great guns. Story Olds, the
largest Oldsmobile dealer in the world,
based in Lansing, ordered 11 to begin
with, and the final tally was 515 Hurst
Olds built in just 40 days during spring,
1968. Of these, 459 were Holiday
hardtops and 56 were pillared Sport
Coupes. Magazine tests raved about
them, saying that they were the 'full
package' muscle car.

The Hurst Olds returned in spring
1969, but this time they were all in
Cameo White and Firefrost Gold, which
became signature Hurst colours. For
1970, though, it appears Oldsmobile
didn't want to buy the cow any more.
The 400-cube ban was lifted, so they
could officially fit their own 455
engines. However, they took the Hurst
Olds concept in a different direction
with the 350 Rallye to try to beat
insurance hikes on big motors. It
flopped. They also used a cartoonish
character in their advertising called
Doctor Oldsmobile – sound familiar? 

The furore soon died down, and
Hurst returned in 1972 with a Hurst
Olds that owed very little to
Oldsmobile. The Hurst Olds even
paced the 1972 Indy 500 – the previous

year, the Dodge Challenger pace
car had crashed at Indy, and
manufacturers were reluctant to pick
up the tainted baton, so Hurst
stepped in and became the first non-
auto-manufacturer to pace Indy. Just
over 600 were made. For 1973, the
body style had changed to the
'colonnade' roof with big federal
bumpers, and for the first time you had
a colour choice for your Hurst Olds –
white and gold or black and gold.
Almost 1,100 were built, a figure that
increased to 1,800 in 1974 although, by
this time, only about one in five had
the big 455 Rocket engine; the rest
were 350-cube motors.

By 1975, the last year for the old 455
engine, the Hurst Olds was based on
the Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme
Coupe, and had more to do with the
new Hurst/Hatch T-Top roof than any
muscle pretensions. The Hurst
connection fizzled out for a couple of
years before returning on the 1979
downsized Hurst/Olds Cutlass Calais,
which was the only Cutlass to use
the 350-cube Olds V8, the only Hurst-
badged Olds to be built entirely at GM's
Lansing plant, and the last to use the

Hurst Dual Gate shifter. The name made
a brief reappearance in 1983 and 1984
on a limited-edition Hurst/Olds package
on the G-body Cutlass, sporting Hurst T-
tops, a Hurst Lightning Rods shifter and
rumbling dual exhausts. Under the
bonnet, however, was a less-than-
exciting 307 Olds smog motor and, on
the '83 model, a rather feeble rear axle.
Demand was high, however, and the
original production run of 2,500 had to
be extended to 3,000 in both years. In
1988, the final year for the rear-drive G-
body, Doc Watson created a kit to turn
any new Cutlass Classic into a
Hurst/Olds. Watson built four examples,
but very few kits were sold.

Owner Keith
(below left) knows
a few things about
fast cars, but not
those as raw and
brutal as this Olds.
Put your seatbelt
on, man! The
Rocket 455 (below
right) was fitted
with functional
cold air ducts
from those scoops
beneath the
bumper to the air
filter pan. This
ram-air system,
combined with
heads and cam
cherry-picked
from Olds' own W-
packages, made
for a thumpingly
powerful engine.

➔

“It's very exciting,
but you've got to
know how to
handle it... and
I'm not saying
that I do!”
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And what of the others? George
Hurst took Hurst Performance public in
1968, and in 1970 it was bought out by
Sunbeam Products who effectively
booted Hurst and his partner
Greenwald out of their own company. In
1987, Sunbeam sold Hurst to Mr Gasket,
who in turn sold it to B&M, and both are
now under the Driven Performance
banner along with Flowmaster. George
Hurst died at just 59 years old in 1986.
Oldsmobile was wound up in the spring
of 2004, although GM still own all the
rights and trademarks. Jack 'Doc'
Watson passed away last August aged
75. An aftermarket tuning company
called Hurst Performance Vehicles was
started in Irvine, California, in 2008,
producing Hurst Challengers,
Camaros and such, but was itself
wound up in 2011.

Wow, what a downer, ending such a
success story like that! It's not all doom
and gloom, though, as the original
Hurst Oldsmobiles are now highly
sought-after, and live on through
muscle car enthusiasts everywhere.
Like this one, for instance, although
this is possibly the only Hurst Olds
ever bought on a whim...

“I've been into classic cars for a
long time,” says owner Keith
Borroughs, from Suffolk, “but not

particularly Americans. I work in
shipping, for Kedan Logistics, and I'm
good friends with Chris Smith (Chris is
a regular ACM contributor, and Kedan
part-sponsored Chris's participation
in the One Lap Of America events –
DS). Chris invited me over to Houston
last March, to the Worldwide Auctions
sale, and that's where I saw this Olds.
It was an impulse buy!

“I saw the car at the viewing the
night before the sale. I liked the shape,
but knew practically nothing about the
car, and it was going on sale with no
reserve but an estimate of $50,000-
60,000. In the sale, I put some bids in
thinking I'd be nowhere near, but then
realised nobody else was bidding! The
hammer went down and suddenly,
wow, I'm now into American cars! It
had got nowhere even close to its
estimate, and Dennis Collins told me I'd
got a real bargain.

“Shipping was obviously no
problem for me, so I brought it
home. It's almost like brand new,
incredibly well restored, and just
needed the usual jobs to get it
through the MoT – converting the
reversing lamps to indicators at the
back and using little LED inserts for
sidelights at the front. No other work
was needed at all.

“It's quick! I've had plenty of quick
cars before, but they've all had
electronic stability control and the like.
I've always liked American cars for
having so much character and such
raw power – it's very exciting, but
you've got to know how to handle it...
and I'm not saying that I do! I took it to
the NASC show at Ipswich last year
and a few local shows, and it's had
quite a lot of interest. I don't have too
many plans for it. It's stored at the
moment, because I won't drive it in the
wet, but I'll be keeping it for summer
fun at least. So much work has been
done to keep it original that I'll make
sure it stays that way. The only part
that isn't original is the air-conditioning
system, but it came with all the parts
to put it back to 100 per cent stock
anyway. It's a real head-turner; I'm
loving my first American car!” ACM

The Hurst black
stripes also
encompassed the
entire bootlid and
rear window
surround. It works.
There are plenty of
Hurst badges on
and around the car,
and I imagine good
original badges
change hands for
rather silly figures.
Keith picked his '68
up for a bargain
price at auction,
and I don't imagine
there's another in
the UK... unless you
know different?

1968 Hurst Oldsmobile

“So much work
has been done to
keep it original
that I'll make sure
it stays that way”
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Coil over shocks w/coil spring -from................ £434.38

Willwood 4 piston callipers xtra on kit-from ... £240.63

Power steering rack & mounts ............... from £240.74

Front anti-roll bar kit-from .............................. £197.84

Front air-bag kit-from ............................. from £558.99



 

 

1955-57 Tri-Chevy pwr kit-no pump .................. £538.00

1965-66 Mustang pwr kit inc pump .................. £1649.68

1967 [early] Mustang pwr kit inc pump .............. £tba

1967-70 Mustang pwr kit inc pump .................. £1649.68

1965-66 Mustang non-pwr kit ............................. £T.O.

1964-70 Disc kit w/servo+m/cyl fr £803.70

1964-66 Servo w/dual m/cyl ........... £296.84

1967-70 Servo w/dual m/cyl ........... £296.84

1964-70 Rear disc kit 9” big brg ... £370.78sp

1953-56 F100 servo w/m-cyl .......... £375.09

1947-54 Chevy servo w/m-cyl ....... £401.86

Electric vacuum pump kit ............. £310.13





1947-53 Chevy p/up .................. £1018.15

1954-55 Chevy p/up .................. £1018.15

1955-59 Chevy p/up .................... £958.91

1953-56 Ford F100 p/up .............. £958.91

1964-70 Mustang ...................... £1400.75

Moroso 4 bar-no shocks etc ....... £244.56

Air-ride 4 bar-no shocks etc ....... £435.31



1955-57 CHEVY- kit

Front “Shockwaves” ..................... £539.66pr

Rear AirBar 4 link ...................... £1152.79

Rear “Shockwaves” .................. fr £668.69pr

Air-Ride pump/tank system ..... fr £933.78



                                   

     
     
          
     

          



     
          
     
               
          


          



Available in paintable steel &

chrome finish, with or without col-

umn shift, featuring 8 position tilt.

28-32” length-paintable-floor shift ................. fr £333.82

30-33” length-paintable-column shift ............ fr £470.02

28-32” length-chrome-floor shift ................... fr £383.95

30-33” length-chrome-column shift ............... fr £669.72




-Zero bump steer & anti-dive built in-



1940-48 Car ........... £1369.43> 1-only!

1949-54 Car ........... £1910.22    All available separately!

1937-39 pickup ...... £1878.89

1940-46 pickup ...... £1887.86

1947-54 pickup ...... £1874.96

1955-59 pickup ...... £1956.22

Universal 24-30” ... £1910.22

1933-34 Car ........ £1869.95

1935-40 Car ........ £1841.30

1935-41 Pickup ... £1841.30   All available separately!

1941-48 Car ........ £1845.26

1948-52 F1 p/up... £1944.62

1953-56 F100p/u .. £1918.86

1964-70 Mustang £1849.73
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1970 Dodge Charger
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1970 Dodge Charger

Words & Photography: John Kennedy

There's nothing Dodgy about this Dodge – it's what a Charger would
have been like in 1970 if the factory had spent days on each car!
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rom its debut back in the
Sixties, the Dodge Charger has
been one of the most iconic

muscle cars to have ever graced the
world's roads. A visit to see Craig
Marsden, owner of both the Prestige
Body Shop and an amazing fully
restored 1970 Dodge Charger 500,
confirmed the Charger's status.

With its wraparound chrome
bumper and one-piece grille

30 ACM

F concealing the headlights to its
instantly recognisable door scoops
and hood scallops, there’s no
mistaking what this car is. The stance
of it makes you think blimey – this
motor means business!

The Charger was in a right state
before Craig got his hands on it. The
car was in desperate need of saving
and completely restoring. Prestige,
having the tools of the trade and some

unbelievably talented guys working
for them were just the company for the
job. A quick cuppa and a chat to the
workshop guys just proved their
expertise.

The workshop had a mixture of
European marques, some exotic Audi
stuff and some mean-looking
American metal dotted around the
place, from a project C10 to a 1972 El
Camino parked outside awaiting its

We don't put too much
factory-stock resto stuff
in this magazine, but
when it's this straight
and this stunning
(above), it's difficult to
ignore. Even the colour
is understated, from an
era where lairy 'Hi-
Impact' colours were
the norm. Wheels add a
dash of bling, and big
radials are a definite
plus in the handling
stakes

"Craig’s fabricator and master
craftsman stepped in, and
from original specs and
drawings he completely
fabricated two new wings
from scratch"

1970 Dodge Charger
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turn in the surgery. An impressive '65
Mustang was being prepped ready for
the spray booth, which itself is state of
the art. It was a hive of activity, with
everyone working methodically.

The Charger project was destined for
a complete rebuild – everything had to
be stripped, dipped and blasted. Every
single nut and bolt, every panel, the lot
came off it leaving only the shell. The
front wings had rotted out causing a

major headache as original or
patterned wings for the '70 are just not
available. The only other way is to find a
breakers likely to have the stripped
parts on the shelf – “Hen's teeth”
springs to mind. Not deterred by this,
Craig’s fabricator and master craftsman
stepped in, and from original specs and
drawings he completely fabricated two
new wings from scratch, and superb
they look, too!

Overall the body wasn’t the worst
the guys had seen but it was pretty
close and needed restoring properly.
As was to be expected with a 45-year-
old car, some additional panels needed
replacing. All bodywork was done at
the Prestige Body Shop at Birdwell as
they have all the in-house facilities
required for this kind of restoration
job. Craig says, “When we bought the
car in February 2012 from the West

Underneath the car
(top right) is as
clean as the
topside, with just as
much work having
gone into it. It's
worth a trip down
into the grass to
check it out..

➔

1970 Dodge Charger
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1970 Dodge Charger
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Midlands it was in a bit of a state – as
you can tell from the delivery and
inspection photos. The engine
sounded strong but as there was no
fuel tank, boot or front floors we
couldn’t run it for long. The original
matching numbers 383 engine came in
a crate with the car but needed a
complete rebuild. Every single nut and
bolt came off the car, we then blasted
the shell and chassis back to bare
metal. New front and boot floors and
fuel tank were installed, and the front
wings were fabricated and fitted. A lot
of welding went into the car, and
everything that wasn't blasted was
stripped by hand was then painted or
powdercoated.

“All the interior needed restoring or
recovering, including new carpets and
headliner, with most parts coming
from Legendary Auto Interiors in the
States. We really went to town on it.
Exterior wise, all chrome work was
stripped and re-plated, and the new
vinyl roof was fitted by Sheffield
Trimmers. All suspension was
renewed, with new springs and shocks
fitted. It already had disc brakes, but
these were replaced along with a new
servo and brake master cylinder, plus
all new brake and fuel lines. Everything
was either replaced or restored that
needed to be, but that’s the only way a
job like this can be done.”

Prestige’s specialist sprayer
certainly had his work cut out but
being the complete perfectionist Stan
is, his mission was to get the car back
to looking like it had just rolled off the
assembly line… He exceeded that and
then some, the care and detail to
attention in the beautiful metallic
green spray job is astonishing. Every
inch of that body, inside and out,
chassis, arches, even under the car has
been sprayed and finished to the
highest degree. The depth in paint and
lacquer is so deep, the workshop team
must have spent weeks prepping
everything top to bottom. The doors
for example are in actual fact painted
in two different greens, as was
standard at manufacture and they look
superb, all the chrome work has also
been re-chromed, and to an amazingly
high specification. The completely
restored interior is all original with
deep front bucket seats and rear
bench as was standard in this year.➔

"Everything was
either replaced
or restored that
needed to be, but
that’s the only
way a job like
this can be done"

1970 Dodge Charger
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With the original 383 block awaiting
it’s rebuild, the other engine that came
in the car was installed, another 383
V8 Mopar unit that has been on the
dyno and is producing 380bhp! “We
did rebuild and fit the original
numbers-matching engine,” says
Craig, “but at Americana last year it
developed a bit of a misfire. It turned
out to be a major failure, so we put the
spare engine in ready for the Mopar
Euronationals, but then it belted with
rain all day Sunday and we didn't end
up going! We still have the original
engine; we might get Dave Billadeau
to have a look at it, but then we'll
shrink-wrap it and store it, then if we
ever sell the car the original engine
can go with it. I think I'll have a word

with Dave about an upgraded torque
converter, too.”

I followed the Charger with that
monster V8 in it to the shoot location
and believe me the noise through
those enormous rear pipes makes the
hairs on the back of your neck stand-
up, it’s magical. There wasn’t one
person the Charger passed by en
route who didn’t turn their head, each
face with a massive grin from ear to
ear. A little blip of the throttle and the
Charger was off – it’s so quick! My not-
so-luxurious jelly mould couldn’t keep
up. Oh, if I only had a spare £100,000
laying around.

The Charger is Prestige’s show piece
and rightly so, as everywhere the car
goes it’s greeted with admiration. The

sheer quality of the workmanship in
the Charger is gaining them more
notoriety, clients and many new fans,
too – including the celebrity presenter
of Wheeler Dealers – Mike Brewer.
“Once we started this job, it developed
a life of its own,” says Craig. “If you're
going to do a job like this, you really
need to do it properly, and the amount
of work it's brought to the garage is
amazing.” Since this feature was shot,
Prestige have bare-metalled the El
Camino and it's waiting for green paint,
there's a Mach I Mustang in for full
restoration and a '57 Bel Air coming. It
seems like the American hot rod/resto
shops we see on Discovery Channel
have got themselves some
competition... from Barnsley! ACM

The interior has
been completely
refreshed or
renewed with
Legendary kit
(below). Note
that this car has
kept all the
features that
many Charger
owners are keen
to lose, such as
the air
conditioning
system and the
column change.
This has served
the Prestige guys
well as a rolling
advertisement
for their skills,
and they seem to
be a bit of a Yank
magnet now!

Prestige Bodyshop, Barnsley,
01226 742064,
www.theprestigebodyshop.co.uk

Thanks

"The other engine that came in the car was installed, another 383 V8
Mopar unit that has been on the dyno and is producing 380bhp!”

1970 Dodge Charger
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We share a common passion here at The Prestige Bodyshop and that is one of 
perfection, all work carried out is of the highest standard possible. No job is too 

small and every detail is taken care of.

info@theprestigebodyshop.co.uk
www.theprestigebodyshop.co.uk
01226 742064

The Prestige Body Shop, 
115 Sheffield Road, Birdwell, 

Barnsley, South Yorkshire 
S70 5TA

FULL CUSTOM PAINTWORK | DENTS AND SCRATCHES | RESPRAYS 
| COLOUR CODING | BODY KITS AND BODYWORK | MOTORBIKES 

| INSURANCE WORK | WHEEL REFURBISHMENT 
| RESTORATION PROJECTS | COLOUR REFRESH

PrestigeBodyShop.pdf   1   25/02/2016   15:24:30
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T he Office For National Statistics 
reckons that, in the UK, the 
average marriage is expected to 

last for 32 years. This couple is not far 
off that milestone figure and showing 
no signs of cooling off... but it seems to 
help a great deal when one party is a 
’57 Chevrolet. Let’s face it, they never 
lose their looks.

I’ve said it before, but the Tri-Chevy 
has got to be the most enduringly 
popular car design of the Fifties. 
Chevrolet got it just right in 1955, and 
just about spot on in 1956, but got it 
perfect in 1957. How many cars that 
sold in seven digits in the Fifties are 
still so sought-after today? Let’s talk to 
Mark Harrison from Whitstable, who 
has held onto his for nigh-on 30 years.

“I had a few Americans before this,” 
says Mark. “A Camaro, a Cougar and 
so on, but I always wanted the ’57 
Chevy. Back in the Eighties, I got to 
know the guys up at Luxury & Power 
in Lewisham, I used to go up there 
and look around, then go on to the 
Chelsea Cruise. At some time in the 
late Eighties, they imported this ’57 
four-door sedan for a customer, who 
brought it back a year later and part-
exchanged it for something else. I went 
up there one Sunday morning and 
there it was, for sale, and there was no 
way I could NOT buy it! I couldn’t afford 
it, money was very tight at the time, 
and it nearly bankrupted me getting 
the cash together. I had to sell my ’74 
Camaro, get loans, all sorts, but I got it.

“It was the same colour back then, 
but otherwise not the same car. It was 
a good daily driver, with a 305 V8 and 
two-speed Powerglide auto, and I kept 
it like that for years. I always worked 
on it over winter and drove it all over 
summer; it’s never been off the road 

Sprightly 59-year-old seeks 
LTR with caring owner. Must 
enjoy cruising, rock’n’roll, 
and have own garage.

Words: Dave Smith 
Photography: Darren Woolway

Long-Term 
Relationship

“I went up there 
one Sunday 
morning and there 
it was, for sale, and 
there was no way I 
could NOT buy it!”
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when I’ve wanted to use it. I admire 
these guys who spend 10 or 15 years 
building a car, but I couldn’t do that.

“The first big job I did was to pull 
the 305 out and rebuild it. The engine 
bay was painted black at the time, 
so I cleaned it up and resprayed the 
whole front end body colour, then 
dropped the 305 back in for another 
10 years happy service. Then, about 16 
years ago, I upgraded to power front 
disc brakes. I used to go to the States 
once a year and bring parts home 
with me, so the whole conversion kit 
came home in my suitcase! I’d had an 
incident in the car when I was going 
down a steep hill, wondering whether 
I’d stop at the bottom; that’s what 
prompted the conversion, and it made 
a huge difference.

“Next, I reupholstered the interior. 
I had a set of seat covers made by 
a little upholstery guy on a corner 
in Clearwater, Florida. I was on my 
holidays, and he said ‘Sure, pick them 
up in a week before you go home,’ and 
I did! They were all done in tuck’n’roll, 
and I bought a roll of matching vinyl to 
do the door cards, kick panels etc. I did 
it all myself, and all for the first time, 
but doing the headlining in perforated 
vinyl was a bloody nightmare – it’s 

When you look 
this good (above), 
it doesn’t matter 
how many doors 
you have. Those 
Cragar wheels are an 
unusual sight over 
here, but seem to suit 
the car very well, and 
the tyre profile is low 
enough to look good 
without ruining the 
ride. Air suspension 
lets the car get down 
low without getting 
beached on speed 
bumps. Under-dash 
tissue dispenser 
(above right) now 
dispenses tunes 
instead of hankies. 
White tuck’n’roll 
bench upholstery 
(top right) came 
from a small custom 
trimmer in Florida... 
most people come 
home from their 
holiday with a tan 
and a T-shirt, not a 
new interior! Chrome 
steering wheel was 
on probation, but is 
now a permanent 
fixture.

“At the time, all I had was a single lock-up with no 
electricity, so all this was done with a torch strapped 
to my head!”
like trying to wallpaper a ceiling with 
one arm tied behind your back; never 
again. While the interior was out, I 
also sprayed the dashboard with rattle 
cans. At the time, all I had was a single 
lock-up with no electricity, so all this 
was done with a torch strapped to my 
head! It came out OK, though. The 
interior used to be black velour and 
black carpet, so changing to white 
made a huge difference and lifted the 
whole car. It’s still the same today.

“The years passed, and I’d drive it in 
summer, towing my caravan to shows, 
then store it over winter, sometimes in 
a garage, sometimes outside under a 
tarp, as I moved house quite often. For 
the last six or seven years, I’ve been 
lucky enough to have a decent garage 
to work in so the jobs I’ve been able to 
do have taken the car to the next level. 
It’s now the best it’s ever been.

“Five years ago, I bought a crate 
350 from Real Steel, with Edelbrock 
intake and carburettor, which I’ve just 
replaced with the same items but in 

the Durashine finish. That was great, 
but more recently I fitted a 700-R4 
overdrive auto, which was perfect. 
I also swapped the master cylinder 
for a CCP item with an integrated 
proportioning valve, which makes the 
engine bay so much tidier. A couple 
of years ago I fitted the full AirRide 
Technologies air suspension kit, again 
all brought home from the States! This 
made the ride so much better, and it 
drops to the floor when you park up at 
shows. It’s remote control, too, and you 
should see kids’ eyebrows shoot up 
when the car moves on its own. At the 
same time, I fitted the Cragar wheels, 
and I’ve yet to see another set like it in 
the UK.

“The Mr Gasket bug-catcher houses 
the air filter, and all the linkages for 
the scoop and the carb were made 
from billet aluminium by my friend 
Ian Burton. All the dash inserts are 
now billet, too, along with a billet 
steering wheel. I bought it in the US, 
but didn’t know whether I’d like it 
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until I’d done it – it sat on a shelf in the 
garage for a year, then I decided to 
give it a three-month trial period, liked 
it, and it stayed! I upgraded the cable 
wipers with a Raingear system that 
uses bars under the dashboard. I’m 
quite large, so my bendy mate Damian 
Hart came and did all the tricky work 
under the dashboard while I stood and 
handed him the parts! It’s a two-speed 
system and removes all the slack 
and slop you get with the cables, so 
it’s very worthwhile. I went to the US 
again in 2014 and indulged in a set of 
billet bonnet hinges which were very 
expensive but I think they’re lovely. 
It had an original tissue dispenser 
under the dash, so I modified it to hide 
a modern stereo head unit that I can 
plug a USB or SD card into without 
having to see it.

“Last year I fitted an Ecklers power 
rack and pinion steering conversion. It 
made a massive difference, made the 
car much more drivable, and I don’t 
know why I didn’t do it a long time ago. 
It was a bolt-on kit, which are never 
a perfect bolt-on, but the only major 
problem I had was the shaft between 
the column and the rack fouling on the 
headers. I bought a set of ceramic-
coated headers, which weren’t cheap 
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but worth every penny, and cleared the 
steering no problem. 

“I rewired the whole car with an 
American Auto Wires kit. Wiring 
terrifies me, but lots of people had said 
that it was a really easy kit to use. I was 
advised to just disconnect the battery, 
go into the car and snip every wire I 
could find with side-cutters, then rip 
it all out. That way there’s no turning 
back. Some of the original 60-year-old 
wiring was so brittle you could just 
snap it with your fingers, and adding 
accessories to the original loom was 
a fire waiting to happen. In the end, 
it probably cost about £500, but I 
took my time and quite enjoyed it; it’s 
probably one of the most worthwhile 
jobs I’ve done. 

“People ask me why I bought a four-
door instead of a two-door or hardtop. 
Quite simply it’s because there weren’t 
that many about in the Eighties and I 
wasn’t spoiled for choice! I’ve had this 
car 27 years now; I think they’re going 
to have to bury me in it. I use it as much 
as possible, towing my Sixties fold-out 
caravan to shows. I’ve been on the 
scene long enough and met so many 
people who know my car but don’t 
know me! I see some cars at shows and 

think that I’d be scared to drive them if 
I owned them. Not mine. Rain doesn’t 
bother me, and sometimes I’ll just 
take it out to go shopping. It gets a big 
reaction – people seem to like it – and 
with the upgraded steering and brakes 
it’s a comfortable, drivable, capable car 
with plenty of get-up-and-go. 

“It always puts a smile on my face 
every time I go into the garage, it’s 
never let me down and never given 
me any aggravation. I can’t ever 
imagine not owning it; there are other 
cars I’d like to own, but I can’t ever 
imagine selling this one. If I did sell 
it, I can’t imagine how I’d feel seeing 
this car driving off down the road with 
someone else owning it. Also, I can’t 
imagine a time when I won’t have 
something that I want to do to it. At the 
moment, the aluminium radiator is out 
of it and I’m fitting a wider, lower one 
that doesn’t sit above the slam panel, 
just to tidy the engine bay. I’ll also paint 
it again at some point in the future; I’ll 
always be scratching around doing 
something. My job is very stressful, 
so after work I go into the garage, 
shut the door, and that’s how I relax. I                                                                               
love it as much now as the day I 
bought it.” ACM

“I can’t ever imagine not owning it; there are other 
cars I’d like to own, but I can’t ever imagine selling 
this one”

TECH  SPEC
1957 CHEVROLET BEL AIR

350cu.in. Goodwrench crate 
engine

Edelbrock manifold and 4bbl 
carb in Durashine

Aluminium radiator

Chrome front pulleys

TH 700-R4 auto transmission

Shortened, balanced prop 

AirRide Technologies remote-
control air suspension system

Dual battery system fitted in 
the trunk 

Cragar 17”  Eliminator 500C 
wheels

Tyres 215/45ZR17 front, 
255/50ZR17 rear

Front disc brake conversion

CCP master cylinder with 
integral proportioning valve

All new fuel and brake lines

Mr Gasket Bug Catcher, 
custom linkages by Ian Burton

Ecklers power rack and pinion 
steering

Ceramic coated headers

Billet hood hinges

Upholstery and carpet made 
and fitted by owner

Billet dash insert

Chrome custom steering 
wheel

Chromed instrument cluster

Digital head unit hidden in 
modified tissue dispenser

Rewired by owner and 
Damien Hart with an 
American Auto Wire system

Raingear wiper system 

“Thanks to so many along 
the way, but in particular Ian 
Burton and Damien Hart.”

This is a real Cruise 
Muscle motor - it’s a 
fairly stock crate 350, 
but with plenty of 
dress-up, all the right 
noises and built-in 
reliability for cruising 
all summer long. 
Body-colour engine 
bay keeps things 
bright, too. 
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THE HOME OF RAM TRUCKS IN THE UK

We are based 2 minutes from junction 26 of the M25 - Waltham Abbey, Essex EN9 3QF

01992 651704 / 07773 394255

New website: www.51stateautos.com
Follow us on Twitter @51stateautos

√ FINANCE
√ PART EXCHANGE
√ SERVICING

More vehicles
always in stock
and available

to order

2016 Dodge Ram 1500
Rebel

Brand new Model!!
All Rebels come with
the 4 corner air suspension
and have a number of new
design features - 17 inch
Aluminium wheels with 33 inch
Toyo Open Country AT Tyres,
1 inch higher ride height,
unique front fog lamps, new
Ram Centric rugged front
grille, new tailgate with black
RAM logo, Bistein shocks,
accented fender flares and
lower two tone paint accents.
Interior wise there is a unique
Rebel black and red accented
design with rugged Rebel
branded seats and mats.
Black and white 2016 trucks

£37,495 + VAT

Wow!! What a crazily specced
vehicle!! The 3.5 Litre EcoBoost
engine offers up to around
30mpg whilst still delivering
365 HP and 420 pounds of
torque. The Platinum version
comes with a host of new and
innovative features including
Massage Seats, Inflatable
Rear Belts, Panoramic Double
Sunroof, Remote tailgate
opening, Side mirror spot lights
Power sidesteps, Power fold
mirrors, Blind Spot alert, Rear
parking sensors, Rear Camera,
Remote engine start
LED headlights, rear lights, side
lights. We have several of these
trucks on order for customers
but this one is in stock and
ready to go. Please call to view!

2015 Ford F 150
Platinum Supercrew 4x4

£41,500 + VAT

As new condition this very
rare 6 seater 2014 Ram 1500
Laramie Quad Cab is finished
in Deep Cherry Red Metallic
and comes with a £1500
Undercover SE Lux Colour
coded one piece tonneau
cover. The truck was supplied
new by us and is equipped as
follows:
5.7 Hemi V8 with MDS
8 Speed Auto
Full European Sat Nav
20 inch chrome clad wheels.
With very low mileage this
truck will not take long to sell
so ifinterested please get in
touch quickly.

2014 Dodge RAM 1500
4x4 Quad Cab Laramie

£28,995 + VAT

This superb 2009 Ram 1500
is in absolutely superb
condition throughout.
It comes with a full and
comprehensive service
history and has only one
owner from new. It has
covered just over 43000
miles and has all the luxury
features you would expect-
Euro Sat Nav, Hard Drive
media, Bluetooth, 20 inch
chrome clad wheels, power
sliding rear window, Rear
camera, Rear Parkings
sensors, Power sunroof,
Remote start, Bed liner and
cover, Sidesteps

2009 Dodge Ram 1500
Crew Cab Laramie 4x4

£20,995 + VAT

Registered on a 15 plate
this Raptor was supplied
new by us and is now up
for resale with just 8500
miles. This is one of the
last opportunities to buy a
Raptor with the 6.2
V8 Engines.
Very highly specced with
luxury pack, front and rear
cameras, sat nav, both
graphics packs,
bed liner and a £2000
electric roller shutter
cover!
Presented in superb
condition.

2014 Ford F150 Raptor
Supercrew

£51,995 + VAT

In Plum Crazy - the 
first in Europe!!
also arriving- an SRT 8 
392 in same colour - 
Call for pricing

2016 Dodge Challenger 
Hellcat

2017 Ford F150 Raptor

2016 Ford F150 Limited

Now taking orders for 
the new 3.5 Litre V6 
Twin turbo. 10 speed 
auto Raptor- call for 
details

Due to arrive in April, 
huge specification 
with sumptuous 
unique Limited limited 
Interior
Call for Details
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Well it was that time of the year again 
– Barrett-Jackson Scottsdale 2016 was 
upon us, and so was the sunshine! 
Arizona lived up to its weather yet 
again, the currant bun in the sky shone 
on buyers and sellers...

This year was the year of the Trans 
Am, the second-gen to be more 
precise, with these cars now finding 
their stride in the market place (and 
long overdue I might add). If you’ve 
read my Barrett reviews before you’ll 
know the drill – the week starts with 
the everyday muscle cars we know 
and love changing hands from 10am 
in the morning through ’til 9-10pm at 
night. The more the week progresses 
and the closer we get to the weekend, 
the more rare, big-money lots come 
into play for the prime time.

What stood out most this year was 
the younger cars such as the 1984 
Mustang 350 GT Convertible with 

100 miles on the odometer, which 
brought a new world record for these 
seemingly over-looked late-model 
cars by achieving $80,000. This was 
followed by a 1979 Anniversary edition 
Trans Am with just nine miles on the 
clock. We discussed this car amongst 
ourselves as well as with the vendor 
and all agreed the market is getting 
stronger and it may bring $50,000 in 
this buoyant crowd. How wrong we 
were! The buyer’s price was $187,000 – 
my God, what was happening?

A long time ago a good friend of 
mine and a businessman involved in 
the collector car market told me that 
this week in Scottsdale was the most 
important week in the industry. Why, I 
asked? He said that January out here 
sets the trend for the rest of the year 
with Ferrari sales figures setting the 
pace for every other collector car. “If 
Ferraris are doing well, everything 

Cars, stars and open bars... it must be the big auction frenzy in 
Scottsdale again.

Words & photography: Big Chris Smith

Great Scott
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(Main) Midas 
Monkey Corvette, 
built in association 
with Hot Wheels.
(Left above) Burt 
Reynolds addresses 
the crowd for the 
Smokey & The 
Bandit car sale.
(Left) Peter Klutt 
from the Legendary 
Motorcar Company. 
He has his own TV 
show now.
(Right) Overhaulin’s 
Courtney Hanson
(Far right) Chris, 
singer Ted Nugent, 
Richard Rawlings 
and Craig Jackson
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else follows suit; if they tank, we are 
all in trouble!” How right he was – the 
Euro Ferrari sales were good and 
everything else followed. The feeling 
up on stage and in the room was 
electric, hands and wallets flying 
everywhere, a fantastic experience. 
Cudas Challengers, Olds, you name 
it, this auction had it. A 1972 Corvette 
ZR1, one of 20 produced and finished 
in Elkhart Green, ran over the block 
finishing at a healthy $192,000 – a 
record for a ’72.

After some time spent with old 
friends and contacts, I was fortunate 
enough to meet John Force, a real 
down-to-earth guy who had plenty 
of time for a chat; Chris Jacobs                               
from Overhaulin’ and Courtney 

Hansen were also showing their faces 
at the event.

The cars came and went in their 
droves and the weekend was soon 
upon us. The main draw in my eyes 
was Burt Reynolds’s car, a ’77 Y82 SE 
used to promote the film Smokey and 
the Bandit. The car was taken around 
the States and used at the premieres 
of the film with Mr Reynolds also 
attending. Could it get any better? 
Actually it did. This is where a big 
thank you goes out to a friend and 
associate, Dave Hall of Restore A 
Muscle Car. Dave had helped bring 
the sale of the car together for the 
event and helped in Burt’s personal 
appearance, so as a favour he got us 
in to meet him back stage in person. 

I’ve never before gone cross-eyed 
and weak at the knees when I’ve met 
anyone remotely famous, but this was 
different. When I lived in Kent in the 
Eighties my brother used to take me 
to primary school in a Y82 SE just like 
Burt’s. I was eight years old, and grew 
up watching that film... and still do. 
We sat and had a chat with some of 
my friends and Dave’s for around 30 
minutes. I can tell you the man really 
is the legend – a true gent in every 
sense, accompanied by a wicked sense 
of humour, he had us in stitches!

He signed some pictures for us and 
we were told it was time for him to be 
up on stage for the sale of the car. How 
did it do? It made $550,000, a record 
sale figure for any Trans Am from 
any year ever sold. When Burt was on 
stage it was the most surreal moment 
at any auction ever – you could hear 
a pin drop out of respect for what the 
man was going to say next, a true 
once-in-a-lifetime moment.

The sale made more than $102 
million over the week and was the 
most successful in the 45-year period 
that Barrett-Jackson has been going; 
yes indeed, the collector/muscle car 
market is going from strength to 
strength. Remember, this gig is only a 
plane journey and a hotel away each 
January... I’m not biased (much), but 
it beats the crap out of Tenerife for a 
week! ACM

(Above) Boss 302 
going over the block 
– it brought $100k
(Below) Jessie’s car 
from The Fast And 
The Furious
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Completing the winter trifecta of vast 
US auto shows, the circus came to 
Chicago in mid-February. It’s tough, 
trying to keep something back to grab 
headlines across three shows, three 
months and three different parts of the 
country, but most managed it.

Ford were showing off their 
Explorer, including one conversion by 
BraunAbility for wheelchair users, the 
only volume-produced wheelchair-
accessible SUV on sale. Featuring a 
power sliding side door and power 
ramp, the conversions are done at 
BraunAbility’s Indiana HQ.

GM, meanwhile, were making a 
great fuss of the Buick Avista concept 
and the little Cascada convertible, 
while over at Chevrolet was a line-
up of the new Midnight edition 

Z71 Silverado and Colorado trucks. 
Of most interest to performance 
enthusiasts, though, was the new 
1LE edition of the 2017 Camaro, the 
track-ready handling package for the 
weekend racer. Unusually, they’re 
offering the 1LE package on both the 
V8 and V6.

FCA were making the most of their 
new Chrysler Pacifica ‘minivan’ MPV, 
but there was a hick-magnet in the 
shape of the Ram Power Wagon – the 
Tonka-toy with a 6.4 Hemi that Ram are 
calling “the ultimate off-roader”. Jeep 
didn’t seem to mind them saying this.

Well, that’s it for the huge auto show 
circuit for 2016, so while the shows 
are winding down, the race season is 
building up and it’s back into gear for a 
big summer! ACM

The huge Chicago Auto Show opened over Valentine’s Day 
weekend, and you couldn’t help but find something to love.

Words: Dave Smith

Feel The Love
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it was ready to go tarmac rallying, 
though a glance at the grille showed 
two badges, one saying Chevrolet, 
the other 302. Could it be...? The 
autojumble is always worth perusing 
(especially if you have a MkII Escort 
or Mini; for anyone else, not so much) 
and if you’re looking for a unique V8 
for your Sixties-style hot rod, there was 
an all-aluminium Martin-Monica 3.0 V8, 
based on an F1 engine, in pieces, a snip 
at £17,500.

Stars of the show for me were a 
1950 Briggs Cunningham Le Mans-
style Cadillac, and a 1966 Ford F350 
race car hauler that wouldn’t look out 
of place with a Shelby Cobra Daytona 
on the back. Both were near Derek 
Drinkwater’s American diner and bar … 
coincidence? ACM

The Autosport-style show for the historic race car fan, Stoneleigh’s Race Retro show was a winter warmer.

Words & photography: Dave Smith

Retrosexual

The three-day Race Retro event 
always livens up a dull February, and 
if historic racing is your game then 
this is the place to be. This year, the 
Friday was mild and pleasant, meaning 
that the car park could be almost as 
much of a feature as the show itself. 
There’s plenty of fascinating stuff on 
display from various car clubs and 
racing series, including a brace of 
circuit-prepared Mustangs, a similarly 
prepared Camaro and a duo of Jensen 
Interceptors, one a Mopar-powered 
stocker that once belonged to Eric 
Morecambe, the other a stunner in 
candy apple red with a thumping 
GM LS3 from Jensen International 
Automotive. I’ll take both, please!

In the Parc Ferme, there was a 
Vauxhall Firenza that looked like 
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machines together with special interest 
automobiles were arrayed throughout 
the sprawling complex that abuts a 
prime chunk of parkland close to the 
town centre. Drifting was introduced 
to the melange of static displays a few 
years back and has proven to be quite 
a draw, as has the omnipresent number 
of traders offering an eclectic variety of 
parts and accessories.

German gearheads were catered for 
through a goodly number of stock and 
modified examples, the latter being 
exemplified by a wooden sports 

Though big indoor custom shows were a thing of the past? Not 
in Germany, they’re not.

Words & photography: Andy Willsheer

Essen, No 
Messin’



Having recently completed its 48th 
annual extravaganza, the ever popular 
Essen Motor Show, hosted by the city-
owned exhibition centre, posted an 
official attendance figure of 359,900, 
a small improvement upon 2014 and 
something very satisfying for the 
small team responsible for putting it                        
all together.

The format of having something 
to appeal to visitors of all ages has 
proven very successful over the years, 
and 2015 was no exception: classic 
cars, hot rods, customs and street 
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(Top) NASCAR ’85 
Olds Cutlass is the last 
Oldsmobile driven 
by Dave Marcis, who 
raced in every Daytona 
500 from 1968 to 1999.
(Above) VIP? Not really, 
just a role played by 
a couple enjoying a 
cuppa with the three 
letters discretely 
placed on the red 
carpet.
(Left) This addition to 
the autobahn Polizei 
fleet would be hard to 
outrun.
(Below) Stunning ’55 
Cadillac Series 62 
Coupe de Ville ‘Sugaree’ 
was brought along to 
the show from Finland.

car in the style of a Lamborghini and 
motivated by a mid-mounted 7-litre 
V8 LS7 from a late-model Z06 that 
was a star attraction in the tuning hall 
and, at the opposite end of the street 
spectrum, a Los Angeles lowrider 
Impala that had been detailed to the 
max by its Latino owner and had been 
shipped directly from an appearance            
at Lowrider magazine’s Las Vegas 
Super Show.

A number of exhibits displayed For 
Sale signs and whilst it wasn’t possible 
to ascertain how many found new 
owners, I did note that some notices 
had been removed before the end of 
the show... Covering two weekends 
at the end of November/beginning 
of December, the 10-day event is the 
Fatherland’s biggest annual indoor 
automotive exhibition and this 
selection of images hopefully provides 
an insight of what was on hand for the 
veritable multitude of attendees. ACM
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I feel that, when you buy a car that’s 
new to you, until it’s been up on 
a ramp and you or someone else 
has had a good poke around, it’s 
something of an unknown quantity. 
When the Camaro was at Profusion 
Customs for its exhaust I had a nose 
around underneath and while it all 

looked solid enough, and slathered in 
undercoat, it needed a professional 
evaluation in order to put my mind at 
ease. Or not. When an alert popped 
up on my phone informing me that 
my Camaro’s MoT was due, I was filled 
with a mild sense of dread as the first 
MoT on a new-to-you car is always a 

It’s nail-biting time as Elizabeth’s Camaro goes for its annual check-up at the MoT station.

Words & photography: Elizabeth de Latour

New Projects...

1999 Chevrolet Camaro Z28
nerve-wracking thing, especially so 
early into the ownership period when 
all I’d managed to do was make it 
sound good. Hey, priorities...

Unfortunately, I knew that it could 
not pass an MoT in its current state, 
as I was aware of at least two things 
that needed to be taken care of before 
it could be sent away for testing. 
Number one was the horn, which 
simply wasn’t working and is required 
in order for a car to pass its MoT, as 
is a rear fog light (depending on the 
age of the car), which was notable 
by its absence on the Camaro. As I 
mentioned in my first report, mine 
is a UK car but has been fitted with a 
US rear bumper, doing away with the 
two large rectangular fog lights that 
were embedded in the original item. 
Whilst rummaging around in the car, 
looking a for a locking wheel nut key, 
I discovered a rather ugly oblong 
object that was my missing fog light 
and peering beneath the rear bumper 
revealed a small bracket from which 
said fog could hang. I was suitably 
unimpressed and started looking 
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around for something that would 
look a little more elegant and that I 
would be happy to have on the car all 
year round, rather than removing and 
hiding in the boot post-MoT. A quick 
search on eBay revealed numerous 
LED affairs, which I felt would be 
a good choice, and the one that 
stuck out was a compact triangular 
assembly, which I envisaged sitting 
squarely beneath the rear bumper; 
£6.21 secured two lights from eBay, my 
thinking being that as they were so 
cheap it was worth having a spare to 
fit in case one were to go wrong.

My next task was to find somewhere 
to carry out the pre-MoT repairs along 
with a few other bits, and hopefully 
somewhere that would become my 
go-to spot for all the work I have 
planned for the Camaro. When I 
bought the car in November, a quick 
search for American specialists in Kent 
(where I live...) brought up the name 
Redline American Muscle and further 
investigation revealed the company 
was highly regarded, with great 
reviews all-round, and only 30 minutes 

up the road to boot. You can imagine 
my dismay, then, when I learned that 
the team was having to pack up and 
move out and hadn’t found a suitable 
location to move to. Fortunately for 
the guys, and luckily for me, in late 
December Redline American Muscle 
moved into temporary premises 
just past the village of Hoo, near 
Rochester. While a lot smaller than 
their old unit, at least they were up 
and running again, so with MoT due 
I gave them a call, requesting repair 
of the horn, fitting of my fog light, an 
oil change and arranging the MoT 
as well and duly left the Camaro in 
the capable hands of owner Mike 
Thompson and technician Kevin See.

So, the good news – the Camaro 
passed its MoT. Just. Turns out that the 
tyres, which I had thought might be 
picked up on for being low on tread, 
were deemed fine but the brakes were 
not. The problem is, basically, all the 
brakes – the discs and pads are in a 
bad way all-round and some calipers 
are binding for good measure. The 
brakes hadn’t been feeling too clever 
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THANKS TO
Redline American Muscle
www.redlineamericanmuscle.co.uk
01634 250200

since I picked the car up, but I had no 
idea they were quite so bad; good job 
I’d been looking into brake upgrades 
from day one and already have some 
uprated discs and pads sorted and on 
the way. No point keeping them stock, 
now is there? The broken horn was 
caused by a connector in the steering 
wheel that had come loose and was 
duly repaired, while the fog light had 
gone on without any problems and 
I reckon looks pretty smart, tucked 
under the bumper. I’d asked for an oil 
change as the service indicator was 
staying on and I know LS1s like regular 
oil changes, but the guys told me that 
the oil they removed had been fine so 
there was no concern there. They did 
find that the air filter was filthy and the 
fuel filter appeared to be the original 
item, as it was covered in the same 
matching undercoat as the rest of 
the car, so they changed both for me. 
That makes the Camaro the second 
late-Nineties car that I’ve owned which 
has never previously had its fuel filter 
changed. The mind boggles.

I’d also enquired about having the 
rear arches rolled, as both back tyres 
were rubbing on the arches almost 
constantly and it was unpleasant 
and not good for the tyres. I thought 
perhaps that this was due to the rear 
tyres being too wide, or because the 
car had been lowered and, I assumed, 
no one had seen fit to fit an adjustable 
Panhard bar. A bit of investigation 
by Kevin, however, revealed that 
the Camaro had been fitted with an 
adjustable Panhard bar, but clearly 
no one had bothered to do any 
adjusting and, as a result, the rear 
axle was out of whack. Now, correctly 
adjusted, all rear tyre rubbing appears 
to have been eliminated and I have 

one less chassis upgrade component 
to worry about getting hold of. 
Most importantly, both the Redline                            
team and the MoT tester commented 
on how clean and well-looked                                                   
after the Camaro was, which is 
definitely reassuring.

Overall I was most pleased with the 
service and care I and the Camaro 
received from Redline and will 
definitely be heading back there as 
soon as my new discs and pads arrive. 
They’re likely to be seeing a lot of me 
in the coming months as I’ve been 
extremely busy gathering together 
numerous bits and pieces for the car, 
which are currently winging their way 
to me. I can’t help but feel that 2016 
will be a good year for my Camaro and 
I’m excited.
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Keen to up the anchor ante on the Corvette, Paul’s been shopping for proper stoppers!

Words & photography: Paul Cowland

1980 Chevrolet Corvette
It’s a sign of old age, I think… 
reflecting upon the order in which 
you apply modifications to your car. 
When I was an impressionable youth, 
my first upgrades tended to be of 
the more visual or aural variety; a 
nice set of wheels, a waft of paint, or 
a lairy exhaust. These days, I’m far 
more likely to check ‘sensible’ items 
such as brakes and tyres before I start 
meddling further.

Arriving with a fresh set of BFGs 
on the ’80 ’Vette when I had bought 
it, it was fairly clear that I was sorted 
on the rubber front, but for what they 
cost in the scheme of things, I pretty 
much always swap my brakes out on 
any new purchase when I first get it. 
After all, they’re all that’s stopping 
you, when push comes to shove.

Having bimbled around extensively 
in the Corvette, it was clear that she 
was a pretty tight old bus, really, 
and the pedal and retardation felt 
good, generally speaking. The only 
downside to the rather lovely, solid 
American racing wheels that came 
with the car is that you can’t peek 
through any spokes or holes and 
see what’s occurring beneath, so I 
decided to pay a visit to my old chum 
Adam Hornby, off the telly, in order 
to drink his tea, steal his biscuits 
and bother him to stick the car up 

on his ramp for a proper look-see. 
As I hadn’t had a really good look 
beneath the Chevy since I had 
acquired it, I thought that it would 
be a useful exercise all round, really!

There are a few great brands 
that make discs and pads for old 
American rides, but one brand in 
particular is a trusted favourite of 
mine: EBC. This fine British firm has 
a simply ridiculous application list 
for all manner of strange, exotic 
and rare older cars – as well as a 

myriad of options for newer stuff – 
and better still, always seems to have 
what you need in stock, too! Ordering 
was simply a case of clicking what I 
wanted, and waiting for it to arrive 
the very next day. Now, that’s what I 
call service!

EBC make a range of different disc 
designs, depending on whether you 
want to go for the straight OEM look 
of the premium rotors, or perhaps 
funk things up a little with the 
attractive (and pad facing) upgrades 
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of the USR slotted or BSD ‘blade’ style 
discs. Me? I went for the GD sport 
rotors that feature both dimples and 
grooves. Yeah, I know that you will 
never see them, but at least I know 
they’re there!

EBC’s latest discs feature a smart 
black GEOMET finish which helps 
endow the metal with a long-lasting 
corrosion-resistant finish. The pads 
naturally scrape away the coating from 
the swept area, leaving the un-braked 
areas protected from the elements. 
While my ’Vette won’t be seeing 
much winter salt, it’s a nice touch that 
reflects a quality product. Pad wise, 
you’re spoilt for choice, too, with a few 
options available. But, on the advice 
of the very helpful people at www.
ebcbrakeshop.co.uk, I settled on a set 
of their Redstuff pads, which offer a 
great bite from cold, a decent wear 
rate and low dust, by all accounts. Just 
what the doctor ordered.

Adam made short work of getting 
the Corvette on the ramp and in the 
air, and it gave us both a chance 
to have a look beneath to see how 
things lay. The good news was it 
was pretty good all round for a car 
that had clearly never seen a lick of 
underseal! There were a few bits of 
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light surface corrosion, of course, but 
nothing that a wire brush and a tin of 
Schutz won’t sort out.

Having removed the original 
brakes – which actually looked pretty 
good, it turns out – Adam turned his 
attention to the new parts. Although 
they were clearly the right discs, I had 
completely overlooked the fact that 
we were going to need to punch out 
the rivets holding the bearing plates! I 
totally blame myself for not checking 
out online what the job entailed – 
having never had an old Corvette 
before, this is a new one on me. While 
they were out, it seemed also sensible 
to order a new set of bearings to press 
back in, too, seeing as these ones are 
now some 35 years old!

Sadly, with only one day to get this 
done, no bearings within easy reach, 
and our editor needing copy in fast, 
I have had to leave you hanging in 
suspense right there, I’m afraid. Join 
me next issue when we will get them 
fitted back up properly and ready to 
hit the highway. Working on old cars 
is never easy, is it? ACM

THANKS TO
www.ebcbrakeshop.co.uk 
Adam Hornby – Excellent Car 
Whisperer in Notts, 07804 167645
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The nights have started drawing in and the heating has had to be 
turned on, it can mean only one thing, winter is here and the 2015 series 
of Outlaw Street has come to a close. After running eight rounds across 
2015, racing at both Santa Pod and Shakespeare County Raceway, it 
was now down to... the final results, prize night and who’d managed to 
secure a trophy in the 2015 series.

The Outlaw Street prize night at the Crown Lodge Hotel is always 
well attended with the series taking over the hotel for the weekend. As 
is now prize-night tradition, we all sat down to a full-on ‘feast’ of a meal 
with banter rife throughout. Prior to prizegiving there was the now 
legendary ‘Petrol Head Quiz’, which sees grown men competing as if 
they were sat on the start-line waiting for the green light, to try and win 
Hot Wheels cars and boxes of sweets.

The vast selection of trophies and awards up for grabs wouldn’t be 
possible without the continued support of sponsors and members, with 
a huge thanks to American Car, Joe & Co, WASP, HRG Services, Linards, 
Graham Durbridge, Santa Pod Raceway and Shakespeare County 
Raceway. This season was a really tightly contested series with only 16 
points between the top three and five between first and second (not 
that folk have been competitive, of course).

The results for the 2015 series are:
First Place - OS-10 Troy Attree in his LS1 Camaro with 1,298 points
Second Place - OS-31 Nick Rose in his supercharged Mustang with 1,293 points
Third Place - OS-9 Rob Leyman in his LS1 Monaro with 1,282 points

Steve ‘Cervini’ Moisey Spirit of the Outlaw Award was awarded to 
OS-11 Joe Mills

Hard Luck Award was this year awarded to two members, OS-44 
Linden Shepperson and OS-31 Nick Rose

Fastest ET V8
OS-50 Roy Collins in his supercharged Camaro with a 9.1898 @ 
145.34mph at round OS-6

Fastest ET V6/4 Cylinder
OS-44 Linden Shepperson in his MkII Escort with an 11.2974 @ 
122.42mph at round OS-4 

Which was closely chased by 2nd Place OS-45 Kev Shepperson 
(yes, father and son team) in his RS2000 Escort with an 11.7693 @ 
113.06mph

Fastest RT 2015 (sponsored by Joe & Co)
OS-67 Clive Dandridge in his ’67 Mustang with a 0.0011 RT secured at 
round OS-8

Words: Mark Wallington Photography: Mark Holmes

Outlaw Street
2015 Race Series: Prize Night

When: November 21st, 2015  
Where: Crown Lodge Hotel, Outwell, Cambridgeshire

Runner up and potential title holder all season was:
OS-31 Nick Rose with a 0.0022 RT secured at round OS-2, which Clive 
managed to beat by 0.0011 of a second to secure the win.

As well as the season’s awards, we also had a number of draws on 
the night, open to all members with a race number in the 2015 series. 
Numbers are drawn out of crash helmets for a variety of prizes, the 
winners were:

• Free 2016 Outlaw Street Membership (Donated by Outlaw Street) 
won by OS-64 Arnie Pamment

• £100 WASP Parts Voucher (Donated by WASP) won by OS-45 Kev 
Shepperson

• Festival of Power Tickets (Donated by Santa Pod Raceway) won by 
OS-6 Stephan Moulle and OS-50 Roy Collins

• Graham Durbridge Art Commission (A unique art work of your own 
car) won by OS-54 David Taylor

With the 2015 series concluded it’s time to look ahead to a new season 
of racing. The 2016 series is already confirmed with the tracks and 
dates agreed:
OS-1 Santa Pod Raceway, RWYB Weekend, May 7th-8th.
OS-2 Shakespeare County Raceway, Yanks American Car Festival/
NASC Gary’s Picnic, May 28th-30th.
OS-3 Santa Pod Raceway, Dragstalgia, July 15th-17th (Pre-1980 vehicles 
only).
OS-3b Shakespeare County Raceway, Mid-Summer Madness RWYB 
Weekend, July 23rd-24th (only for vehicles NOT eligible for OS-3).
OS-4 Santa Pod Raceway, 23rd Mopar Euro Nationals, July 29th-31st.  
OS-5 Santa Pod Raceway, Saturday Night Special & RWYB, August 
20th-21st.  
OS-6 Santa Pod Raceway, VW Action, September 2nd-4th.
OS-7 Shakespeare County Raceway, Late Summer Madness RWYB 
Weekend, September 24th-25th.  
OS-8 Shakespeare County Raceway, Halloween Bonfire Burn-Up, 
October 22nd-23rd.
Prize Night, Saturday November 19th.

If you’d like to join the 2016 series or would like more information 
about Outlaw Street check out www.outlawstreet.co.uk.
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Organisers!
Please send any 2016 event details to us at:
American Car Magazine, The Outlook, 6 Sansome 
Walk, Worcester WR1 1LH
or email: editor@americancarmagazine.com  
Likewise your cruise meets for the Monthly Meetings 
section.

March
March 12th - RWYB, Santa Pod, 
Northants, rwyb.com

March 19th-20th - RWYB inc 
Saturday Night Special, Santa Pod, 
Northants, rwyb.com

March 20th - NSRA Southern 
Swap Meet, Arena Essex Raceway, 
Purfleet RM19 1AE, nsra.org.uk

March 25th - Surrey Street 
Rodders Wheels Day, Rushmoor 
Arena, near Aldershot, 
exhibitors pre-entry only, 
surreystreetrodders.com

March 25th-27th - Festival of 
Power, Santa Pod, Northants, 
santapod.com

March 25th-28th - AACUK 
Spring Nationals, Weston 
Park, Shropshire TF11 8LE, 
americanautoclubuk.com

March 25th-27th - YANCS Easter 
Bash, Fort Paull, near Hull HU12 
8FP, show day Sunday, 01709 
542555, yancs1@yahoo.co.uk

March 27th-28th - Easter 
Nationals, RWYB Sun, classes 

Monthly Meets
Every Tuesday – Petrolhead meet @ Witham and Blues, Boston, Lincs, 
PE22 7AJ, withamandblues.com 

Every Sunday – National Can Am car club, 2pm, The Viewpoint, 
Parkstone, Poole, Dorset, canamcarclub.org.uk

1st Tuesday – Black Country Cruisers, 7.30pm, The Greyhound Inn, 
Swindon near Wombourne, 01384 287243, blackcountrycruisers.co.uk 

1st Wednesday – Hot Rod Night, 6pm on, Ace Café NW10, 0208 961 
1000, ace-café-london.com

1st and 3rd Wednesday – American Auto Mags Cruise, The Hollow Tree, 
off A49 Stretton WA4 4LX, 01606 888324, americanautomags.com, 
during British Summer Time ONLY!

1st and 3rd Wednesday – The Victory Wheelers meet, The Plough, 
Portsmouth Road, Burlesdon, Southampton SO31 8BT

1st Sunday – V8 Mentalists Breakfast Meet, The Coach House, 
Chelsham Common, Warlingham, Surrey CR6 9PB, 07950 258704

1st Sunday – AACNW Big Meet, 10am on, Krispy Kreme Trafford Park, 
behind Trafford Centre, 0161 865 7684/01744 609404

1st Sunday – Goodwood Breakfast Meet, Goodwood, W Sussex  (NOT 
July or September) goodwood.com/breakfastclub

1st Sunday – Boneshakers SE, The Barley Mow, Selmeston, E. Sussex 
BN26 6UF, 07541 524430 or 07738 374905

1st Sunday – MOCGB South Coast Muzzers, Cams Mill, Fareham, Hants 
PO16 8AA, 10.30am on, tel Keith 07785 577552, Keith@its-ltd.net

2nd Wednesday – UK Street Machines, The George Inn, Main Rd, Wilby, 
Wellingborough NN8 2UB, ukstreetmachines.com

2nd Saturday – Big Moe’s Diner, A13 Newham, London IG11 0AD, 
bigmoesdiner.co.uk

Mon inc A/SS Round 1, York, 
yorkraceway.org.uk

March 28th - Mustang Stampede, 
Ace Cafe, London NW10 7UD, 
noon-4pm, ace-cafe-london.com

April
April 2nd - RWYB, Santa Pod, 
Northants, rwyb.com

April 2nd-3rd - Public Track 
Weekend, Shakespeare County 
Raceway, Stratford-upon-Avon, 
shakespearecountyraceway.co.uk

April 9th - Saturday Night Special 
RWYB, Santa Pod, Northants, 
rwyb.com

April 15th-17th - AACI Spring Open 
Nationals, Billing Aquadrome, 
Northants, aac-int.com

April 16th - RWYB, Santa Pod, 
Northants, rwyb.com

April 16th-17th - Spring Madness 
RWYB, Shakespeare County 
Raceway, Stratford-upon-Avon, 
shakespearecountyraceway.co.uk

April 23rd - InCarNation, Madeira 
Drive, Brighton, 10am-6pm, ace-
cafe-london.com

2nd Sunday – The A602’s Breakfast Club, Old Warden, Biggleswade, 
Beds SG18 9EP, 10am, a602sstreetandstriprods.com, 07833 387792

3rd Monday – National Can Am Club, 7.30pm, Old Thatch, Wimborne 
Rd West, Ferndown, Dorset BH21 7NW, canamcarclub.org.uk

3rd Wednesday – The Bowling Green, Lichfield, Staffs, 7pm on

3rd Wednesday – The Head Gas Gits, North Star pub, Iver, Bucks SL0 
9AL, facebook.com/groups/headgasgits

3rd Wednesday – A602’s Cruise Night, 7pm, Three Horseshoes, Hooks 
Cross, Watton at Stone, Herts SG14 3RY, a602sstreetandstriprods.com

3rd Friday - The Pebble Dash, Roedean Cafe, Marine Drive, Brighton 
BN2 5RL, 7.30pm on, see Facebook

3rd Sunday – Burnout Auto Club, meet 3pm, Wrey Arms, Sticklepath, 
Barnstaple, Devon, 07973 471125 or see Facebook

3rd Sunday – Fairmile Pub, Portsmouth Road, Cobham, Surrey KT11 
1BW, 07802 166957

3rd Sunday – American Auto Mags Lunch Cruise, The Hollow Tree, 
Cheshire WA4 4LX, 11am on, winter months ONLY! 01606 888324 

Last Wednesday – Woody’s Hot Rod & Classic Meet, Woodland Waters, 
Grantham, Lincs NG32 3RT, Facebook “Hot Rod night at Woody’s Bar”

Last Friday – National Can Am car club, 7pm, McDonalds, Wessex Gate 
Retail Park, Creekmoor, Poole, canamcarclub.org.uk

Last Saturday – All American Cruise-In, 4pm on, Ace Café NW10, 0208 
961 1000, ace-café-london.com

Last Saturday – Chelsea Cruise, Chelsea Bridge SW8 4NG from 8pm, 
Derek 0208 765 1381

Last Saturday – Knights CC cruise, St James Retail Park, 
Knaresborough, N Yorks HG5 8PZ, March - September

April 23rd-24th - Jukebox & 
Retro Fair, Brighton Racecourse, 
jukeboxfair.co.uk

April 24th - NASC Autojumble, 
Raunds, Northants NN9 6EQ, 
rodandcustom.co.uk

April 24th - Kent’s All-Ford Show, 
Aylesford Priory ME20 7BX, 
kentsallfordshow.co.uk

April 30th - RWYB, Santa Pod, 
Northants, rwyb.com

April 30th-May 1st - Atomic 
Festival, Sywell Aerodrome, 
Northants, atomicfestival.co.uk

April 30th-May 1st - International 
Ford Show, Sandown Park, Surrey, 
theinternationalfordshow.com

April 30th-May 2nd - APIRA 
9th Springspeed Nationals, 
Shakespeare County Raceway, 
Stratford-upon-Avon, 
shakespearecountyraceway.co.uk

May
May 1st-2nd - UK Open Nationals, 
RWYB & classes inc A/SS Round 2 
& 3, York, yorkraceway.org.uk

May 2nd - RWYB, Santa Pod, 
Northants, rwyb.com

May 6th-8th - NASC Neil’s 
Springnationals, details TBC, 
rodandcustom.co.uk

May 8th - Test’n’Tune, North 
Weald, Essex, maitlandracing.com

May 14th-15th - Late 
Spring Madness RWYB,                        
Shakespeare County Raceway, 
Stratford-upon-Avon, 
shakespearecountyraceway.co.uk

May 15th - RWYB, Santa Pod, 
Northants, rwyb.com

May 21st - RWYB, Santa Pod, 
Northants, rwyb.com

May 27th-30th - FIA Main 
Event, European Drag Racing 
Championships round 1, Santa 
Pod, Northants, santapod.com

May 27th-30th - PowerFest, 
RWYB & classes Sun-Mon inc A/SS 
Round 4 & 5, York, yorkraceway.
org.uk

May 28th-29th - National 
Hot Rod & Custom Show, 
Peterborough Showground, 
hotrodandcustomshow.co.uk

May 28th-30th - Yanks 
Weekend & NASC Gary’s 
Picnic, Shakespeare County 
Raceway, Stratford-upon-Avon, 
shakespearecountyraceway.co.uk

June
June 3rd-5th - NSRA Billing 
Fun Run, Billing Aquadrome, 
Northants, nsra.org.uk

June 4th - RWYB, Santa Pod, 
Northants, rwyb.com

June 5th - Test’n’Tune, North 
Weald, Essex, maitlandracing.com

June 5th - Classic Ford 
Show, Santa Pod, Northants, 
classicfordshow.co.uk

June 5th - Can Am Lazy Sunday, 
St Edwards School, Poole BH15 
3HY, canamcarclub.org.uk

June 9th-12th - Hot Rods & Hills, 
Pooley Bridge, Cumbria, search 
Facebook Hotrods And Hills
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June 10th-12th - Cholmondeley 
Power & Speed, Cholmondeley 
Castle, Cheshire, cpop.co.uk

June 11th - RWYB, Santa Pod, 
Northants, rwyb.com

June 11th-12th - RWYB inc Bracket 
Gamblers, Shakespeare County 
Raceway, Stratford-upon-Avon, 
shakespearecountyraceway.co.uk

June 12th - American Speedfest 
IV, Brands Hatch, Kent, speedfest.
co.uk

June 17th-19th - AACI Summer 
Open Nationals, Billing 
Aquadrome, Northants,                        
aac-int.com

June 18th - Saturday Night Special 
RWYB, Santa Pod, Northants, 
rwyb.com

June 19th - Hot Rod & Custom 
Drive-In, Beaulieu, Hampshire, 
beaulieu.co.uk

June 24th-26th - NSRA Nostalgia 
Nationals, Shakespeare County 
Raceway, Stratford-upon-Avon, 
nsra.org.uk

June 24th-26th - AACUK Summer 
Nationals, Hatton Country 
World, Warwick CV35 7JJ, 
americanautoclubuk.com

June 25th-26th - MSA Summer 
Nationals, Santa Pod, Northants, 
santapod.com

July
July 1st-3rd - Can-Am 
Independence Day Weekend, 
Cofton Country Holidays, nr 
Dawlish, Devon, canamcarclub.
org.uk

July 2nd - RWYB, Santa Pod, 
Northants, rwyb.com

July 2nd-3rd - Cars & Stripes, 
Rockingham, Northants, cars-and-
stripes.co.uk CANCELLED

July 2nd-3rd - Flywheel classic car 
& aircraft show, Bicester Heritage, 
flywheelfestival.com

July 2nd-3rd - Sportsman 
Nationals, RWYB, A/SS Round 
6 Sat, 39th Street Racer 
Championship Sun, York, 
yorkraceway.org.uk

July 3rd - Retro Show, Santa Pod, 
Northants, retroshow.co.uk

July 7th-11th - Americana 
International, Loughborough, 
americana-international.co.uk

July 9th - Saturday Night Special 
RWYB, Santa Pod, Northants, 
rwyb.com

July 10th - Test’n’Tune, North 
Weald, Essex, maitlandracing.com

July 15th-17th - Phantoms Hot 
Rod Hootenanny, Stirling Rugby 
Club, FK9 5AP, 07789 280600, 
phantomscc@outlook.com

July 15th-17th - Dragstalgia, Santa 
Pod, Northants, dragstalgia.co.uk

July 17th - Kent’s Kit, Custom & 
American Car Show, Aylesford 
Priory ME20 7BX, kentskitcustom-
andamericancarshow.co.uk

July 23rd-24th - Midsummer 
Madness RWYB, Shakespeare 
County Raceway, 
Stratford-upon-Avon,                  
shakespearecountyraceway.co.uk

July 24th - Damn Yankees Summer 
Slam #30, North Weald, Essex, 
damnyankees.uk.com

July 29th-31st - Mopar 
Euronationals, Santa Pod, 
Northants, 01234 782828, 
moparnats.co.uk

July 29th-31st - Silverstone 
Classic, Silverstone, Northants, 
silverstoneclassic.com

July 29th-31st - YANCS Bridlington 
American & custom car show & 
gala, Sewerby YO15 1EU, show 
day Sunday, 01709 542555,                        
yancs1@yahoo.co.uk

July 29th-31st - Hot Rod Hayride, 
Bisley, Surrey, hotrodhayride.com

July 30th-31st - AACUK Mid-
Summer Show, Wicksteed 
Park, Northants NN15 6NJ, 
americanautoclubuk.com

July 31st - Test’n’Tune, North Weald, 
Essex, maitlandracing.com

July 31st - Shaftesbury Carnival 
Classic Car & Bike Show, Barton 
Hill Rec Ground SP7 8QA, tel Ray 
01747 852922, humphrieshouse@
btinternet.com

August
August 5th-7th - Doncaster 
Road Runners, Parklands Sports 
Club DN2 4LT, 07833 114635, 
doncasterroadrunner.co.uk

August 11th-14th - NSRA Hot Rod 
Supernationals, Old Warden, 
Bedfordshire, nsra.org.uk

August 11th-14th - Bulldog 
Bash, Shakespeare County 
Raceway, Stratford-upon-Avon, 
shakespearecountyraceway.co.uk

August 13th - Buster Lang’s show, 
Sandown Park, Surrey KT10 9AJ, 
busterlang.com

August 13th - RWYB, Santa Pod, 
Northants, rwyb.com

August 19th-21st - AACI Late 
Summer Open Nationals, Billing 
Aquadrome, Northants, aac-int.com

August 20th - Saturday Night 
Special RWYB, Santa Pod, 
Northants, rwyb.com

August 21st - Test’n’Tune, North 
Weald, Essex, maitlandracing.com

August 21st - Victory Wheelers 
Hot Rod & Custom Show, Stansted 
House, Hampshire PO9 6DX, 
victorywheelers.co.uk

August 21st - Monster Truck 
Nationals & RWYB, Santa Pod, 
Northants, monstertrucknationals.
co.uk

August 26th-28th - NASC Street 
Rod Nationals, details TBC, 
rodandcustom.co.uk

August 27th-29th - MSA/
ACU APIRA Open Sport 
Nationals, Shakespeare County 
Raceway, Stratford-upon-Avon, 
shakespearecountyraceway.co.uk

August 28th-29th - 6th Hot Rod 
Reunion, RWYB & classes inc A/SS 
Round 7 & 8, York, yorkraceway.
org.uk

August 28th - CanAmania, 
Julians Road, Wimborne, Dorset, 
canamcarclub.org.uk

August 31st - Junior Drag Racing 
Fun Day, Santa Pod, Northants, 
santapod.com

September
September 3rd-4th - Beaulieu 
International Autojumble, Beaulieu, 
Hampshire, beaulieu.co.uk

September 3rd-4th - Kustom 
Kulture Blast-Off, Lincolnshire 
Showground, Lincoln LN2 2NA, 
kustomkultureblastoff.com

September 8th-11th - FIA European 
Drag Racing Championship Finals, 
Santa Pod, Northants, santapod.
com

September 9th-11th - NSRA Hot 
Rod Drags, Shakespeare County 
Raceway, Stratford-upon-Avon, 
nsra.org.uk

September 11th - Kent’s Classic Car 
Show, Aylesford Priory ME20 7BX, 
kentsclassiccarshow.co.uk

September 16th-18th - AACUK 
Autumn Nationals, Drayton 
Manor Park, Tamworth B78 3TW, 
americanautoclubuk.com

September 17th - RWYB, Santa Pod, 
Northants, rwyb.com

September 17th-18th - Isle of 
Wight Classic Car Show, Newport 
Saturday, Ryde Sunday, tel 0208 
439 7871

September 18th - FordFest, Santa 
Pod, Northants, fordfestshow.co.uk

September 18th - UK Northern 
Finals, RWYB & classes inc A/SS 
Finals, York, yorkraceway.org.uk

September 18th - The A602’s 
Autorama, Fairlands Valley                                                       
Country Park, Stevenage 
SG2 8RH, 07833 387792, 
a602sstreetandstriprods.com

September 23rd-25th - YANCS 
American Rod & Custom Show, Fort 
Paull, near Hull HU12 8FP, show day 
Sunday, 01709 542555, yancs1@
yahoo.co.uk

September 24th-25th - Late 
Summer Madness RWYB, 
Shakespeare County Raceway, 
Stratford-upon-Avon, 
shakespearecountyraceway.co.uk

September 24th-25th - National 
Finals, Santa Pod, Northants, 
santapod.com

October
October 1st - RWYB, Santa Pod, 
Northants, rwyb.com

October 2nd - The P-15 Picnic for 
1946-48 Chrysler group cars, Sywell 
Aerodrome, Northants NN6 0BN, 
robn@rockthejoint.com

October 8th - RWYB, Santa Pod, 
Northants, rwyb.com

October 8th-9th - Mid-
Autumn Madness RWYB,                                                         
Shakespeare County Raceway, 
Stratford-upon-Avon, 
shakespearecountyraceway.com

October 9th - Judgement Day, 
RWYB, York, yorkraceway.org.uk

October 22nd-23rd -                                                              
Halloween Bonfire Burn-
Up, Shakespeare County 
Raceway, Stratford-upon-Avon, 
shakespearecountyraceway.com

October 22nd-23rd - RWYB inc 
Saturday Night Special, Santa Pod, 
Northants, rwyb.com

October 29th - Flame &                    
Thunder, Santa Pod, Northants, 
santapod.com

October 30th - RWYB, Santa Pod, 
Northants, rwyb.com

November
November 10th-14th - Rhythm Riot, 
Pontins Holiday Centre, Camber, 
Sussex, rhythmriot.com

November 11th-13th - Lancaster 
Insurance Classic Motor Show,                                                                        
NEC, Birmingham, 
necclassicmotorshow.com

When: April
What:  Superb weekends
Where: Everywhere!
With Easter happening in March, the April calendar 
looks a little quiet. It’s not, though, with the race and 
RWYB season getting going, the NASC Swap Meet and 
the first of the AACI’s Billing bashes. Note that the last 
Saturday in April, the 30th, is on May Bank Holiday 
weekend, so you’ll be really spoilt for choice! There’s 
national-class racing at Shakespeare County, classes at 
York, a major blue-oval festival at Sandown Park, and 
the ever-popular mid-century mayhem of the Atomic 
festival (pictured) for those who live it and breathe it.
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You can subscribe to the digital version of ACM
anytime on your iPad, Kindle or Android device.

SUBSCRIBE
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for only £45
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0!

★ DELIVERED DIRECT TO YOUR DOOR
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subscriptions@americancarmagazine.com

01905 330177
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Classic American Cars, Big Rigs, Hot Rods and Bikes
A great event for the whole family!

AACI Trade Enquiries Contact - 07931 402 078
For Camping & Caravaning book with Billing Aquadrome - 01604 408 181

WWW.AAC-INT.COM
2016
DATES

April
15th – 17th

June
17th – 19th

August
19th –21st
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Peter Oscar Serck started his
cooling career with a large
factory in Birmingham, building
'honeycombed' tube and fin
radiators – hence the company
logo. Since then, stopping only
briefly for the Second World War,
where his company did the Allied
effort proud by providing cooling
for Spitfires and other aircraft,
Serck has become a very well
recognised name in heat
transfer, both here and across
the Atlantic, and is part of the
massive Unipart Group.

A more recent success story
under the Serck banner has been
Serck Motorsport, under gaffer
Graham Smith, so we invited
ourselves along for a poke
around their Middlesex base.
The first thing we saw when we
walked into the reception was a
very oddly shaped radiator on
the desk. This turned out to be
from a 1964 BRM racing car, and
the Serck guys were going to
pattern the copper and brass

rad in lighter and more
efficient aluminium to get the
car back out and racing in its
historic class.

Serck have always had a
motorsport 'splinter', and built
radiators for F1 back in the
Sixties, but it really got going in
its own right in the early days of
this century when Unipart
approached Graham. Serck
Motorsport began with two staff,
14 years ago; there are now 10,
with a couple more on the way,
and the division is expanding
into new buildings … again!

Serck Motorsport is in four
sections: manufacturing and
fabrication, for race and classic
cars; the wet shop, for recoring,
repairing and cleaning; F1, the
main business of the site; and
'other', which is distributing
Sunoco fuels and oils, Joe Gibbs
Driven lubricants, Setrab oil
coolers, Spal fans, Wizard of NOS
nitrous systems and nitrous
bottle filling. 

The Kings Of Cool THANKS:
Serck Motorsport,
0208 813 7470,

www.serckservicesmotorsport.co.uk

One name seems to be cropping up more and more on the
cooling systems of winning cars – Serck Motorsport.
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The Workshop
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Some time ago, Graham had a
meeting with McLaren. In F1, the
teams never used the same oil
cooler twice, so McLaren wanted
to find out if they could be
service cleaned and reused. How
clean would they be? What
would they find in there? Could
they perform a particle count?
Graham's team had eight weeks
to develop a cleaning, capturing
and testing system, and now
they handle these duties for six
F1 teams, two F1 engine builders,
plus Touring Cars, WRC, Le Mans
and many drag racing teams...
under the sort of secrecy usually
reserved for a nuclear
programme. They can also track
the life of each individual cooler.
In use during a F1 race, they can
see up to four litres of flow per
second, reach astronomical
temperatures and see three or
four G of lateral force in
corners, so it's helpful to be able
to track fatigue.

When the coolers come in
after each race, they are logged
and prioritised, then drained.
They are flushed and degreased
using Serck's own “Colonel's
special recipe” degreaser, which
fills and empties the radiator and
then blows air through it. Then
they are put in a tank and jet-
washed to blow the rubber and
other rubbish from the fins.
Then they're submerged in a
fully lit water tank and filled with
helium (“Air is too dirty,” says
Graham) and pressure-tested at
up to 10 bar. At each of these
stages, anything that comes out
of the cooler is trapped in a
filter and analysed, down to
particulate level.

Next comes a flow test, which
measures a flow of distilled water
through the core of up to 10 litres
per second and checks whether
it's up or down on the target flow
and previous results, and there's
an endoscope to look for any
blockages. Then there's an oven,
then another cleaning stage,
then the whole cooler is purged
with nitrogen. Any sealing caps
used in the process are cleaned
in an ultrasonic bath to ensure
they can't contaminate another
unit. In the next room, the coolers
are hooked up to a flush that
pumps 35 to 40 litres a minute

through the core for five
minutes, and anything that
comes out is trapped in a five
micron filter about two inches in
diameter. A microscope scanner
takes more than 300 images of
this filter for particle analysis, and
Serck's standards exceed those
laid down by the F1 teams.
Darren runs the F1 programme
and is regularly audited by the
teams and the ISO, but the
process isn't just available for F1
teams; it's available to all, and
they're very busy. “We could
work 24 hours a day at this,” said
Graham, “but we've never said
'no' to a team's demand.”

When we were visiting, Graham
and his team were preparing a
new building – literally 10 feet
behind the existing building –
and all the F1 testing programme
will be transferred into there.
They'll have an oven to heat and

drain the coolers in 10 minutes,
and all the stages of the process
will be separated and under
laboratory conditions. Even the
air in the rooms will be filtered!
The vacated rooms in the
original building will be
converted to manufacturing
Serck's own coolers for F1. In fact,
since our visit, the new building is
all but up and running... they don't
hang about!

Moving into the next room, the
manufacturing area, the first item
we saw was a brand-new radiator
built for a Ford Pop with a 350-
cube Chevy engine. It was a work
of art, with a properly mounted
electric fan – no pull-through
plastic cable ties here – and it
seems a shame to hide it behind
a grille shell. There were new
cores for the Morgan V6, one of
several OEMs Serck supplies, and
an old radiator for an Aston

Martin DB5 waiting to be
patterned. There were laser-cut
brackets, tanks and pipes, and a
TIG welding station where they
all went together.

Moving upstairs, there was a
'57 Chevy and '32 Ford radiator
waiting to be patterned – once
they're patterned, they could be
offered off the shelf – and stacks
of cores, Setrab coolers and in-
house built upgrade intercoolers
for Land Rovers. There's also the
new nitrous filling and weighing
station, and hundreds of gallons
of distilled water for use in the
cleaning and testing processes
downstairs. Again, “Mains water
is just too dirty”, says Graham.

Downstairs is the wet shop,
the “sh**ty end,” according to
Graham. This is where old cores
come in absolutely filthy, and go
out immaculate in a fresh coat
of paint. 
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These guys definitely know
their radiators. “You need to be in
charge of your cooling system,
not vice versa,” says Graham. “It's
no good constantly watching the
temp gauge and panicking
whenever you hit traffic. Take Al
Williamson's Street Eliminator
Chevy truck. He had the twin-rad
cooling system built into the bed
of the truck, but there wasn't
enough airflow. We built him twin
radiators for mounting up front,
and now it sits at 160 degrees all
day long. It goes up to 180
degrees on track, then back to
160 degrees by the time he gets
to the pits. 

“The cooling system is too
often overlooked. Take Mark
Todd's Street Eliminator GTO, for
example. He had a standard-flow
radiator, but the temperatures
were too high because his high-
flow electric water pump was
pumping the water too fast; it
wasn't staying in the radiator
long enough to dissipate the
heat. Some water pumps just
flow too much. You could restrict
the flow, but that rather defeats
the object of having a high-flow
pump. We fitted a triple-pass
radiator, and the temperature
dropped 20 degrees instantly. 
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“The problem with American
cars, hot rods and race cars is
that we have no data to hand; it's
not like working with F1 teams or
Aston Martin who can provide
the crucial thermal information. It
comes down to how much power
you have, what's the airflow like,
do you have oil or transmission
coolers, what fan you're using,
what space is available and how
big the grille is. Look at the hot
rod Ford Pop, where you have a
huge V8 but tiny little grille slots. 

“Nine times out of 10 we can
provide the answer. Street
Eliminator has been our biggest
test. Ian Hook started it all for us
with his seven-second '34 Ford.
We built him a radiator and he's
had it for 10 years with no
problems. We sponsor several
drag race teams (plus they're lane
sponsors at Shakespeare County
– DS), and even my '57 Chevy,
Snow White, is a test bed. We've
done radiators for almost
everything going, including lots
of classic Yanks. It doesn't have to
be aluminium; we can recore and
rebuild copper and brass
radiators. Likewise, the car
doesn't have to have wheelie bars
to have an aluminium radiator.
We can pattern an ally radiator

from the original, and also return
the original completely serviced
and perfect should you wish to
put it back to stock. 

“We're always looking and
experimenting, and one of our
projects at the moment is a
lightweight, thin core for the
street. We're also working on a
transmission cooling pack, an
external  pack that plugs into the
transmission cooler ports in the

pits and cools it down by
pumping the fluid through three
external fluid coolers. So far, our
data shows that the pack can cool
fluid from 600 degrees down to
ambient inside six minutes. Mark
Todd beta-tested it for us last
year, and it's available now. We're
constantly evolving, always trying
to reinvent the wheel. Our next
step will be 'calorific' wind-tunnel
testing...” ACM
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Stumpy has been a keen car collector of classic cars from around the world for over
30 years. As a fully trained mechanic he is able to buy the best autos saving you
time and hassle. Not only will you be able to purchase something special but you
will be able to enjoy our ongoing service with part sourcing from our crew
across America. Why not drop into our 'Junk Yard' page on
the website below for other collectors items, and also our
'Boneyard Bikes' section.

We currently have a showroom in Hampshire, UK, a
workshop for standard and bespoke builds in Guildford,
UK, a full workshop in Phoenix, AZ and a full custom
hotrod shop in Melbourne, FL.

Catering for restorations, modifications, hot rod & rat rod.

Currently stocking 100 cars trucks and bikes all sourced
personally by our dedicated team. 

We are open Monday to Saturday 9am - 5.30pm.
Ferndene Farm, Bashley Cross Road, New Milton,
BH25 5SY (Behind the farm shop). 

Viewing on Saturday is by appointment only.

T: 07968 005420 E: bukme@hotmail.com
www.stumpystoytown.co.uk

WE OFFER QUALITY PROJECTS TO TURN KEY BESPOKE VEHICLES - WE’RE SIMPLY A CUT ABOVE THE REST!

£20950

£7950

£9995

£17950 £17950

£14950

Stumpy has been a keen car collector of classic cars from around the world for over
30 years. As a fully trained mechanic he is able to buy the best autos saving you
time and hassle. Not only will you be able to purchase something special but you
will be able to enjoy our ongoing service with part sourcing from our crew
across America. Why not drop into our 'Junk Yard' page on
the website below for other collectors items, and also our
'Boneyard Bikes' section.

We currently have a showroom in Hampshire, UK, a
workshop for standard and bespoke builds in Guildford,
UK, a full workshop in Phoenix, AZ and a full custom
hotrod shop in Melbourne, FL.

Catering for restorations, modifications, hot rod & rat rod.

Currently stocking 100 cars trucks and bikes all sourced
personally by our dedicated team. 

We are open Monday to Saturday 9am - 5.30pm.
Ferndene Farm, Bashley Cross Road, New Milton,
BH25 5SY (Behind the farm shop). 

Viewing on Saturday is by appointment only.

T: 07968 005420 E: bukme@hotmail.com
www.stumpystoytown.co.uk

WE OFFER QUALITY PROJECTS TO TURN KEY BESPOKE VEHICLES - WE’RE SIMPLY A CUT ABOVE THE REST!

£20950

£7950

£9995

£17950 £17950

£14950
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Thanks
Tom Falconer, Claremont Corvette,
01634 244444,
www.corvette.co.uk 

Steve Cauldwell, Dart Corvette,
01732 838551,
www.dartcorvette.net

Chevrolet Corvette C2 1963-1967
After a few false starts and hiccups, the first generation of Chevrolet's
fibreglass two-seater set itself up as America's top sports car. After almost 10
years, it was time for an upgrade, and GM could afford no half-measures, and no
more hiccups; the second-gen had to be an instant hit.

It was. Designed by Larry Shinoda under Bill Mitchell, the new 1963 Corvette Sting
Ray was unquestionably a stunning machine. The coupe body had a long, tapering
fastback with a wraparound rear window split into two, hidden headlamps, 'gills' on
the wings, and seemed to owe a lot more to Mitchell's shark than to the flatfish that
gave it its name. The convertible was a sleek treat, too. The C2's wheelbase was
shorter, the chassis stronger, and Duntov-designed independent rear suspension
helped its sports car pretensions while power outputs of up to 360bhp from the
fuel-injected small-block backed it up.

The 1964 model was little changed, although the split rear window of the coupe
was replaced with a one-piece window. The 1965 model saw more changes under
the skin, with four-wheel disc brakes and the mid-year introduction of the 425bhp
396-cube big-block option that was more powerful and a lot cheaper than the fuel-
injected small-block. This was also the year that the iconic side exhausts were made
available. In 1966, the 427 big-block was added to the list, too.

The C3 Corvette was due to have appeared in 1967, but because of delays in
development, the C2 got a stay of execution. Far from being just a fill-in, many
believe the '67 to be the best of the 'mid-year' 'Vettes, and the 435bhp 'Tri-Power'
triple-carbed 427 was the pick of the bunch... unless you could afford the loopy race-ready L88. Production and sales stayed steady throughout the
car's five-year life at around the 24,000 per year mark; very healthy for such a specialist sports car. Now, they're highly sought-after, highly
collectible, concours restorations are fiercely competitive in their minutiae, and special editions change hands for telephone numbers at auction.
So are they fun, roadable classics or just investments for the wealthy? We asked Tom at Claremont Corvette and Steve at Dart Corvette.

“The chassis is very solid, well drained and ventilated.
It's made of good, thick steel and everything's
available so there's nothing that can't be fixed.” - TF

“The chassis is very good and strong. They can crack
around the A-arm mounts, usually caused by good
old British pot-holes, but this is very rare – we've seen
three or four like this in 40 years.” - SC

“On disc brake cars the handbrake uses an inadequately-sized drum inside
the disc. It's crap, and every MoT is an adventure. It's also inconvenient to use,
but by 1967 they'd moved the handbrake to a conventional lever on the
transmission tunnel. Radial tyres are essential; the original crossplies are
dangerous on a car with this performance.” - TF

“Drum brakes will fade eventually if you're
performing repeated stops from high speed,
but they were perfectly adequate for
the car when it was built. You
can upgrade to discs if
you want to.” - SC
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“These cars really need to be kept indoors, not
on the street or driveway. They let water in
around the windscreen, so use plenty of
sealant and you won't get rainwater down
your clutch leg.” - TF

“Weatherstrips always suffer, though oddly
the convertible was more weathertight than
the coupe! All C2s leak to an extent, the
difference being whether it's a drip or a
swimming pool. You can replace the whole
interior for £2,500-3,000.” - SC

“The small-block Chevrolet is the most popular engine ever built, and many parts interchange
on any engine from 1955 to 1985. Personally, I think the big-block cars are 'over-engined', and the
smaller, lower-horsepower motors have plenty of torque and are much nicer in traffic. The big-
block does have loads of torque, but it does upset the balance of the car having such a weight
over the front wheels. Cooling isn't an issue on a healthy engine, but retaining the engine-driven
fan is best. The fuel injection option ran from 1963 to 1965, and if you have a mechanical
inclination and access to good-quality fuel, then they provide good torque, amazing power and
good economy. However, when they go wrong, be prepared for some serious time and money
being spent. They're worth a lot more, and they do need serious maintenance, but we have
customers who use them on a daily basis.” - TF

“You can't go wrong with a Chevy engine, so keep on top of the servicing and they're strong,
reliable and pretty unburstable. Mechanical fuel injection was an expensive option and not that
reliable, so many were converted back to carburettor. The big-block is desirable and making
money all the time, but not as drivable as the small-block. The 327 is quick, high-revving and a
lot of fun to drive while the big-block is hard work and always wants to go straight on!” - SC

“The C2s are probably the most stoutly built of all Corvettes.
Just look at the door hinges; each is a steel forging that
weighs approximately one kilo. On the later models, they're
nasty little stampings that wear out. The steel 'birdcage'
structures inside the fibreglass rarely rust out.” - TF

“Disc brakes came along in 1965, but the
drums are not a problem – they're the same
ones GM used on huge Impala station
wagons, so they're not undersize! Very
early disc brake cars suffered badly from
corrosion – the calipers had poor-quality
cast iron bores with aluminium pistons,
creating dissimilar-metal corrosion, and the
poor lip seals allowed the brake fluid to
absorb water, which turned the calipers into
a rusty mess. Now we have stainless-
sleeved calipers and O-ring seals, the
problems are over. Silicone brake fluid is no
good for racing or for any car with ABS, but
otherwise the advantages are enormous,
and it's not flammable. In good order, the
disc brakes are strong and powerful.” - TF

“Always check the suspension bushes. If
they've never been changed, they'll be 50
years old and soft. We recommend a good-
quality OE rubber replacement rather than
poly bushes. Because it's a performance GT
car, the ride is already quite hard and poly
bushes make a hard ride harder.” - SC

“The hideaway headlamp housings rotate, but if the motor fails you can turn them
manually. I always recommend rewiring the car. The 50-year-old wiring will be brittle
and resistance will have increased, but a rewire means that suddenly everything
works, the lights are brighter, the battery charges better... it's money well spent.” - TF
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Conclusion
“I've been driving C2s since 1971, and I've never found another car I'd
rather own. It's a combination of good original design, sound
construction and excellent driving position that's hard to improve
upon. As a long-distance touring machine with the top down, it's hard
to beat – I've driven mine to Spain three times, Le Mans eight times, it's
wonderful. All Corvettes are great, but the C2 transcends the brand. It's
an end-of-an-era car, the last car in which the emphasis wasn't wholly
on the wheels; on the C2, the body dominates, and the split-window
coupe is the ultimate style. In the States, the coupe is usually worth
much more than the convertible, and the split-window fetches double.
Here in the UK, we prefer convertibles, and they're lovely to drive with
the top down. They're excellent to begin with – replace the wiring loom,
the carpets and seat foams, rebuild the carburettor, fit a new exhaust,
maybe some OE-style knock-off alloy wheels and – most importantly –
radial tyres and that's it, no other modifications are needed. The
fibreglass is quite stout, but many will have been crashed over the
years thanks to those crossplies. Parts availability is enormous, they

share a great deal with the C3, and you can buy virtually everything
new. You can get a good, usable car for around £35,000, but a really
nice one is up around the £60,000 mark now.” - TF

“The main question comes down to originality. A 100 per cent original
car with all numbers matching will be the best buy from a financial point
of view, but the alternative is a car that's not numbers-matching but
drives like a demon and is lots of fun. It's all about the experience; the
car's about the driving! It depends what's important to you. If you'll be
looking to sell it on in two or three years, then pick a numbers-matching
car, otherwise just get whatever pleases you. Everything's available as
reproduction, nothing's unavailable, and it's all upgradable – you can
upgrade from drums to discs, and so on. To get yourself into a
convertible with a small-block manual, not pristine but with an MoT,
you'll be looking at £40,000 for a worthwhile car. Anything cheaper and
you should expect there to be problems with it. For a numbers-
matching beauty with very few blemishes that you can be really proud
of, expect £70,000 for a convertible and £80,000 for the coupe.” - SC

For more information
Check out Tom Falconer's book, The Corvette C2 Buyer's Guide, published by Veloce, and available from Amazon.com. It'd be £9.95 very well spent.

“The main issue to check is the panel fit on any of these
cars. It's always the tell-tale for accident damage,
rebuild work etc. Original panel fit wasn't that bad, and
they did all line up from the factory. The factory did
have 'the black man' on the production line – he was
the guy who cherry-picked the best body shells to
become black or dark-coloured cars, while the rest
went to be white or pale cars! So, theoretically, a car
that was originally a dark colour should be a better
body. Check the tags to see if the car's ever been
repainted. Everything else is refurbishable or
replaceable, but body panel fit is crucial.” - SC

“The auto gearbox was the two-speed
Powerglide, which are very tough, but many
people swapped them for the later three-
speed TH350. The earliest manual C2s had
the T10 four-speed, then they switched to
the Muncie. The T10 has a slightly nicer
shift, but otherwise they're all good.” - TF

“There were more manuals made than
autos, and an automatic really isn't the C2
to own – you need a manual to really enjoy
the C2.” - SC

“The side-pipes that
came along in 1965
look tremendous.
You're unlikely to
burn yourself on the
OE ones, but
aftermarket ones
didn't have the
same heat
insulation and can
put you in the
hospital.” - TF
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From only
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From only
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O/E Brake, Suspension 
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For Ford, Dodge & 
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Grant Steering Wheels
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From only
£65.00
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From only
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Over 25 different ranges 
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Hunting for a distributor fault on a Chevy Astro begins with a hunt for the distributor!

Words & photography: Dave Smith

Dizzy Spells

Recently, Wacky Racers had a 
Chevrolet Astro dayvan in that 
was suffering from non-starting, 
non-running and no sparking. 
The first place to start is the 
distributor, and a quick dizzy 
check is normally a one-brew 
job... unless, as it transpires, you 
have a Chevrolet Astro.

Chevrolet V8s, and the V6 
that is based on three-quarters 
of a V8, like this 4.3, have the 
distributor at the back of the 
block. This can be a bit of a pain 
to get to as in some cars it’ll be 
under the cowl while on an Astro 
it’s inside the cab! On a regular 
van, this just involves removing 
the tunnel cover, but on a fully 
dressed, trimmed dayvan you 
have to remove the console 
and air vent ducting (1), undo a 
couple of over-centre latches, 
then find a couple of bolt-heads 
buried in the shag-pile to release 
the cover (2). This faff took quite 
a while, and is probably one of 
the reasons why the distributor 
looked a little neglected...

Now the distributor’s right 
in front of you (3), it’s time to 
find out where the spark has 
gone. Removing one of the plug 
wires, popping a spare plug in 
(4), holding the body of the plug 
to earth and then keying the 
engine over is a simple way of 
checking that there’s spark at the 
plugs. There wasn’t, so Wacky 
found the coil – mounted atop 
the engine on the passenger side 
(5) – checked all the connections, 
and then put the plug in the 
king lead (from the coil to the 
centre terminal on the dizzy) and 
checked again, but still no spark. 
Obviously this is tricky if you 
have a HEI distributor, with the 
coil built into the cap.

Next step was to have a shufti 
inside the distributor itself. 
Undoing the screw on either 
side of the cap (6) lets you lift 
it off, and this is what greeted 
us – damp, corrosion and wear 
(7). The rotor arm itself usually 
just pulls off, and needed a clean 

THANKS
Wacky Racers 
01384 571571

(8). Some will attack it with 
sandpaper to clean it up, but 
this isn’t the best idea; electrical 
contact cleaner and a rag or even 
an old toothbrush might be best.

The central contact to the 
rotor arm is usually spring-
loaded – either the carbon 
contact is sprung and the 
rotor arm contact fixed, or 
the rotor has a springy arm 
and the carbon contact is 
fixed. In this case, the carbon 
contact is sprung and it’s worth 
checking it’s not stuck. I pushed 

it to check, and the contact 
stuck down – Wacky really 
appreciates my help. He cleaned 
the inside of the distributor 
cap with brake cleaner, a 
fast-evaporating solvent that 
cleans off dirt, grease and 
moisture (9), but make sure it’s 
completely evaporated before 
you put it back together – a 
spark in a cap full of fumes will 
have a damaging result. The                  
cleaning also released the 
sprung central contact.

He then put it all back 

together and tried keying it 
over again. There was still no 
spark, and no trigger signal at 
the coil either, which points to 
the electronic triggering system 
inside the distributor, a job for 
another brew. If you’re doing 
this check, it wouldn’t take you 
more than a minute longer to 
just replace the cap and rotor 
with new ones. They’re not that 
expensive, but really cheap Far 
Eastern gear is just that: cheap. 
Pretty much anything is better 
than worn-out, though. 
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There's been a good bit of
progress on Project 13/30 over
the past month, but to look at it
you'd struggle to tell exactly
where. Still, it's happened, and I
know 'cos I was there. With the
BMR subframe connectors
welded in and the shell now
turned upside down on the
rotisserie, I addressed the rear
wheel tubs. The Eastwood
chassis black that coats the
underside should offer plenty of
protection but I figured that you
can't have too much
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There's been a winter slowdown on Project 13/30, but now we're back in the room for
work on the fuel tank and back axle.

GetTankedUpHOW TO

Words & Photography: Dave Smith

THANKS TO

Rustbuster, 01775 761222,
www.rust.co.uk 

Tetrosyl, www.tetrosyl.com
POR-15, see www.por15.com for

details, available through
Frost Restorers Equipment,

01706 658619, www.frost.co.uk

rustproofing, so I grabbed the
Rustbuster Epoxy Mastic (1). This
is a two-part paint plus a thinner
if needs be, so I mixed it 50/50
and then added a drop of thinner
because it was cold. Plastic
measuring jugs like these (2)
from Wilkinson's cost about 30p
and are just the job. I coated the
whole rear arch on both sides,
plus a couple of the seams (3).
This stuff's great, but I'd forgotten
just how much it smells like a cat
litter tray, and just how powerful
the fumes are!

I also broke out the Tetrosyl
Stone Chip for the bottom of the
sills. This is another thick paint
designed to bounce the gravel right
off, so I masked off the underside of
each sill and gave it a coat (4). It's
designed to be overpaintable, but
this strip is out of sight anyway.

I turned my attention briefly to
the axle casing, which I want to
send away for media blasting. I
wanted to remove the bushes that
attach the upper arms to the diff
housing (5), but they're not keen to
shift. I jury-rigged a bearing puller

out of an old Cortina void bush
removing tool (ask any long-
serving mechanic about Cortina
void bushes and watch them
shudder) and the collar from a
FWD car's front wheel bearing
outer race, but even with some
persuasion from a blowtorch (6)
and subsequent small fire, they
refused to budge. I may actually
have to get the correct tool for
the job.

In the meantime, I flipped the
axle around and removed the rear
cover to take a look inside (7).

1 2

3 4

5
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It appears that these 8.8” axles
didn't have a gasket on the rear
cover; instead they relied on a
bead of silicone sealant (8),
which seems to me to be asking
for trouble. The diff looked to be
in good order, a 2.73:1 ratio
TractionLok unit, although
someone had removed the
centre pin that holds the spider
gears (9). Not to worry, as with a
bit of luck the diff unit will get
replaced anyway. I unbolted the
carrier bearings (10) and lifted
the diff unit out (11) after
loosening it with a gentle nudge
from a long bar. On either side of
the diff is a carrier bearing and a
shim or shims. It's crucial to make
sure these shims go back to the
same place they came from, so I
attached the shims, bearing races
and bearing cap to the correct

side of the diff unit with cable ties
(12), then wrapped the whole
thing in plastic for storage.

Then I turned my attention to
the fuel tank, which required
removing it from the donor car,
which is outside and … oh, super,
it's dark and belting with rain. To
get to the fuel tank I first had to
remove the towbar (13) then
undo the nuts holding the filler
neck to the body inside the fuel
filler door (14). 

Then I crawled under the car
and, my God, I can't believe just
how quickly it's rusting! It's just
dissolving before my eyes; one of
the reasons I'm so keen to
rustproof Project 13/30 to the best
of my abilities. I put a trolley jack
under the centre of the tank, took
the weight, and undid the bolts
holding the tank straps (15).➔

8
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10 11
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One undid fine, the other
snapped the little hook-end from
the captive nut just to make life
difficult. I then used a small
screwdriver to drift the pins out
of the other end of the straps
(16), which is tricky in broad
daylight at head height; in the
dark, on your back, in the rain, it's
a real test of your patience. 

With the straps out of the way,
it's then just a case of slowly
lowering the jack whilst wiggling
the tank free of the filler neck (17).
Mind you don't bust the rubber
grommet where the filler goes

into the tank – they're quite
expensive to replace. With the
tank on the floor, you can undo
the fuel feed and return lines and
the wiring to the fuel pump (18),
all previously bodged, then drag
the tank out (19). Considering it's
completely bare steel, the tank
seems to have survived quite well.

The tank sits in a protective
plastic tray, so with that out of
the way (20) I could remove that
expensive rubber filler neck
grommet (21), the vapour line
bung (22), the fuel pump (23)
and the fuel level sender. 16

18

17

19 20 21
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The latter two are secured by a
metal ring that you have to
carefully tap round with a
hammer and punch, but watch
out for the rubber O-ring seal
underneath.

I emptied the tank of any
remaining fuel (which I then put
into the Lexus – hey, waste not
want not) and gave it a damn
good rinsing out with the hose
(24) in preparation for its POR-
15 tank sealant. This comes as a
three-part kit, and is pretty
labour intensive but very
worthwhile. To begin with, you
need to seal up all the holes, for
which I used duct tape (25),
then make a 50/50 mix of their
POR-15 Cleaner Degreaser (26)
and warm water. I poured this
into the tank through the
vapour line bung hole (27) and
plugged it, then you need to

shake it all around, rotating the
tank occasionally to make sure
it gets into all the corners, for at
least 20 minutes. Then unplug
one of the holes, tip it out and
give it a rinse. The next step is
POR-15 Metal Prep (28), a pre-
primer that cleans all the
residues out and lays down a
zinc phosphate layer. Again,
you plug the tank back up, add
the neat Metal Prep (29),
rotating the tank so the liquid is
sitting on each surface for 20
minutes – six sides to the fuel
tank means two hours.

While all this was going on, I
disappeared back under the
donor car for the fuel filter and
bracket. Having prized the
horseshoe clip from the union
between the return hose and
the return pipe, I gently tried to
pull it off and … snap (30).➔

24 25
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The rusty steel return pipe just
crumbled, and a chunk of it came
away with the rubber pipe. The
bracket that holds the filter was
pretty crusty but looked like it'd
clean up okay, but then I noticed
that there were no bolt holes for
it on the shell (31). Well, of course,
there wouldn't be, would there?
The shell is an '83, before they'd
switched to fuel injection! This
wouldn't be the last time an issue
like this cropped up.

The Metal Prep was due to
come out of the tank right about
now, so I drained it back into the
bottle (32) – it's reusable – and
rinsed the tank out again with
warm water. The tank needs to
be bone dry before the next step,
so I went down to the nearest

Screwfix and treated myself to a
hot air gun for £11, returned,
removed all the duct tape plugs,
and set the tank to drying (33).
Although it's difficult to see into
the tank, I could just see that
there was still moisture trapped
in the seam – this tank, like most
tanks, is made from a top half
and a bottom half pressed and
welded together, so there's a big
seam running all the way around
the middle. I chased the damp
out by heating up the seam on
the outside (34). 

Then it was time for the last
step – the POR-15 Fuel Tank
Sealer (35). The instructions say
to stir the can until a uniform
colour is achieved, and while it's
very attractive watching the

black and silver kaleidoscope
effects, it did take around 15
minutes to achieve. I then
bunged all the holes back up, and
poured the sealer into the tank
(36). Again, you have to make
sure that the sealer coats every
inch of the inner surface of the
tank, so having a Workmate
bench upon which to clamp the
tank at odd angles is a real help.
Then, when your time is up, you
pour it all out again – I poured the
whole can in, and about three
quarters of it came back out
again. There's nothing you can do
with the leftovers, you just have
to wait for it to set then throw it
away, which seems a shame.

The following day, I checked
the inside of the tank with a

torch, and it seems I had
managed to get a full coating.
It's a full day job to do it properly
– two doses of Cleaner
Degreaser, one dose of Metal
Prep and one dose of Fuel Tank
Sealer – but that's about two
hours of work and four or five
hours of sitting around in
between, so you can get on with
other stuff. Anything that stops
the tank rusting and silting up
the fuel lines, and prevents the
ethanol in fuel corroding the
tank, is fine by me, so I consider
it a job well done.

There's plenty more Project
13/30 work on the way, so stay
tuned for next month when we'll
hopefully get started on the
plumbing. ACM
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TALES  FROM THE GARAGES OF THE PEOPLE WHO WORK ON, AND CONTRIBUTE TO, AMERICAN CAR MAGAZINE

Kev Carrington, Contributor
1973 Plymouth Duster

Dave Smith, Editor
1990 Ford Mustang 5.0LX

On my never-ending list of jobs 
for the Duster, re-upholstering 
the back seat has always been 
there and I have made many 
enquiries to many companies 
both here and in the USA, but 
couldn’t get excited about 
spending north of £500 to have 
it redone in black vinyl. The 
original green vinyl was ripped 
and someone had already 
replaced the front bench with 
black, so I wanted it all in black.

Last time, I mentioned that I 
needed my donor ’90 Mustang 
and my long-term unstarted 
’79 El Camino to switch places 
outside the workshop. The 
Mustang hasn’t moved for 
about 18 months; the Camino 
hasn’t moved for three times 
that. So I charged up a battery 
and put it in the truck. I 
checked the oil – there was 
some – and keyed it over. It 
turned over happily and built 
up some oil pressure but it 
wasn’t pulling any fuel through, 
so I used a pipe and funnel to 

fill the float bowls of the carb. 
Then the old 305 V8 fired into 
life, and with a bit of choke, sat 
and idled. After the first few 
seconds, it began dragging six-
year-old fuel through from the 
tank... and kept running. There 
wasn’t much exhaust left, and 
the fan belt was squealing 
like Ned Beatty, but it ran. I 
dropped it into reverse, and 
after the TH350 remembered 
what it should be doing,                         
it trundled backwards about 
30 feet. 

Then I came to the Mustang. 

Another old pushrod V8, this 
one has the benefit of modern 
accoutrements such as an ECU 
and fuel injection. I put the 
battery on, then spun it over 
until there was oil pressure. I 
listened hard … and couldn’t hear 
the fuel pump. Damn. I jumped 
the fuel pump relay with a bit 
of wire, which got it working, so 
I tried again. Nothing. Double 
damn. A spare spark plug 
showed me that there was 
no spark at #1 plug lead, nor, 
when I checked, any spark from 
the coil. I ended up enlisting 
passers-by to help me push the 
Mustang out of the bog and into 

position outside the workshop. 
I then tried to drive the Camino 
forwards. No joy, but much 
wheelspin from the right-hand 
rear wheel, leading me to believe 
that the left rear brakes are 
jammed. They’re fine in reverse, 
but not forwards. Again, “Push!”

I don’t know what’s wrong 
with the Mustang – it could 
be anything from a failed TFI 
module to a mouse nibbling 
some hidden wiring – but for all 
its basic, outmoded, 60-year-old 
technology, the old small-block 
Chevy in the Camino fired, ran 
and drove after a six-year lay-up. 
I think that speaks a volume...

I had made the decision that 
purchasing a new cover from 
a good US company was the 
way to go, but then, just before 
Christmas, a mate told me 
how a local company had re-
trimmed his whole 2CV interior 
in bright red vinyl with white 
piping for £450! That got my 
attention, and then I discovered 
that the company that did it                                                         
were about four units from our 
garage business!

I popped round to see them 
and show them the rear seat, and 
£200 and two weeks later I had 
a lovely re-trimmed back seat. 
The quality is superb and they 
are a great bunch of guys. Their 
mainstream business is caravans 
and motorhomes, but they 
will happily tackle any classic 
vehicles. The company name is 
Regal Furnishings (0115 9329988) 
and speak to Barry or Mick. They 
have my door cards now!
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EXC.VAT
£71.98

INC.VAT

£59.98

WHERE QUALITY COSTS LESS

656565656565SUPERSTORES 
NATIONWIDE656565SUPERSTORES SUPERSTORES 

NOW WORKBENCH WITH 
PEGBOARD

 •Sturdy lower 
shelf •Durable 
powder coated 
fi nish

ENGINEERS HEAVY DUTY 
STEEL WORKBENCHES

  Shown fi tted with 
optional 3 drawer unit 

PRICE CUT NOW ONLY £95.98 INC VAT

ALL SIZES/SPECIFICATIONS ARE APPROXIMATE

 CHESTS/
CABINETS 

 Combines premium quality 
with fi ercely competitive 
pricing & super smooth ball 
bearing roller drawers

1.5M TALL

SEE WEBSITE FOR 
PACKAGE DEALS 

WITH TOOLS

EXTRA 
LARGE
EXTRA 
HEAVY 
DUTY

 GAS STRUTS
Hold lid open

 EXTRA 
DEEP 

DRAWERS

 GREAT LOOKING, 
BIG 5” INDUSTRIAL 
CHROME SPOKED 

WHEELS FOR EASY 
MOVEMENT*  EXTRA LARGE 

DRAWER PULLS* Except on CBB231B & CBB230B

EXC.VAT
£119.98

INC.VAT

£99.981

 • Dimensions (LxWxH) - 
1150 x 560 x 1440 mm 
• Pegboard back wall 
with 30 hooks
supplied

WORKBENCH WITH 
PEGBOARD

 • Dimensions (LxWxH) - 

Easy to assemble, 
providing valuable 
working space and 
plenty of additional 
storage capacity.

CWB-R1

  BOLTLESS
SHELVING
 • Simple, fast assembly in 
minutes using only a hammer

 ✔ EXTRA STRENGTH
✔ SMOOTHER FINISH

✔ SLEEK LOOK

ROLLED EDGE 
UPRIGHTS GIVE:

 (evenly 
distributed) 
Strong 12mm 
fi breboard 
shelves

PER SHELF

 (evenly 
distributed) 
Strong 9mm 
fi breboard 
shelves

TOOL CHESTS/ 
CABINETS

ASSEMBLE AS 
SHELVING, BENCH 
OR CORNER UNIT 

Contents not included 
(all items)

HEAVY DUTY & 
PROFESSIONAL

 THE ULTIMATE IN 
TOOL STORAGE!

 • Extra heavy gauge 
double wall steel 
construction   

1

3

4

MAX. WEIGHT 
LOADING 500KG
EVENLY DISTRIBUTED

 EXTRA LARGE SIDE 
HANDLE FOR EASY 

MOVEMENT
FITS EITHER SIDE

 GREAT LOOKING, BIG 5" INDUSTRIAL CHROME 
SPOKED WHEELS FOR EASY MOVEMENT

 EXTRA LARGE 
DRAWER PULLS

 RUBBER GRIP 
SIDE HANDLES

SAVE 
10%

WHEN YOU BUY 
ANY MIX OF 5 

FROM THIS RANGE
SAVE AT LEAST
£17.99 INC.VAT

SEE NEXT PAGE FOR MORE!ALL SIZES/SPECIFICATIONS ARE APPROXIMATE

Available in Red or 
Galvanised Finish

EX.VAT
£35.98

INC.VAT

FROM
£29.98

FULL DETAILS - 
SEE IN-STORE OR 

VISIT WEBSITE

 EXTRA LARGE 
SIDE HANDLE 

FOR EASY 
MOVEMENT
FITS EITHER 

SIDE

1

2

 MODEL SHELF DIMS  
 WxDxH(mm) EXC.VAT INC.VAT
150kg 800x300x1500 £29.98 £35.98
350kg 900x400x1800 £49.98 £59.98

CHOICE OF 5 COLOURS

RED, BLUE, BLACK, 
SILVER & GALVANISED 

STEEL

LOCKABLE FRONT 
COVERS STORE 
NEATLY WITHIN 

CABINET

350
KG

PER SHELF

EXTRA 
LARGE

BOTTOM 
DRAWERS

4

LARGE 37" CABINET HEAVY DUTY 
BOLTLESS
SHELVING

265KG
PER SHELF

WIDE48"/1220mm

BLUE, RED AND 
SILVER AVAILABLE

EXC.VAT
£95.98

INC.VAT

ONLY
£79.98

NEW

ALSO ASSEMBLES 
AS BENCH

CORNER 
UNIT

 DIMS  EXC. WAS NOW
MODEL LxWxH (mm) VAT INC.VAT INC.VAT
CWB1000B 1000x650x880 £139.98 £179.98 £167.98
CWB1500B 1500x650x880 £189.98 £239.98 £227.98
CWB2000B 2000x650x880 £249.98 £311.98 £299.98

 £179.98 £167.98
 £239.98 £227.98
 £179.98 

) VAT INC.VAT INC.VAT
 £179.98  £179.98  £179.98 
 £239.98 £227.98
 £311.98 £299.98
 £239.98  £239.98  £239.98  £239.98 
 £311.98 £299.98 £311.98  £311.98  £311.98  £311.98 

 INCLUDES 
SINGLE 

LOCKABLE 
DRAWER

MODEL SIZE DESCRIPTION DIMS EXC. WAS NOW
   LxWxH (mm)  VAT INC.VAT INC.VAT
CBB306 36"  6 Dr Chest 910x305x47 £149.98 £191.98 £179.98
CBB229B 41" 21 Dr chest  1045x415x486 £229.98 £299.98 £275.98
CBB315 36" 5 Dr Cabinet  927x416x985 £279.98 £359.98 £335.98
CBB228B 41" 8 Dr cabinet 1126x468x1000 £369.00 £478.80 £442.80
CBB224B 41" 14 Dr chest 1045x415x486 £259.98 £323.98 £311.98
CBB226B 41" 16 Dr cabinet 1126x468x1000 £429.00 £550.80 £514.80
CBB231B 56" 9 Dr chest 1460x615x490 £399.00 £502.80 £478.80
CBB230B 56" 13 Dr cabinet 1503x622x1011 £599.00 £778.80 £718.80

1
2

EXC.VAT
£514.80

INC.VAT

PRICE CUT

WAS £550.80 inc.VAT

£429.00
2

EXC.VAT
£311.98

INC.VAT

PRICE CUT

WAS £323.98 inc.VAT

£259.98
1

EXC.VAT
£137.99

INC.VAT

PRICE CUT

WAS £143.98 inc.VAT

£114.99
2

EXC.VAT
£287.98

INC.VAT

PRICE CUT

WAS £299.98 inc.VAT

£239.98
5

CS5265

MODEL DESCRIPTION DIMS EXC. WAS NOW
  LxWxH (mm)  VAT INC.VAT INC.VAT
CBB206B 6 Dr Chest 710x328x365 £97.98 £119.98 £117.58
CBB209B 9 Dr Chest 710x315x420 £114.99 £143.98 £137.99
CBB210B 10 Dr Chest 710x315x475 £129.98 £167.98 £155.98
CBB203B 3 Dr step up 710x315x250 £67.98 £83.98 £81.58
CBB215B 5 Dr Cabinet 758x468x815 £194.99 £239.98 £233.99
CBB212B 3 Dr Cabinet 755x470x810 £169.98 – £203.98
CBB217B 7 Dr Cabinet 758x468x975 £239.98 £299.98 £287.98
CBB213B 3 Dr Cabinet 758x481x975 £189.98 £239.98 £227.98

1
2

3

4
5

  DIMS EXC. WAS NOW
MODEL DESCRIPTION LxWxH (mm) VAT INC.VAT INC.VAT
CBB209DF 9 Dr chest 710x370x420 £127.98 £155.98 £153.58
CBB211DF 11 Dr Cabinet 785x490x1075 £269.98 £359.98 £323.98
CBB309DF 9 Dr chest 975x370x420 £159.98 £215.98 £191.98
CBB311DF 11 Dr Cabinet 1045x490x1075 £339.98 £454.80 £407.98

1
2
3
4

EXC.VAT

167.98
INC.VAT

PRICE CUT
NOW FROM

WAS £179.98 inc.VAT

139.98

£

£

SAVE 
10%
WHEN YOU BUY ANY 
MIX OF 5 SHELVING 
UNITS ON THIS PAGE 

SAVE AT LEAST
£47.99 INC.VAT

Boltless, quick and easy 
assembly (only a mallet 
is required)
 • Tough steel frame 
• Adjustable height shelves 
• 5 easy wipe clean laminate board shelves 
• (W)1220 x (D)460 x (H)1830

FULL 
DETAILS - 

SEE 
IN-STORE 
OR VISIT 
WEBSITE

 RUBBER GRIP SIDE HANDLES

 MECHANICS/PROFESSIONAL
TOOL CHESTS/CABINETS

PROTECTIVE 
TOP MAT

FULL EXTENSION 
ROLLER 

RUNNERS FOR 
SMOOTH OPENING 

ACTION

1

2

 • Superb quality & 
value for automotive 
workshops

4

 MECHANICS RANGE

MODEL DESCRIPTION DIMS EXC. WAS NOW
  LxWxH (mm)   VAT INC.VAT INC.VAT
MECHANICS RANGE
CTC600B 6 Dr chest 600x260x340 £49.98 £63.59 £59.98
CTC900B 9 Dr chest 610x255x380 £59.98 £77.99 £71.98
CTC500B 5 Dr cabinet 675x335x770 £109.98 £143.98 £131.98
CTC800B 8 Dr chest/cab set 610x330x1070 £94.99 £125.99 £113.99
CTC700B 7 Dr cabinet 610x330x875 £119.98 £149.99 £143.98
CTC1300B 13 Dr chest/cab 620x330x1320 £139.98 £179.98 £167.98
PROFESSIONAL RANGE
CTC103 3 Dr step up chest 672x310x250 £47.98 £59.98 £57.58
CTC106 6 Dr drop front 662x305x365 £59.98 £77.99 £71.98
CTC109 9 Dr chest 662x305x421 £69.98 £89.99 £83.98
CTC105 5 Dr cabinet 685x465x790 £159.98 £203.98 £191.98
CTC107 7 Dr cabinet 685x465x950 £189.98 £239.98 £227.98

1

3
4

2

5

EXC.VAT
£71.98

INC.VAT

PRICE CUT

WAS £77.99 inc.VAT

£59.98

EXC.VAT
£57.58

INC.VAT

PRICE CUT

WAS £59.98 inc.VAT

£47.98

EXC.VAT
£191.98

INC.VAT

PRICE CUT

WAS £203.98 inc.VAT

£159.98

3

5

COMING SOON!

NEW
RANGE

TOOL CHESTS & CABINETS
PRICES 

MODEL DESCRIPTION DIMS EXC. WAS NOW
  LxWxH (mm)  VAT INC.VAT INC.VAT
CLB600 6 Dr chest 660x305x365 £76.98 £94.79 £92.38
CLB900 9 Dr chest 660x305x475 £99.98 – £119.98
CLB200 2 Dr step up 672x310x195 £47.98 £59.98 £57.58
CLB1005 5 Dr cabinet 685x465x795 £159.98 £203.98 £191.98
CLB1007 7 Dr cabinet 685x465x955 £189.98 £239.98 £227.98

1

2

EXC.VAT
£227.98

INC.VAT

PRICE CUT

WAS £239.98 inc.VAT

£189.98
2

WHERE QUALITY COSTS LESSWHERE QUALITY COSTS LESSoptional 3 drawer unit 
PRICE CUT NOW ONLY £95.98 INC VAT

PRICE CUTS

SAVE UP 
TO £12

SAVE UP 
TO £12 SAVE UP 

TO £12

SAVE UP 
TO £12

SAVE UP 
TO £46

SAVE UP 
TO £60

SAVE UP TO £60

EXC.VAT
£191.98

INC.VAT

PRICE CUT

WAS £215.98 inc.VAT

£159.98

3
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WHERE QUALITY 
COSTS LESS

656565656565SUPERSTORES 
NATIONWIDE656565

NOW

24877LH

 AUTOMOTIVE
WHEEL DOLLY SET

   Four non-marking castors for easy 
movement in confi ned spaces  Heavy duty steel 
construction - load rating 500kg per dolly

   BIG
3" CASTORS

AWD1

EXC.VAT
£53.99 

INC.VAT

£44.99

PER PAIR

•  Inc. 17, 19, 21 
& 23mm chrome 
vanadium 
sockets
• 2x 24V Ni-Cd 
Batteries & 
1 hour fast charger 

•  Inc. 17, 19, 21 
& 23mm chrome 

1 hour fast charger 

 HEAVY
DUTY

CIR220

 24V 
CORDLESS 
IMPACT 
WRENCH

 • Folding and fi xed 
frames available 

• Robust, rugged construction 
• Overload safety valve

Fully tested 
to proof load

CRANES

CFC100

EX.VAT
£107.98

INC.VAT

£89.98
CIR220 ONLY

EX.VAT
£179.98

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£149.98

 TURBO AIR 
COMPRESSORS

Superb range ideal 
for DIY, hobby & 
semi-professional use

HUGE CHOICE 
OF SPRAY 
GUNS & 

AIRTOOLS

SAVE OVER £61
OFF OUR NORMAL PRICE

329 
HAND 
TOOLS

TOOL CHEST 
AND TOOLS 

• This great 
value set includes 
CTC900B 9 drawer 
chest & CTC500B
5 drawer cabinet 
• Includes the 
most popular 
sockets, spanners, 
pliers, drivers, 
wrenches etc

CHT624TOOL CHEST TOOL CHEST CHT624CHT624CHT624CHT624

PACKAGE
DEAL

 2 TONNE 
TROLLEY 
JACKS

* CTJ2250LP has a 2.25 tonne capacity, has a 
low entry of only 80mm and includes 2 sockets

EX.VAT
£23.98

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£19.98

 CTJ2001G 
 MODEL TYPE EXC.VAT INC.VAT
CTJ2B DIY £19.98 £23.98
CTJ2MB  DIY + Case £24.99 £29.99
CTJ2250LP * Low Profile  £39.98  £47.98
CTJ2QLG Pro Instant £69.98 £83.98
CTJ2001G Pro Garage £74.99 £89.99

 CTJ3000G 

JACKS ALSO 
IN STOCK UP 
TO 5 TONNE

3 TONNE 
JACKS

EX.VAT
£53.99

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£44.99

   SADDLE HEIGHT EXC.  INC. 
MODEL TYPE MIN-MAX MM VAT VAT
CTJ3000QL Quick Lift 195-520 £44.99 £53.99
CTJ3QLG Pro Instant Lift 145-500 £83.99 £100.79
CTJ3000G Pro Garage 120-520   £84.99 £101.99

CAR RAMPS
• Lift cars 
safely and 
quickly • Tough 
angled steel 
construction

EX.VAT
£32.39

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£26.99

PER PAIR

MODEL CAPACITY EXC.VAT INC.VAT
CR2 2000kg £26.99 £32.39
CRW25 2500kg £36.99 £44.39

 OTHER MODELS MAX TORQUE EXC.VAT INC.VAT
Corded CEW1000 450Nm £56.99 £68.39
Cordless CIR450C 450Nm £119.98 £143.98
Corded CEW1000 450Nm 
Cordless CIR450C 450Nm 
Corded CEW1000 450Nm 
Cordless CIR450C 450Nm 
Corded CEW1000 450Nm 
Cordless CIR450C 450Nm 
Corded CEW1000 450Nm 
Cordless CIR450C 450Nm Cordless CIR450C 450Nm Cordless CIR450C 450Nm Cordless CIR450C 450Nm Cordless CIR450C 450Nm Cordless CIR450C 450Nm NEW

 MODEL DESC. EXC.VAT INC.VAT
CFC500F  1/2 ton fold £149.98 £179.98
CFC100 1 ton fold  £154.99 £185.99
CFC1000LR 1 ton £199.98 £239.98
 long reach

HIGH FREQUENCY 
BATTERY CHARGERS

• Energy effi cient inverter,
protects battery from high current 
damage
• Microprocessor 
provides appropriate 
charging rate
• Variable current 
output for
quick, 
medium
or trickle
charge
 MAX MAX
MODEL CHARGE BATTERY EXC.VAT INC.VAT
HFBC12 6 Amps 100Ah £39.98 £47.98
HFBC12/24 20 Amps 200Ah £69.98 £83.98

HFBC12/24

EX.VAT
£47.98

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£39.98

 HYDRAULIC 
PRESSES

* Available with/without 7 pce pin, 
bracket & pressing plate ‡Without kit

 PROFESSIONAL QUALITY
Built for tough daily use in 
automotive/industrial workshops 
 • All models include gauge

EX.VAT
£155.98

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£129.98

 MODEL EXC.VAT INC.VAT
4 ton bench‡ £129.98 £155.98
10 ton bench*   £187.00 £224.40
12 ton floor*† £239.00 £286.80
20 ton floor* £399.00 £478.80
50 ton floor‡# £1499.00 £1798.80

 was £227.98 inc.VAT  
† was £287.98 inc.VAT 
# was £1917.60 inc.VAT  

WHERE QUALITY WHERE QUALITY 

 MIG WELDERS
Quality machines 
from Britain’s leading 
supplier
See online for included
accessories

EX.VAT
£215.98

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£179.98

 MODEL MIN-MAX AMPS EXC.VAT INC.VAT
PRO90 24-90 £179.98 £215.98
110E 30-100 £214.99 £257.99
135TE Turbo 30-130 £239.98 £287.98
151TE Turbo 30-150 £269.98 £323.98
165TEM Turbo 30-155 £339.00 £406.80
175TECM Turbo 30-170 £399.00 £478.80
205TE Turbo 30-185 £429.00 £514.80

 ALUMINIUM 
RACING JACKS
 Quick lift  Non-marking 

nylon wheels  Rubber 
contact pad - helps 
protect vehicle 
undersides 

  LIFTING
MODEL CAP. EXC.VAT INC.VAT
CTJ1250AB 1.25T £84.99 £101.99
CTJ1800A 1.8T £149.98 £179.98
CTJ2000A 2T £149.98 £179.98
CTJ2500QLG* 2.5T £139.98 £167.98

CTJ1250AB 1.25T 
CTJ1800A 1.8T 
CTJ2000A 2T 

CTJ1250AB 1.25T 
CTJ1800A 1.8T 
CTJ1250AB 1.25T 
CTJ1800A 1.8T 
CTJ1250AB 1.25T 
CTJ1800A 1.8T CTJ1800A 1.8T CTJ1800A 1.8T CTJ1800A 1.8T CTJ1800A 1.8T NEW

 INDUSTRIAL AIR  
COMPRESSORS 

• Cast iron pumps 
on SE16 and SE19 

• Twin cylinder pumps 
• Motor 

overload 
protection 

• Petrol 
models 
in stock

EX.VAT
£443.98

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£369.98

Offers the durability & reliability 
demanded by professionals.   

*230V Supply +Run From 30 Amp Supply ‡Run From 40 
Amp Supply ^400V 3 Phase •Supplied With Direct On-Line 
Starter ◊Supplied With Sequential Direct On-Line Starter 
†V-Twin #Supplied With Pre-Wired Star Delta Starter

  CFM MOTOR RCVR
 MODEL  (HP) (LTR) EXC.VAT INC.VAT
SEV11C* 9 2 100 £369.98 £443.98
SE16C100* 14 3 100 £399.00 £478.80
SE16C150+ 14 3 150 £429.00 £514.80
SE16C200+ 14 3 200 £499.00 £598.80
SE18ǂ 18 4 200 £549.00 £658.80
SE26^ 23 5.5 200 £679.00 £814.80
SE29+◊† 28 2x3 270 £969.00 £1162.80
SE36^● 30 7.5 270 £979.00 £1174.80
SE37+◊† 36 2x4 270 £1099.00 £1318.80
SE46#^ 40 10 270 £1449.00 £1738.80

H/DUTY

GAS, TIPS, 
SHROUDS & 

WIRE IN STOCK
135TE

 For home user, 
automotive 
and 
industrial 
applications.

 #Turbo fan 
cooled

 SEE THE 
FULL 

RANGE 
ONLINE &
IN-STORE

 ARC 
WELDERS

 MODEL AMPS EXC.VAT INC.VAT
EA110 40-100 £49.98 £59.98
EA165 65-160 £64.99 £77.99
115N 30-110 £64.99 £77.99
EA200  60-200 £87.99 £105.59
160N 40-150 £67.99 £81.59
190N 50-185 £94.99 £113.99
190TEN# 35-180 £139.98 £167.98
235TEN#  40-210 £149.98 £179.98

EXC.VAT
£59.98

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£49.98

  NO GAS/GAS
MIG WELDERS

 • Uses fl ux cored steel 
wire, which creates own 
gas shroud as it burns

EX.VAT
£203.98

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£169.98

 MODEL AMPS EXC.VAT INC.VAT
90EN  24-90 £169.98 £203.98
105EN 30-100 £184.99 £221.99
151EN 30-150 £209.98 £251.98
130EN 30-130 £224.99 £269.99
160EN 30-150 £259.98 £311.98

151EN

  Ammeter 
  Multi-position 
 charge regulator
  Overload protection 
 on charging cycle

 BATTERY 
CHARGERS/ENGINE 
STARTERS 

BC520N

EX.VAT
£74.39

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£61.99

 MODEL MAX AMPS 
 CHARGE/BOOST EXC.VAT INC.VAT
BC130C 15/120 £61.99 £74.39
BC190 38/180 £89.98 £107.98
BC210C 25/200 £94.99 £113.99
BC410E 35/400 £119.98 £143.98
WBC180 35/180 £129.98 £155.98
BC205N 30/200 £169.98 £203.98
WBC240 45/240 £159.98 £191.98
WBC400 60/350 £199.00 £238.80

BC410E 35/400 
WBC180 35/180 
BC410E 35/400 
WBC180 35/180 
BC410E 35/400 
WBC180 35/180 
BC410E 35/400 
WBC180 35/180 WBC180 35/180 WBC180 35/180 
BC410E 35/400 
WBC180 35/180 WBC180 35/180 WBC180 35/180 WBC180 35/180 NEW

WBC240 45/240 
WBC400 60/350 

WBC180 35/180 
BC205N 30/200 
WBC240 45/240 

WBC180 35/180 WBC180 35/180 WBC180 35/180 WBC180 35/180 WBC180 35/180 
BC205N 30/200 
WBC180 35/180 WBC180 35/180 WBC180 35/180 WBC180 35/180 

WBC240 45/240 
BC205N 30/200 
WBC240 45/240 

WBC180 35/180 
BC205N 30/200 
WBC180 35/180 WBC180 35/180 WBC180 35/180 
BC205N 30/200 BC205N 30/200 BC205N 30/200 BC205N 30/200 BC205N 30/200 NEW

EXC.VAT

299.98
INC.VAT

PRICE CUT
ALL THIS ONLY

WAS £311.98 inc.VAT

249.98

£

£

 3HP V TWIN AIR 
COMPRESSORS

TIGER 16/510
 AIR AIR EXC.  INC. 
MODEL RECEIVER DISPLACEMENT VAT VAT
Tiger 16/510+ 50 litre 14.5 cfm £209.00 £250.80
Tiger 16/1010* 100 litre 14.5 cfm £259.98 £311.98
+ was £263.98 inc.VAT  * was £323.98 inc.VAT 

EXC.VAT

250.80
INC.VAT

PRICE CUT
NOW FROM

WAS £263.98 inc.VAT

209.00

£

£

•  Suitable for 
powering all 

common air tools & 
spray equipment

Keep 
batteries 
in top 
condition 
over a long 
period

INTELLIGENT 
AUTOMATIC 
CHARGER / 
MAINTAINERS

SEV11C
SE16C100
SE16C150
SE16C200

INTELLIGENT 
AUTOMATIC 

MAINTAINERS

NEW
EX.VAT

£35.98
INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£29.98

CB09-12
MODEL STAGES BATTERY EXC.VAT INC.VAT
CB03-12 3 6Ah-40Ah 
  12V lead acid £29.98 £35.98
CB09-6/12 9 Up to 80Ah 6V / 
  12V lead acid £39.98 £47.98
CB09-12 9 Up to 160Ah £59.98 £71.98
  12V lead acid & calcium

12V BATTERY 
CHARGERS

NEW

MODEL MAX EXC.VAT INC.VAT
 CHARGE AMPS
LA4 4 £14.99 £17.99
LA6 6 £16.99 £20.39
AC80* 8 £27.98 £33.58

EXC.VAT
£17.99

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£14.99

For lead acid batteries

*Automatic charger 
- maintains optimal charging condition

LA6

PRO 7" SANDER/
POLISHERPOLISHERPOLISHER

 • Includes hook & 
loop backing pad 
and hook & loop 
wool polishing 
bonnet. • 1200W 
motor

EX.VAT
£83.98

INC.VAT

£69.98

CP185

     WAS NOW
 MODEL MOTOR CFM TANK EXC.VAT INC.VAT INC.VAT
8/250  2HP 7.5 24ltr £79.98 – £95.98
7/250 2 HP 7 24ltr £89.98 – £107.98
11/250 2.5HP 9.5 24ltr £109.98 £143.98 £131.98
8/510 2HP 7.5 50ltr £119.98 £155.98 £143.98
11/510 2.5HP 9.5 50ltr £139.98 £179.98 £167.98

EX.VAT
£95.98

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£79.98

     WAS NOW
 MODEL MOTOR CFM TANK EXC.VAT INC.VAT INC.VAT

£95

FROM ONLY
£79

 BIG 2HP
7.5CFM

8/250

 GRINDERS
& STANDS 

 • Stands come 
complete with 
bolt mountings 
and feet 
anchor holes

 # With sanding belt
*8" whetstone & 
6" drystone

 6" & 8" 
AVAILABLE
WITH LIGHT

EX.VAT
£35.98

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£29.98

 STANDS FROM ONLY 
£47.98 INC.VAT

 MODEL DUTY WHEEL 
  DIA.  EXC.VAT INC.VAT
CBG6RP DIY 150mm £29.98 £35.98
CBG6RZ PRO 150mm £39.98 £47.98
CBG6RSC HD 150mm £49.98 £59.98 
CBG6SB# PRO 150mm £49.98 £59.98
CBG6RWC HD 150mm £54.99 £65.99
CBG8W* (wet)‡ HD 150/200mm £49.98 £59.98

‡ was £67.19 inc.VAT

POLISHING KITS 
4" TO 8" FROM 
ONLY £23.98 

INC VAT

CTJ250AB

RACING JACKS
Quick lift Non-marking 

nylon wheels Rubber 
contact pad - helps 
protect vehicle 
undersides

  LIFTING
MODEL CAP. EXC.VAT INC.VAT

CTJ250AB

 LOW 
ENTRY 
ONLY 
85MM

EX.VAT
£101.99

INC.VAT

£84.99
FROM ONLY

 High quality tungsten steel 
 Supplied in metal storage 

case (except 16pce)

 TAP & DIE SETS

EX.VAT
£17.99

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£14.99

 TYPE EXC.VAT INC.VAT
CHT203 16pce Metric £14.99 £17.99
CHT302 24pce UNC/UNF/NPT £19.98 £23.98
CHT303 28pce Metric £23.99 £28.79
CHT304 33pce Metric/UNF/BSP £31.99 £38.39
CHT774 37pce Metric £34.99 £41.99 
CHT527 32pce Metric £41.99 £50.39
CHT776 76pce Metric £59.98 £71.98

CHT304 33pce Metric/UNF/BSP CHT304 33pce Metric/UNF/BSP £31.99
£34.99
£41.99

CHT304 33pce Metric/UNF/BSP CHT304 33pce Metric/UNF/BSP CHT304 33pce Metric/UNF/BSP CHT304 33pce Metric/UNF/BSP CHT304 33pce Metric/UNF/BSP CHT304 33pce Metric/UNF/BSP CHT304 33pce Metric/UNF/BSP CHT304 33pce Metric/UNF/BSP CHT304 33pce Metric/UNF/BSP 
NEW

£59.98
£41.99
£59.98£59.98NEW

*steel chassis

 NO GAS/GAS 
MIG WELDERS

• Professional type torch with 
on/off control • Thermal overload 
protection • Turbo fan cooled 
• Easy conversion to gas 
with optional accessories 

EX.VAT
£131.98

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£109.98

*no gas only
 MODEL MIN/MAX AMPS EXC.VAT INC.VAT
MIG 102NG* 35/90 £109.98 £131.98
MIG 145 35/135 £149.98 £179.98
MIG 180 40/160 £179.98 £215.98
MIG 196 40/180 £199.98 £239.98

MIG145

 SPRAY 
GUNS

 HUGE CHOICE 
IN-STORE/

ONLINE

PRO12C

EX.VAT
£23.98

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£19.98

‡ was £33.59 inc.VAT 

 MODEL DESC EXC.VAT INC.VAT
PRO12C/    1.2mm,  £19.98 £23.98
14C/18C 1.4mm, 1.8mm
PGF14  Pro, Gravity £24.99 £29.99
HVLP‡ AP15, 2.2mm £24.99 £29.99 
SP14/18C 1.4mm/ 1.8mm  £27.99 £33.59

ARC ACTIVATED 
HEADSHIELDS

CWH7

GWH4

• Activates 
instantly when Arc 
is struck 
• Protects to 
EN379 • Suitable 
for arc, MIG, TIG & 
gas welding

EXC.VAT
£47.98

INC.VAT

£39.98

EXC.VAT
£53.99

INC.VAT

£44.99

GWH5

EXC.VAT
£56.39

INC.VAT

PRICE CUT
NOW FROM

WAS £59.98 inc.VAT

£46.99

 5 PIECE AIR 
TOOL KIT

KIT1100

EX.VAT
£23.98

INC.VAT

£19.98

• Gravity Fed 
Spray Gun 

• Air Wash Gun 
• Tyre Infl ator 

• Air Blow Gun
• 5 Metre Air Recoil Hose 

EX.VAT
£13.18

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£10.98

 MAX MIN/MAX  
 MODEL TONS HEIGHT EXC.VAT INC.VAT
CAX2TF 2 235-360mm £10.98 £13.18
CAX-3TBC 3 300-430mm £19.98 £23.98
CAX-6TBC 6 400-615mm £29.98 £35.98
CAX10TP‡# 10 450-750mm £79.98 £95.98

• Ratchet action for 
quick height adjustment 
• Sold in pairs

MAX MIN/MAX  

AXLE STANDS

‡ was £107.98 inc.VAT #per single stand

 HYDRAULIC 
BOTTLE JACKS

EX.VAT
£

£
7.99

9.59
INC.VAT

FROM ONLY

*Telescopic 
Range

   JACK  WAS NOW
   HEIGHT EXC. INC. INC.
MODEL CAP. (mm) VAT VAT VAT
CBJ2B 2 148-276 £7.99 £11.98 £9.59
CBJ3B 3 180-350 £11.99   £14.39
CBJ5B 5 185-355 £14.99   £17.99
CTBJ5* 5 220-495 £49.98   £59.98
CBJ8B 8 190-365 £17.99 £23.98 £21.59
CBJ10B 10 195-375 £21.99 £27.59 £26.39
CTBJ10* 10 210-525 £69.98   £83.98
CBJ12B 12 200-380 £24.99 £31.19 £29.99
CTBJ12* 12 235-580 £89.98 £119.98 £107.98
CBJ15B 15 205-390 £29.98  £35.98
CBJ20B 20 217-407 £34.99 £44.39 £41.99

EXC.VAT
£7.99

INC.VAT

PRICE CUT
NOW FROM

WAS £11.98 inc.VAT

£9.59

MODEL TONNES EXC.VAT INC. VAT
CTJ2GLC* 2 £164.99  £197.99
CTJ3GLS 3 £229.00  £274.80
CTJ5GLS 5 £329.00 £394.80
CTJ10GLS 10 £489.00 £586.80

EXC.VAT

197.99
INC.VAT

PRICE CUT
NOW FROM

*WAS £203.98 inc.VAT

164.99

£

£

CTJ10GLS

  HEAVY DUTY
 LONG REACH
 JACKS

MODEL TONNES EXC.VAT INC. VATMODEL TONNES EXC.VAT INC. VATMODEL TONNES EXC.VAT INC. VAT

NEW
RANGE

NEW
KWT-002

 • Heavy-Duty, lightweight 
design  perfect for garage, 
on site or home use
 • 1/2" Square Drive
• 3.0Ah Li-ion battery

NEW

EXC.VAT
£179.98

INC.VAT

£149.98
450Nm Max Torque

INC 2 BATTERIES 

18V BRUSHLESS 
IMPACT WRENCH

  430mm between centres   Compound slide 
with 4 way tool post   Power fed screw cutting 
facility   Forward/reverse lathe operation
  Clutch for independent mill/drill operation

 ALSO AVAILABLE: 
CL430 - As above but without the Mill/Drill head
  £699.00 exc.VAT £838.80 inc.VAT 

 6 SPEED 
METAL LATHE   

WITH 12 SPEED
MILL DRILL 

- CL500M

VIDEO
ON-LINE

 FULL RANGE 
OF ACCESSORIES 

IN STOCK
EXC.VAT

£1018.80
INC.VAT

£849.00

ARC/TIG 
INVERTERS

MODEL AMPS ELECTRODE DIA. EXC.VAT INC.VAT
AT101 10-80 1.6-2.5mm £129.98 £155.98
AT132 10-130 1.6-3.2mm £159.98 £191.98
AT161 10-160 1.6-4.0mm £199.00 £238.80

AT161

EXC.VAT
£155.98

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£129.98
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  17,000
PRODUCTS ONLINE!
NOW OVER

For hard-to-fi nd, 
specialist items 

visit the

section on 
machinemart.co.uk

24877RH

• Foot operated hydraulic pow-
ered • Adjustable for springs 
up to 350mm dia. & 254mm in 
length •  Yoke travel: 340mm
•  Weight 31.5kg

 STRUT 
SPRING COMPRESSOR

.98
EX.VAT

£99
.98
INC.VAT

£119

SSC1000

HEAVY 
DUTY 17KG

EXTRA LONG 
1m LEADS

JUMP 
STARTS

Provides essential 
home, garage and 
roadside assistance  
  Integral work light 
  910 includes air 
compressor 
   Long life battery

EX.VAT
£63.59

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£52.99

BODY 
REPAIR 
KITS

• Fast snap connector attachments for quick & 
easy assembly •  Hydraulic pump, ram & hose 
with various tubes, pieces & connectors 
• Includes metal case

CS10BRK

* Fast action pump

EX.VAT
£95.98

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£79.98

 Honda & Diesel
engine models in stock

 HEAVY 
DUTY 
PETROL 
POWER 
WASHERS

EXC.VAT
£238.80

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£199.00

PLS195

 PRESSURE ENGINE EXC. INC.
MODEL BAR/PSI HP VAT  VAT
Tiger1800 110/1595 2.6 £199.00 £238.80
Tiger2600 170/2465  4 £259.98 £311.98
Tiger3000 200/2900  6.5 £329.98 £395.98
PLS195  260/3771  6.5 £399.00 £478.80
PLS265 260/3770 13 £599.00 £718.80 GENERATORS

 Honda engine
models available

 CHECK FRAME TYPE 
WHEN ORDERING

EX.VAT
£107.98

INC.VAT

£89.98
FROM ONLY

 MODEL KVA HP EXC.VAT INC.VAT
G720 0.7 - £89.98 £107.98
G1200 1.1 - £149.98 £179.98
FG2500 2.4 6.5 £189.98 £227.98
FG3005 2.8 7 £239.98 £287.98
FG3050 3 8 £369.00 £442.80
FG4050ES 4.5 11 £479.00 £574.80
FG5100ES 5.5 13 £569.00 £682.80

 MODEL START  PEAK 
 BOOST AMPS EXC.VAT INC.VAT
900 400A 900A £52.99 £63.59
910 400A 900A £59.98 £71.98
4000 700A 1500A £114.99 £137.99
12/24 1000A@12v 2000A@12v £129.98 £155.98
 500A@24v 1000A@24v

GREAT NEW  WEBSITEGREAT NEW  WEBSITEGREAT NEW  WEBSITEGREAT NEW  WEBSITEGREAT NEW  WEBSITEGREAT NEW  WEBSITEGREAT NEW  WEBSITEGREAT NEW  WEBSITEGREAT NEW  WEBSITEGREAT NEW  WEBSITEGREAT NEW  WEBSITEGREAT NEW  WEBSITEGREAT NEW  WEBSITEGREAT NEW  WEBSITEGREAT NEW  WEBSITEGREAT NEW  WEBSITEGREAT NEW  WEBSITEGREAT NEW  WEBSITE
  17,000  17,000  17,000  17,000  17,000
PRODUCTS PRODUCTS 
NOW OVERSTARTS

HEAVY DUTY INSTANT 
GARAGES/WORKSHOPS

• Ideal for use as a garage/workshop • Extra tough triple 
layer weatherproof fabric •  Heavy duty powder 

coated steel tubing 
• Ratchet tight tensioning

ZIP CLOSE DOOR

LENGTH 
UP TO 24'

IDEAL 
ALL-WEATHER 
PROTECTION

EXC.VAT
£274.80

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£229.00

10' RANGE NARROWER 
WIDTH GREAT WHERE 

SPACE IS TIGHT

MODEL SIZE (LxWxH) EXC.VAT INC.VAT
CIG1015 4.6 x 3 x 2.4M £229.00 £274.80
CIG1216 4.9 x 3.7 x 2.6M £259.00 £310.80
CIG1020 6.1 x 3 x 2.4M £279.00 £334.80
CIG1220 6.1 x 3.7 x 2.5M £299.00 £358.80
CIG1224 7.3 x 3.7 x 2.5M £379.00 £454.80

 PARTS 
WASHERS

 PARTS WASHER FLUID 
FROM £4.99 EX.VAT  

£5.99 INC .VAT

EX.VAT
£47.98

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£39.98

 MODEL TANK CAP. TYPE EXC.VAT INC.VAT
CW2D 10Ltrs Bench £39.98 £47.98
CW1D 45Ltrs Floor £99.98 £119.98
CWM20 22.5Ltrs Floor £144.99 £173.99
CW40 75Ltrs Floor £159.98 £191.98

 WET & DRY 
VACUUM 
CLEANERS
  Compact, high 
performance 
wet & dry 
vacuum cleaners for 
use around the home, 
workshop, garage etc.

* SS = 
Stainless 
Steel

EX.VAT
£57.59

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£47.99

  MODEL MOTOR CAPACITY EXC.  INC.
  WET/DRY  VAT VAT
CVAC20P 1250W 16/12ltr £47.99 £57.59
CVAC20SS* 1400W 16/12ltr £59.98 £71.98
CVAC25SS* 1400W 19/17ltr £64.99 £77.99
CVAC30SSR* 1400W 24/21ltr £86.99 £104.39

ELECTRIC 
POWER 
HOISTS
• Includes remote 
control • 230v motor
 MODEL CABLE MAX LOAD LIFT  
  (KG) HEIGHT EXC.VAT INC.VAT
CH2500B Single 125 12M £79.98 £95.98
 Double 250 6M
CH4000B Single 200 12M £99.98 £119.98
 Double 400 6M

.98
EX.VAT

£79
.98
INC.VAT

£95

FROM ONLY

INCLUDES 
REMOTE 
CONTROL

MODEL CAPACITY EXC.VAT INC.VAT
CS4BRK 4 tonne £79.98 £95.98
CS10BRK 10 tonne £139.98 £167.98
CS10SBRK* 10 tonne £149.98 £179.98

  Heavy duty steel construction 
sandblasters for the quick 
removal of surface rust, paint, 
dirt/grease etc. 
 

 PRESSURISED 
SANDBLASTERS

 INCLUDES SANDBLASTING 
GUN, DELIVERY HOSE, 4 
CERAMIC NOZZLES AND 

SAFETY HOOD

CPSB100

EX.VAT
£167.98

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£139.98

MODEL TANK FLOW RATE EX. VAT INC.VAT
 VOLUME REQ.
CPSB100 32 litre 6-19 cfm £139.98 £167.98
CPSB200 63 litre 12-20 cfm £169.98 £203.98

Ideal for fast effi cient heating
 Extra-long run fuel 

tanks – up to 53 
litres  Variable 
heat output with 
thermostat 
control

EXC.VAT
£215.98

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£179.98

DIESEL/PARAFFIN 
HEATERS

XR80

MODEL MAX OUTPUT EXC.VAT INC.VAT 
XR60 14.7kW £179.98 £215.98
XR80 20.5kW £229.98 £275.98
XR110 29.3kW £279.98 £335.98
XR160 46.9kW £329.98 £395.98
XR210 61.5kW £369.98 £443.98

ENGINE 
DIAGNOSTICS
MODEL EXC.VAT INC.VAT
EOBD Fault Code Reader £34.99 £41.99   
Engine EOBD/OBD2 £54.99 £65.99
Fault code reader 
Engine Diagnostic & £99.98 £119.98
EOBD/OBD 2 Fault Code Reader 

EXC.VAT
£41.99

INC.VAT

PRICE CUT
NOW FROM

WAS £47.98 inc.VAT

£34.99

TURBO FAN 
GAS HEATERS 

PROPANE 
GAS FIRED

Offering low cost, 
effi cient heating

EXC.VAT
£77.99

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£64.99

MODEL MAX  EXC. WAS NOW
 OUTPUT KW VAT INC.VAT INC.VAT
Little Devil  10 £64.99 —  £77.99
Little Devil SSII* 10.3 £79.98 —  £95.98
Devil 650 15 £74.99 —  £89.99
Devil 660 SS* 15 £99.98 £131.98 £119.98
Devil 900 24.9 £129.98 —  £155.98
Devil 860SS*# 31 £149.98 —  £179.98
Devil 1600 36.6 £159.98 —  £191.98
Devil 2100 49.8 £249.98 —  £299.98
Devil 4000 70–131 £379.00 £479.98 £454.80
Devil 3150# 46 – 100 £469.98 —  £563.98

 £131.98 £119.98
 —   —  £155.98
 —   —  £179.98

 £131.98  £131.98  £131.98 

 £479.98 £454.80
 —   —  £563.98
 £479.98  £479.98  £479.98 

*stainless steel  
#Dual Volt 

110V/230V

Devil 660 SS  15 
Devil 900 24.9 Devil 900 24.9 
Devil 860SS*# 31 
Devil 900 24.9 Devil 900 24.9 Devil 900 24.9 Devil 900 24.9 Devil 900 24.9 NEW

Devil 860SS*# 31 
Devil 1600 36.6 Devil 1600 NEW

Devil 2100 49.8 
Devil 1600Devil 1600
Devil 2100 49.8 
Devil 4000 70–131 
Devil 2100 49.8 Devil 2100 49.8 Devil 2100 49.8 Devil 2100 49.8 Devil 2100 49.8 Devil 2100 49.8 Devil 2100 49.8 Devil 2100 49.8 Devil 2100 49.8 Devil 2100 49.8 NEW

 ENGINE 
STANDS
 • Rotates 
through 360˚

Fully tested 
to proof load

EX.VAT
£59.98

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£49.98

MODEL CAPACITY EXC.VAT INC.VAT
CES340 340kg £49.98 £59.98
CES450 450kg £69.98 £83.98
CES560 560kg £84.99 £101.99
CES680F* 680kg £119.98 £143.98

*Folds for 
storage

NEW
RANGE

CES680F

 DRILL PRESSES

NEW
RANGE

CDP152B

 • Range of precision bench & 
fl oor presses for enthusiast, 
engineering & 
industrial 
applications

EXC.VAT
£71.98

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£59.98

  MOTOR (W) EXC. INC.
MODEL SPEEDS VAT  VAT
CDP5EB 350 / 5 £59.98 £71.98
CDP102B  350 / 5 £69.98 £83.98
CDP152B 450 / 12 £119.98 £143.98
CDP202B 450 / 16 £159.98 £191.98
CDP10B 370 / 12 £169.98 £203.98
CDP352F 550 / 16 £199.98 £239.98
CDP350V 550 / V £219.00 £262.80
CDP502F 1100 / 12 £449.00 £538.80

B = Bench mounted 
F = Floor standing 
V = Variable speed

 INVERTER 
GENERATORS

 Produces pure sine wave & stable power, 
essential for computers & sensitive equipment 
  Max output: IG1000, 1000w Max output: IG2200, 
2200w  4 stroke engine  Super quiet running 
(only 64dBA at 7M 1/4 load)  Low oil shut down 

IG1000

IG2200

EXC.VAT
£275.98

INC.VAT

£229.98

EXC.VAT
£431.98

INC.VAT

PRICE CUT

WAS £467.98 inc.VAT

£359.98

JETSTAR
PRESSURE 
WASHERS
 JET8000 & 9000 include hose 

reel  Detergent applicator for 
extra cleaning power

JET9000

EX.VAT
£65.99

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£54.99

MODEL MOTOR MAX. PRESSURE EXC.VAT INC.VAT
JS1750 1600w 1522psi £54.99 £65.99
JS1900 2000w 1957psi £79.98 £95.98
Jet8000  2400w 2610psi £139.98 £167.98
Jet9000 2600w 2900psi £159.98 £191.98

7 PIECE KIT ONLY 
£47.98 INC VAT

ELECTRIC 
HEATERS
Huge range of qual-
ity electric models 
– From DIY, trade to 
Industrial

EXC.VAT
£59.98

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£49.98

MODEL VOLTAGE HEAT EXC. INC.
  OUTPUT KW VAT VAT
DEVIL 6003 230V 1.5-3 £49.98 £59.98
DEVIL 7003 230V 3 £54.99 £65.99
DEVIL 6005 400V 2.5-5 £74.99 £89.99
DEVIL 7005 400V 5 £79.98 £95.98
DEVIL 6009 400V 4.5-9 £119.00 £142.80
DEVIL 7009 400V 9 £137.99 £165.59
DEVIL 6015 400V 5-10-15 £179.00 £214.80

NEW
RANGE

DEVIL7003

Top quality chrome 
vanadium steel.
 18 Sockets 8-32mm 
 Reversible ratchet 
 Comfort grip handle 

SOCKET SETS

PRO155

LIFETIME 
GUARANTEE

EX.VAT
£27.59

INC.VAT

ONLY
£22.99

 1/2" TORQUE 
WRENCH - CHT141
 5" Extension bar  1/2" - 

3/8" adaptor 
 28-210 Nm 

HUGE RANGE OF 
RATCHETS, SPANNERS 

AND SOCKET SETS

 PRO234 
62 PIECE 
1/2"&1/4" 
SOCKET 

& BIT SET

EX.VAT
£83.98

INC.VAT

ONLY
£69.98

EX.VAT
£23.98

INC.VAT

ONLY
£19.98

 CAR TRANSPORTER
LASHING

5000KG 
CAPACITY

EX.VAT
£20.39

INC.VAT

£1699

 CAR CREEPERS
 • Oil resistant vinyl covered padded 
backs & headrests • Swivel castors 

for easy manoeuvrability 

EX.VAT
£26.39

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£21.99

 MODEL DESCRIPTION EXC.VAT INC.VAT
CMC36 Car creeper £21.99 £26.39
CMC45  With adjustable headrest £28.99 £34.79
CMC40 With tool storage £36.99 £44.39
CMC50 Folding car creeper £44.99  £53.99

HOME/
WORKSHOP AIR 
TOOLS

HUGE CHOICE 
IN-STORE/ONLINE

MODEL DESCRIPTION EXC.VAT INC.VAT
CAT110 ½" Impact Wrench £24.99 £29.99
CAT111‡ Air Orbital Sander £19.98 £23.98
CAT113 3" Cut Off Tool £16.99 £20.39
CAT114 Air Hammer  £14.99 £17.99
 with Chisel Set
CAT115# ½" Reversible £19.98 £23.98
 Ratchet
CAT117 13 piece ½"  £32.99 £39.59
 Impact Wrench Kit
CAT120 43 Piece Air Tool Kit £89.98 £107.98
CAT121 Dual Action Sander £22.99 £27.59
CAT123 ½" Reversible Air Drill £29.98 £35.98

CAT117

‡ was £27.59 inc.VAT # was £29.99 inc.VAT

EXC.VAT
£17.99

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£14.99

CAT113

 ANGLE GRINDERS

 INC. DISC
& HANDLE

CAG800B
EX.VAT

£27.59
INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£22.99

NEW

* was £41.99inc.VAT

 MODEL DISC (MM) MOTOR EXC.VAT INC.VAT
CAG800B 115 800w £22.99 £27.59
CON1050B 115 1050w £27.99 £33.59
CON115* 115 1010W  £31.99 £38.39
CAG2350C 230 2350w  £49.98 £59.98
CON2600 230 2600W  £69.98 £83.98

 MODEL DISC (MM) MOTOR EXC.VAT INC.VAT
CAG800B 115 800w 
CON1050B 115 1050w 

 115 1010W  

 MODEL DISC (MM) MOTOR EXC.VAT INC.VAT
CAG800B 115 800w 
CON1050B 115 1050w 

 MODEL DISC (MM) MOTOR EXC.VAT INC.VAT
CAG800B 115 800w 
CON1050B 115 1050w 

 MODEL DISC (MM) MOTOR EXC.VAT INC.VAT
CAG800B 115 800w 
CON1050B 115 1050w 
CAG800B 115 800w CAG800B 115 800w 
 MODEL DISC (MM) MOTOR EXC.VAT INC.VAT
CAG800B 115 800w CAG800B 115 800w CAG800B 115 800w CAG800B 115 800w CAG800B 115 800w CAG800B 115 800w NEW

 was £41.99inc.VAT

 115 1010W  
CAG2350C 230 2350w  
CON2600 230 2600W  
CAG2350C 230 2350w  
CON2600 230 2600W  
CAG2350C 230 2350w  
CON2600 230 2600W  
CAG2350C 230 2350w  
CON2600 230 2600W  
CAG2350C 230 2350w  
CON2600 230 2600W  
CAG2350C 230 2350w  CAG2350C 230 2350w  CAG2350C 230 2350w  NEW

CAG800B 115 800w 
CON1050B 115 1050w 

 115 1010W  
CAG2350C 230 2350w  

CAG800B 115 800w 
CON1050B 115 1050w 

 115 1010W  

CAG800B 115 800w 
CON1050B 115 1050w 
CAG800B 115 800w CAG800B 115 800w CAG800B 115 800w CAG800B 115 800w 
CON1050B 115 1050w 
CAG800B 115 800w CAG800B 115 800w CAG800B 115 800w NEWCAG800B 115 800w 

 115 1010W  
CAG2350C 230 2350w  

 115 1010W  
CAG2350C 230 2350w  CAG2350C 230 2350w  CAG2350C 230 2350w  CAG2350C 230 2350w  CAG2350C 230 2350w  CAG2350C 230 2350w  CAG2350C 230 2350w  CAG2350C 230 2350w  CAG2350C 230 2350w  NEWCAG2350C 230 2350w  CAG2350C 230 2350w  NEWCAG2350C 230 2350w  CAG2350C 230 2350w  NEWCAG2350C 230 2350w  

CAG800B 115 800w 
CON1050B 115 1050w 

 115 1010W  

CAG800B 115 800w 
CON1050B 115 1050w 
CAG800B 115 800w 
CON1050B 115 1050w 
CAG800B 115 800w CAG800B 115 800w CAG800B 115 800w CAG800B 115 800w NEWCAG800B 115 800w 
CON1050B 115 1050w 

 115 1010W  
CON1050B 115 1050w 

 115 1010W  
CON1050B 115 1050w CON1050B 115 1050w CON1050B 115 1050w CON1050B 115 1050w CON1050B 115 1050w CON1050B 115 1050w CON1050B 115 1050w CON1050B 115 1050w CON1050B 115 1050w CON1050B 115 1050w CON1050B 115 1050w 

 115 1010W  
CON1050B 115 1050w CON1050B 115 1050w CON1050B 115 1050w CON1050B 115 1050w NEW

V

  BARNSLEY Pontefract Rd, Barnsley, S71 1EZ 01226 732297
B’HAM GREAT BARR 4 Birmingham Rd. 0121 358 7977
B’HAM HAY MILLS 1152 Coventry Rd, Hay Mills  0121 7713433
BOLTON 1 Thynne St. BL3 6BD 01204 365799
BRADFORD 105-107 Manningham Lane. BD1 3BN 01274 390962
BRIGHTON 123 Lewes Rd, BN2 3QB 01273 915999
BRISTOL 1-3 Church Rd, Lawrence Hill. BS5 9JJ 0117 935 1060
BURTON UPON TRENT 12a Lichfi eld St. DE14 3QZ 01283 564 708
CAMBRIDGE 181-183 Histon Road, Cambridge. CB4 3HL 01223 322675
CARDIFF 44-46 City Rd. CF24 3DN 029 2046 5424
CARLISLE 85 London Rd. CA1 2LG 01228 591666
CHELTENHAM 84 Fairview Road. GL52 2EH 01242 514 402
CHESTER 43-45 St. James Street. CH1 3EY 01244 311258
COLCHESTER 4 North Station Rd. CO1 1RE 01206 762831
COVENTRY Bishop St. CV1 1HT 024 7622 4227
CROYDON 423-427 Brighton Rd, Sth Croydon 020 8763 0640
DARLINGTON 214 Northgate. DL1 1RB 01325 380 841
DEAL (KENT) 182-186 High St. CT14 6BQ 01304 373 434
DERBY Derwent St. DE1 2ED 01332 290 931
DONCASTER Wheatley Hall Road  01302 245 999
DUNDEE 24-26 Trades Lane. DD1 3ET 01382 225 140
EDINBURGH 163-171 Piersfi eld Terrace  0131 659 5919

EXETER 16 Trusham Rd. EX2 8QG 01392 256 744
GATESHEAD 50 Lobley Hill Rd. NE8 4YJ 0191 493 2520
GLASGOW 280 Gt Western Rd. G4 9EJ 0141 332 9231
GLOUCESTER 221A Barton St. GL1 4HY 01452 417 948
GRIMSBY ELLIS WAY, DN32 9BD 01472 354435
HULL 8-10 Holderness Rd. HU9 1EG 01482 223161
ILFORD 746-748 Eastern Ave. IG2 7HU 0208 518 4286
IPSWICH Unit 1 Ipswich Trade Centre, Commercial Road 01473 221253
LEEDS 227-229 Kirkstall Rd. LS4 2AS 0113 231 0400
LEICESTER 69 Melton Rd. LE4 6PN 0116 261 0688
LINCOLN Unit 5. The Pelham Centre. LN5 8HG 01522 543 036
LIVERPOOL 80-88 London Rd. L3 5NF 0151 709 4484
LONDON CATFORD 289/291 Southend Lane SE6 3RS 0208 695 5684   
LONDON 6 Kendal Parade, Edmonton N18 020 8803 0861
LONDON 503-507 Lea Bridge Rd. Leyton, E10 020 8558 8284
LONDON 100 The Highway, Docklands 020 7488 2129
LUTON Unit 1, 326 Dunstable Rd, Luton LU4 8JS 01582 728 063
MAIDSTONE 57 Upper Stone St. ME15 6HE 01622 769 572         
MANCHESTER ALTRINCHAM 71 Manchester Rd. Altrincham 0161 9412 666
MANCHESTER CENTRAL 209 Bury New Road M8 8DU 0161 241 1851   
MANCHESTER OPENSHAW Unit 5, Tower Mill, Ashton Old Rd 0161 223 8376   
MANSFIELD 169 Chesterfi eld Rd. South 01623 622160

MIDDLESBROUGH Mandale Triangle, Thornaby 01642 677881
NORWICH 282a Heigham St. NR2 4LZ 01603 766402
NOTTINGHAM 211 Lower Parliament St. 0115 956 1811
PETERBOROUGH 417 Lincoln Rd. Millfi eld 01733 311770
PLYMOUTH 58-64 Embankment Rd. PL4 9HY 01752 254050
POOLE 137-139 Bournemouth Rd. Parkstone 01202 717913
PORTSMOUTH 277-283 Copnor Rd. Copnor 023 9265 4777
PRESTON 53 Blackpool Rd. PR2 6BU 01772 703263
SHEFFIELD 453 London Rd. Heeley. S2 4HJ 0114 258 0831
SIDCUP 13 Blackfen Parade, Blackfen Rd  0208 3042069
SOUTHAMPTON 516-518 Portswood Rd. 023 8055 7788
SOUTHEND 1139-1141 London Rd. Leigh on Sea  01702 483 742
STOKE-ON-TRENT 382-396 Waterloo Rd. Hanley 01782 287321
SUNDERLAND 13-15 Ryhope Rd. Grangetown 0191 510 8773
SWANSEA 7 Samlet Rd. Llansamlet. SA7 9AG 01792 792969
SWINDON 21 Victoria Rd. SN1 3AW 01793 491717
TWICKENHAM 83-85 Heath Rd.TW1 4AW 020 8892 9117
WARRINGTON Unit 3, Hawley’s Trade Pk.  01925 630 937
WIGAN 2 Harrison Street, WN5 9AU 01942 323 785  
WOLVERHAMPTON Parkfi eld Rd. Bilston 01902 494186
WORCESTER 48a Upper Tything. WR1 1JZ 01905 723451

 VISIT YOUR LOCAL SUPERSTORE OPEN MON-FRI 8.30-6.00, 
SAT 8.30-5.30, SUN 10.00-4.00

4 EASY WAYS TO BUY...
IN-STORE
65 SUPERSTORES

ONLINE
www.machinemart.co.uk

MAIL ORDER
0115 956 5555

CLICK & 
COLLECT

 OPEN 7 DAYS
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Trying to simplify the murky world of automotive electrics.

Words & photography: Dave Smith

INFO

Watts ÷ Volts = Amps

Watts ÷ Amps = Volts

Volts x Amps = Watts

Watts are units of power – you 
can convert horsepower figures 
into watts – but in the car’s 
case, watts usually describe the 
power consumption of a device. 
For instance, most traditional 
headlamp bulbs are 60 watt 
bulbs. Amps or amperes are 
units of current, or the amount 
of current required to feed the 
wattage demands of the item 
you’re powering at a constant 
voltage. Simple! Or not...

These three figures – volts, 
amps and watts – fit together in 
neat equations, and if you know 
two of the figures you can work 
out the third. Take that 60 watt 
headlamp bulb, for instance. 
Amps = watts ÷ volts, so in this 
case 60 ÷ 12 = five amps. 

Wiring is theoretically simple, 

too. It’s made of thin strands of 
copper conducting wire, twined 
together like rope, and covered 
in an insulating sheath, usually 
made of PVC. If you’re looking to 
buy wire, it’s usually described 
by the size of a cross-section 
of the copper rope in square 
millimetres, sometimes by the 
number of strands of copper wire 
in that cross-section, or by the 
current (Amps) it’s rated to carry. 
Some places (and Americans) still 
measure wire in SWG (Standard 
Wire Gauge), but I think that’s 
a bit cack – a 4SWG wire is just 
under a quarter of an inch, or 
6mm; an 8SWG wire is about a 
sixth of an inch, or 4mm. It’s not 
easy. The larger the cross-section, 
the greater the current-carrying 
ability. A greater number of 
strands makes for a better-
quality, better-conducting wire 
and greater flexibility. Household 
mains wiring, for instance, is 
often one thick wire in PVC 
sheathing, and isn’t particularly 
flexible at all, but then it doesn’t 
need to be.

Older cars with fewer 
accessories had beautifully 
simple wiring diagrams that fitted 
onto one page of the manual. 
Newer cars have miles of wiring, 
dozens of electrical devices, and 
multiple-page wiring diagrams 
that can make your brain bleed. 

Watts The Story I

Electrickery is theoretically 
incredibly simple, yet there are 
still plenty of home mechanics 
who’ll go running for the                    
hills at the first sight of a                    
wiring schematic. Let’s start          
with the basics.

Almost all cars run on a 12 
volt DC electrical system. A volt 
is a unit of electrical force, the 
amount of force required to 
carry one amp of current against 
a one ohm resistance. At rest, 
a car will show 12 volts (-ish) 
across the battery terminals, 
but with the engine running 
and the alternator generating, it 
can show up to about 14.6 volts; 
however, for this purpose, we’ll 
assume a constant of 12 volts.

In workshop manuals, circuits 
are usually colour-coded by the 
PVC sheathing on the wiring. 
Sometimes, these wires are one 
colour with another small stripe 
running along the wire – this is 
called a ‘tracer’ colour, so a red 
wire with a white tracer may be 
noted R/W. So, if you’re looking 
to rewire your car, it’s no good 
buying a mile of red wire and 
doing the whole job with that; 
you can make up a loom with 
it, no problem, but God help                          
you if you’re trying to track down 
a fault.

When picking wiring, always 
use wire that can handle at least 
double the load you expect it to 
carry. One five-amp headlamp 
bulb should use at least 10A 
cable, and if the same wire 
supplies both bulbs, use 20A at 
least. Most problems arise when 
fitting upgraded parts – higher 
wattage light bulbs, aftermarket 
fuel pumps or fans etc – without 
upgrading the OE wiring that 
supplies them. The factory 
wouldn’t have spent any more 
money than they absolutely had 
to, so wouldn’t use wiring that 
was over-spec. If the wiring’s 
power handling was marginal for 
the stock accessory, then fitting a 
part with a greater power draw is 
a fire waiting to happen.

More next time!

This is an old pre-focus headlamp bulb – the wattage (50w high 
beam, 40w dipped) is stamped on the base.

Household wire with solid core cable, automotive general-use 
wire with about 12 copper strands, and a heavy-duty wire for 
starter motor or similar.

Batteries are rated by CCA (cold cranking amps) and amp/
hours (AH) over a length of time. This tells you what oomph it 
can provide to the starter motor from cold, and what steady 
current it can provide over what period.

There are dozens of strands in this cable; some similar cables 
may have fewer strands but of much thicker copper wire.

This is the Haynes manual wiring diagram for an entire 
Bedford CF van...

Standard stop/tail bulbs; the taillight filament is five watts, the 
brake light filament is 21 watts.

… while this is the Haynes manual wiring diagram for just the engine management system 
(and it continues onto a third page) on a late-Nineties GM front-wheel-drive sedan.
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Additives that improve heat
transfer in your cooling system
are nothing new, and here's Royal
Purple's offering – Purple Ice. The
idea behind it is way too
advanced for chemistry imbeciles
like me, but it's something to do
with the way water has a surface
tension – that's why you can fill a
glass to slightly above the rim,
and why water forms beads.
Break this tension and the coolant
water absorbs heat from the
surrounding metal more easily. As
I'd just flushed the cooling system
in the old Jap and replaced it with
fresh water and anti-freeze, I
thought I'd bung some of this in
to see how it got on.

Adding it is as simple as
opening the bottle and bunging
it in the radiator or expansion
tank, then letting it do its work.
One bottle is good enough for a
water/anti-freeze mix in most
passenger car cooling systems,
but they recommend two bottles
if you're running plain water. It
should be noted that while

Purple Ice aids cooling and
prevents corrosion, it doesn't
provide any anti-freezing
properties. I chucked a bottle in,
and the following day drove a
300-plus-mile round trip. The
old Jap is pretty good at
maintaining a constant
temperature, but I noticed the
temperature gauge was a notch
down from where it usually sits

in all traffic conditions, from
charging up the motorway to
sitting on the M25 in a solid jam
for an hour. Even so, this was in
February, which is hardly going
to test the cooling system to its
limits, so I'll see how we get on
if/when the sun comes out.
Royal Purple reckon this stuff
can help lower overall
temperatures by up to 22

degrees F, so if your cooling
system is marginal, or just
heavily taxed by a powerful
motor, then a bottle of this could
be the difference between
boiling and not boiling. It's not
ridiculously expensive, and you
can't do much harm with it, so
why not give it a go and be ready
for that sudden heatwave that
we're all hoping for?

88 ACM
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Advanced Lubricant Solutions,
0191 267 3718,

www.advancedlubricant.solutions

AVAILABLE FROM:

RoyalPurpleRoyalFlush

RoyalPurplePurpleIce

TRIED’N’TESTED

TRIED’N’TESTED

Royal Purple is a very well-known
name amongst petrolheads
Stateside for their range of race-
bred oils. They haven't been seen
too much on this side of the
pond, but all that could be about
to change. Not only do Royal
Purple make excellent oil, they
also make a range of additives
and consumables, and for your
cooling system, nothing beats
this pair.

The impeccably named Royal
Flush is a heavy-duty cooling
system flush for cleaning out
your radiator and the water
galleries in the block. It's not just
a tip-in-drain-out job, though –
you need to drain the old coolant
out, refill with fresh water and
Royal Flush, run the car, then
drain again, refill with plain water,
run the car then drain again,
and finally refill with your
water/coolant mix. There's about
an hour of work involved, but it
seems to be pretty efficient.

I gave it a tough job to do –
the old Lexus has been showing
evidence of oil in the water, and
that horrible snotty emulsion
that floats around your cooling
system is a nightmare to get rid

of. I tried Royal Flush, and
although the aluminium block
and heads mean less rust and
silt in the water than with iron
motors, there was plenty of
other rubbish in there plus a
scum of oil emulsion that
looked like a fight in a
mayonnaise factory. After

going through the process, I
refilled the car with coolant and
ran it up, and it ran perfectly.
Strangely, it seems the car
actually runs quieter now! The
bottle suggests that Royal Flush
contains a water pump lubricant,
but I'd never noticed any noise
from the water pump before.

And the heater... wow! It was
always hot, but now it's atomic –
you could toast a panini on the
demister vents. Perhaps all
flushes are not created equal,
and although it's more labour
intensive than other products,
Royal Flush certainly seems to
get the job done.

Advanced Lubricant Solutions,
0191 267 3718,

www.advancedlubricant.solutions

AVAILABLE FROM:
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A fresh 
approach to 

insurance

Agreed Value

Monthly Payments

Club Discounts

Modifications

Multi Vehicle

Call us on:

0330 024 9075*
Find out more at www.principalinsurance.co.uk

Principal Insurance is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.  
Calls may be recorded for training and monitoring purposes. *Calls to this number  

cost no more than a national rate call to an 01 or 02 number and must count  
towards any inclusive minutes in the same way as 01 and 02 calls.

Principal Insurance Ltd, Dalton House,  
Dane Rd, Sale, Manchester M33 7AR. 

An Innovation in Capacitive Starting

ELECTROSTART ®

Output
600A (Peak)
300A (EN)

NEW

Energises in  
approximately  
2 minutes

No internal batteries, 
means no shelf 
life and reduced 
energising time

£119.95 Exc.
VAT

£143.94 Inc.
VAT

Thanks to innovative 
technology, our new 
Electrostart® Batteryless 
Power Start requires just 5 
volts to jump start a vehicle.

It is able to draw power from 
the discharged battery and 
energises in approximately 
2 minutes. 

Model No. E/START600
List Price £149.95
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Please send me a FREE copy of your latest catalogue and promotions    REF: ACM/ELEC
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We comply with the requirements of the Data Protection Act and may use these details to send you 
information about other promotions from the Sealey Group� We may also share this information 
atbout you with third parties where we feel their services will be of interest to you� If you do not wish 
for your details to be passed on to these third parties, please tick this box 
SEALEY GROUP, 
KEMPSON WAY, SUFFOLK BUSINESS PARK, 
BURY ST EDMUNDS, SUFFOLK. IP32 7AR
TEL: 01284 757500   E-MAIL: sales@sealey.co.uk
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AVAILABLE FROM
Titles are available from
American Auto Mags;

Chaters Wholesale; Bookworld;
Foyles, Charing Cross Road;

Mustangbooks.com; VW-DIY; and, of
course,Amazon or The Book

Depository online.BookReviews

90 ACM

Ask American car fans about
Virgil Exner and most will know
about his contributions to
Chrysler in the Fifties and early
Sixties, the fins, the outlandish
features such as pedestal-
mounted headlamps and faux
spare wheel pressings on
bootlids. A few may know that his
pen was largely responsible for
the post-war Studebakers, the
first genuinely new designs to go
on sale after WWII, and the
amazing Starlight cars with the
full wraparound rear screens...
even if Mr Exner himself wasn't
that keen on the bullet-nose that
came shortly afterwards. He had
a hand in many, many classics
and certainly shaped the way cars
would be designed in the latter
half of the 20th century, bridging
the previous gulf between design
and engineering departments.

Yes, he was quite the design
superstar, and while the lion's
share of this title concerns his
exploits at the drawing board, it is
a true birth-to-death biography,
too. Written by Peter Grist, an

Englishman who knows a thing
or two about Forward Look-era
cars and owns a couple himself,
this title was previously
published in hardback but has
just been released in paperback.
Some real in-depth research has
gone into it, ably assisted by
Virgil Exner Junior (a talented
designer in his own right), and
manages to cover all aspects of
Ex's life without getting bogged
down in tedious minutiae. It
covers his work for the
mainstream manufacturers as
well as concept and 'dream' work,
along with his one-off and low-
volume collaborations with Ghia
coachbuilders, and subsequent
work on powerboats, too. There
are plenty of period images and
advertisements, along with
never-previously-published
design work and even snaps
from the family album. A
fascinating and instructive read,
you'll learn a lot and probably
never look at one of Chrysler's
early Sixties oddballs the same
way again. Recommended. 

How To Build Max Performance
Oldsmobile V-8 Engines
Author: Bill Trovato Published by: CarTech Price: £21.99

Virgil Exner, Visioneer
Author: Peter Grist  Published by: Veloce Publishing,
www.veloce.co.uk Price: £25 paperback

from personal experience, and
he's not afraid to rate or slate
OE or aftermarket components.
There's plenty to learn, too. For
instance, the Oldsmobile motor
I'd expect to be most prolific in
the UK, the 403 found in late
second-gen Trans Ams, Trovato
dismisses out of hand because
the block has been lightened in
crucial areas, making it too
weak to support high
horsepower. 

This is not an easy read, and
is certainly not for beginners.
Trovato launches straight into
some very heavy-duty
engineering and it stays there
throughout – this isn't a title
telling you which shiny bolt-on
may or may not give you an
extra 5bhp – so a novice, or a
dunderhead like me, will find
the wax in their ears melting
before the end of chapter two:
Crankshafts. It's quite hardcore,
and expects a good deal of
prior knowledge from the
reader, but if you're serious
about reminding the Ford and
Chevy boys and girls that
Oldsmobile could run with the
best of 'em, this is the bus ticket
that'll get you on your way.

Oldsmobile made one of the
forgotten V8s. It all started, much
like all the other GM brands, in the
early Sixties with the second-gen
Olds OHV V8 of 1964, and
continued all the way up to 1990,
long after Pontiac and Buick had
lost their own V8s. Even through
the early Eighties “pick an engine,
any engine” phase when GM
brands used each others'
powerplants with gay abandon,
the Olds V8 soldiered on until the
abortive Northstar-based Aurora
DOHC V8 of 1990. It powered
some mighty machines such as
the front-drive Toronado, the 4-4-2
and even the car on this month's
cover. They were known for being
tough torque-monsters in their
day, but now? All but forgotten.

This in-depth CarTech title is a
revised edition of a title first
published in 2010, and tells you
what you need to know to get the
most out of your Olds V8. Author
Trovato goes to great lengths to
show his expertise in building hot
Olds motors, and, once his
credentials are established, pulls
no punches when it comes to
sharing his knowledge. He'll tell
you what he knows works, and
what he knows doesn't work,
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Getting The Bird
Nope, it's not a new approach to customer service; it's a hood bird for a '55 Chevy. Summit now carries a 1,000-part
range of Danchuk Manufacturing restoration parts for Tri-Chevies, and nobody specialises like Danchuk. There's
sheet metal such as wings, doors, floorpans, patch panels and more, there are perfect precision-cut side inserts for
two- and four-door Bel Airs, dash switch bezels for '55 and '56 Bel Airs, horn rings for the '57 210, that all-important '55
chromed hood bird, and pretty much anything else you can think of. See www.summitracing.com for details.

Go to Summit Racing Equipment, and they'll give you the bird. 
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Here Comes The Sun 

They've expanded their range with larger-diameter 18” versions of the Indy-inspired
Rocket Fire and Solid Rocket wheels, and 17” versions of their handsome five-spoke
Rocket Strike wheel, but the latest debut is even more of a stunner. It's the Sunburst, a
beautiful multi-spoke inspired by the Halibrand pin-drive wheel that debuted on the
Cobra in the early sixties. Those originals, of course, fetch a king's ransom, but these dual-
drilled Rockets are available to fit most classic muscle cars and are apt to be a little more
reasonably priced... See www.rocketracingwheels.com for details and speak to UK
distributor North Hants Tyres, see www.northhantstyres.com.

Rocket Racing Wheels have been doing very well with their
classically-inspired wheels. 

Must Tri Harder

Using a dual-plane, medium-rise 3x2 Weiand manifold, a 350cfm centre
carb with electric choke and two 325cfm outboard carbs, you have the
best of both worlds – cruise gently on the centre carb for reasonable
economy, then floor it and open up six throats to 1,000cfm of air. The
kit comes in either a dichromate or shiny finish, and with progressive
throttle linkages, quality steel fuel lines and reusable air filters in
chrome housings. Why not team it with some of Holley's new Vintage
Series finned, die-cast rocker covers, ready to give any 1958-1986 SBC
perimeter-bolt head that classic Sixties look? They're available in as-
cast, polished or satin black with machined fins finishes. There are
matching 14” air filters, too, but they're no use if you've just gone triple-
carbs! See www.holley.com and speak to your Holley dealer. 

The trio of two-barrel carbs was always the
daddy on big-block muscle car motors in the
Sixties, but now Holley can give you a kit ready
to drop onto your small-block Chevy, too. 

Give 'Em An Inch...

Usually it's when that bhp figure has gone way above 1,500bhp and
even that Ford 9” centre section is starting to feel the strain. Mark
Williams Enterprises now offers race-ready third members equipped
with beefy 10” pitch diameter ring gears that can cope with the sort of
horsepower a Pro Mod would throw at it, in a rugged 'through-bolt
design' aluminium carrier. A special pinion support and lightweight
steel spool are used, along with 1350 or 1480 series yokes and gear
ratios from 3.70 to 4.71:1, with lower ratios on the way. It comes built and
ready to go, and will drop straight into a MWE modular 9” housing, or
into any OE or aftermarket housing with a minor mod to the casing. See
www.markwilliams.com and speak to your chassis builder.

There comes a time in everyone's life when we
could do with an extra inch. 
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The Spring Line

Now it's easy to put your car on coil-overs, with kits like
these from Maximum Motorsports for any Fox or
SN95/New Edge Mustang from 1979-2004. There are three
packages – Street, Sport and Race – with damping rates
matched to the spring rates, oversized shafts and bushings
to reduce deflection, and high-pressure gas monotube
shocks for improved performance without foaming. They
even come with top mounts adjustable for caster and
camber. See www.maximummotorsports.com for details
and speak to your importer.

For adjustable ride-height and stance,
and modern-day handling, coil-over
conversions are the new watchword. 

The Spring Line III
Before a new car has even cooled from the assembly line, you can have stockpiled
enough aftermarket parts to ensure that it's unique and completely your own before
it's reached its first service. While Ford UK are still trying to supply the demand for the
new S550 Mustang, you could have gone to www.bmrsuspension.com and made
sure that your new V8 pony has a set of Street Performance coil springs waiting for it
in the garage. A street-tuned spring, they lower the car without ruining the ride, and
have a lifetime guarantee against sagging. While you're under there, how about BMR's
adjustable front and rear sway bar end link kit? Made from CNC-machined billet
aluminium and hex-steel bar with greasable ball-joint ends, they allow full articulation
without deflection, and allow geometry corrections on lowered cars. Beautiful.

Isn't the aftermarket great? 

The Spring Line II

It's a 100% bolt-in kit using laser-cut brackets, the lower giving you a double-
shear mount for reliability while the top braces the shock mount area. The
two-hole trailing arm adjustment lets you fine-tune your instant centre for drag,
track or street. There's a choice of spring rates on the Viking double-adjustable
coil-over and the conversion lowers the car up to three inches but can be put
back to stock at any time.
Should you wish to keep your A-body looking stock, UMI can also supply a

Stage 1 handling kit that retains stock ride height. Upgraded front and rear anti-
roll bars are combined with UMI monotube shocks and performance coil springs
to give you more modern handling with the old-school muscle looks. See
www.umiperformance.com and speak to your importer.

It's not just the later, strut-based cars that can benefit from
coil-overs; UMI Performance can sort you out with a rear
coil-over kit incorporating control arm relocation brackets
for the 1964-1972 GM A-body. 

Rock Solid

Made from premium grade 8740 chrome moly and heat-treated to a nominal
tensile strength of 200,000psi, the studs are centreless ground for
concentricity and the threads rolled, not cut, for superior engagement. The
kits come with matching flange nuts. Engine builders might also appreciate
ARP's range of tapered piston ring compressors – the range now
encompasses 127 sizes from 3.552 to 4.750” and 75 to 100mm. These
precision CNC-machined 6061-T6 biller tubes have a true radius for the exact
diameter you need, are tough anodised for long life, and won't damage your
piston rings like the old clamp-style tools can. See www.arp-bolts.com,
order or download a free catalogue, and speak to your nearest stockist. 

GM's new LT1 and LT4 6.2-litre small-blocks are
already proving popular with race engine
builders, and the aftermarket hasn’t been slow to
react either – ARP have already released a Pro
Series rocker stud kit. 

ACM_151_New_Tech_Layout 1  29/02/2016  12:34  Page 3
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Around Again

They're available in three versions – chrome steel rim with aluminium centre,
chromed one-piece cast aluminium or two-piece case aluminium with
chrome or matt grey centre – in muscle car 14 and 15 inch diameters, or up to
20 inch diameters for more modern cars. Then there's the Eliminator 500
series, a one-piece cast aluminium take on the Super Sport with wider, flatter
spokes, or the Soft 8 and D-Window two-piece steels for trucks and off-
roaders. There's even the Nomad and Nomad II steel eight-spoke truck wheel
in white or chrome (think Weller), from 13 to 16.5 inch diameters. Pick yours
from these and more Cragar styles, plus centre caps, wheel nuts and trim
rings, at www.summitracing.com.

Think Cragar wheels, and chances are high that you're
picturing their classic five-spoke Super Sport. Well,
classics have a habit of coming around again, and while
the Cragar SS has been around since the Sixties, it's
back... even if, to some, it never went away. 

Thermally
Challenged

Available in 10” to 16” diameters
that shift up to 2,200cfm of air,
the quiet, balanced S-shaped
blade design improves cooling,
horsepower, and air conditioning
cooling at idle. If it's maximum
cooling effort you want, then the
Challenger 16” straight-blade fan
is man enough for the thickest of
radiator cores. All come with
mounting gear, while optional
accessories include adjustable
thermostatic switches and looms.
See www.maradynehp.com for
details.

New from Maradyne
High Performance Fans
is the Challenger series
of cooling fans, a budget
range for everything
from dailies to high-
performance machines. 

The Ex-X-Frame

One of the main problems you'll find is with that pinched-in X-shaped chassis, so why
not bypass all the problems with the new GT Sport chassis from Art Morrison
Enterprises? Built from tough 3x4” main frame rails, it's
designed to provide a low ride height without a
central tube for the propshaft, has specially
designed crossmembers for dual exhausts, and
aside from a couple of floorpan mods, you can
lift your body off the original chassis and drop
it straight onto this one. Front suspension is
AME's own SportIFS with heavy-duty tubular
arms, Strange adjustable coil-overs, adjustable anti-roll bar and
power rack and pinion steering. Out back, there's a triangulated
four-bar and adjustable coil-overs holding a bulletproof 9” axle. It can be set up for any small-block, big-block,
W-block or LS V8, and most manual or auto transmissions, and options include multi-link IRS for handling or
airbag suspension, all ready-installed. See www.artmorrison.com for details, and while you're there, order or
download a copy of their 2016 catalogue. 

Thinking of bringing your 1959-1964 Chevy into the
20th century with some modern underpinnings? 

Ports For A Storm
Look at the new Trick Flow PowerPort 240 cylinder heads for big-block Mopar B and RB motors. These
aluminium heads feature fully profiled 78cc combustion chambers and 240cc intake/74cc exhaust runners,
CNC street-ported for balanced airflow across all runners and shaped to increase velocity while adding
strength to the rocker shaft bosses. They come fully assembled with a choice of three spring packages for up
to 0.7” of valve lift, and are machined to take 0.375” pushrods. See more at www.summitracing.com.

Want to let your big Mopar breathe deeper? 

ACM_151_New_Tech_Layout 1  29/02/2016  12:34  Page 4
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BEEN TO AN EVENT
RECENTLY?
Email us your pictures and details to
gallery@americancarmagazine.com

Everybody Loves Laon 
Thinking of your summer holidays? Grant Ford goes channel-hopping

Words & Photography: Grant Ford

If you have ever been tempted 
to take your slice of Americana 
into mainland Europe but for one 
reason or another never drove 
onto that ferry, here’s a weekend 
to remember, easy to reach and 
where locals will cheer you.

Giving the French motorways 
a wide berth will not only make 
the journey more enjoyable, it will 
also save a fortune in tolls; €60 in 
fact. We took the Brittany crossing 
from Portsmouth and either Caen 
or Le Havre ports get you into 
Normandy ‘tout suite’ through the 
WW2 landing sites and on to Paris. 
Staying above the French capital 
is essential as driving a Mini there 
is a nightmare; in a Chevy Bel Air 
it is hell on earth.

Laon is not far from the Belgian 
border in the Picardy region 
of northern France and every 
year at the end of May the town 
welcomes 700 classic vehicles 
for an event that is just unique. 
Via the battlefields of the Somme 
and through the stunning French 
countryside, this cruise offers so 
much more and whilst you could 
arrive after a four-hour blast, 
taking the whole day is an option I 
wish we had chosen. 

Like many French towns, Laon 
was originally built high on a hill 
and the original ramparts remain, 
the Notre-Dame Cathedral can 
be seen for miles around whilst 
the streets are narrow and many 
remain cobbled. Just about every 
marque you have heard of and 
many you haven’t from across the 
world are present and the French 
do love a V8. This time they were 
well represented; the 2015 ‘Best 
in Show’ was a stunning 1933 
Cadillac V12 with its UK owner 
Bob Lucas.

Most visitors stay in the new 
town below and travel up the 
steep climb as required, but your 
€110 entry includes a rally on the 
Saturday. Armed with your rally 
plaque and Rally Road Book (pace 
notes without the speed) you 
follow a circular 50-mile route into 
the country ensuring you take the 
well-earned rest stops to sample 
fine wines and French cuisine 
and pick up plenty of ‘freebies’. 
You’ll return later in the day to 
a fine chateau for prize-giving 
and more socialising. Everyone 
I asked enjoyed a great day. The 

old town is the place to enjoy the             
Saturday evening with plenty of 
bars and restaurants.

On Sunday morning the roads 
are closed to normal traffic, 
and with 700 machines in one 
medieval French town the 
organisers cannot accommodate 
all entrants in the old part, so 
starting from various positions 
groups are brought up from 
below and filter in with the 

procession. Each tour is about 
four miles and thousands come 
into the town to cheer and clap; 
revving of engines and honking 
of horns are compulsory and 
receive much adulation from 
the locals. The first cars leave 
at around 2pm and three hours 
later the mayhem continues but 
with plenty of places set aside 
to bail out and give your motor 
time to cool, the choice is yours. 

Circuit de Historique de Laon 
is a fantastic two-day festival, 
very relaxed and great fun; the 
wise owls take the cheaper 
mid-week crossings and enjoy a 
vacation. Book early for 2016 as 
it’s the 25th anniversary event 
and fear not, when it comes 
to communicating everything 
classic cars we all speak the 
same language: l’amour Français 
muscle Américain.
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Hot’n’Vette
During Memorial Weekend in 
America, Joe Osuch and Dave 
Worrall of the National Can-
Am Car Club, Dorset, visited 
‘Corvettes on the Pier’ at St 
Petersburg in Florida. Organised 
by The Tampa Vettes Club, the 
event drew Corvette clubs from 
across the region, all keen to 
display their pristine cars to the 

Words & photography: Dave Worrall

BEEN TO AN EVENT
RECENTLY?
Email us your pictures and details to
gallery@americancarmagazine.com
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public. More than 100 cars were 
on show, from rare Fifties C1s 
through to the current C7 model. 
All generations of Corvette cars 
were lined-up on the ocean front 
overlooking the harbour, and 
club members, just as we do over 
here, shared their stories whilst 
enjoying barbecues, beer and the 
gorgeous Florida sunshine. ACM 
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WWW.RODANDCUSTOM.CO.UK

15th NASC NATIONAL 
AUTO JUMBLE

Pre-entry forms available to  
download or telephone trade  
coordinator on 07918 624518
Open to sellers from 8am   
The public from 10am
FOOD, REFESHMENTS & LICENCED BAR

SUNDAY 24TH 
APRIL 2016
RAUNDS TOWN FC, RAUNDS NN9 6EQ

 NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STREET CLUBS

JET CAR SHOOTOUT • MONSTER TRUCKS

300mph TOP FUEL DRAGSTERS • FAMILY CIRCUS

EUROPEAN NITRO FUNNY CAR SERIES

NATIONAL DRAG RACING • STUNT DRIVERS

EASTER WEEKEND EXTRAVAGANZA

Santa Pod Raceway, Airfield Road, Podington, Nr. Wellingborough, Northants NN29 7XA.  Signposted from J14/15 M1

BOOK ONLINE OR CALL 01234 782828 KIDS UNDER 16
GO FREE!†(max 3 per adult)

from�just
£99�+�vat

VIP
HosPItalIty

 Festival of Power Adverts 2016:American Car Magazine  16/02/2016  10:46  Page 1
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Follow Makita UK

More information
can be found at

www.makitauk.com

440

18v Brushless Combi Drill
DHP480

18v 1/2" Impact Wrench
DTW450

18v Brushless 125mm
Angle Grinder
DGA504

Mains or 18v LED Worklight
DML805

DAB Job Site Radio
DMR104 / DMR104W

18v Vacuum Cleaner
DCL180 / DCL180WDCL180 / DCL180W

Visit www.makitauk.com to register
for your Makita 3 Year Warranty.
Terms and conditions apply.

OVER ONE HUNDRED 18V LITHIUM-ION TOOLS TO CHOOSE FROM

American Car.indd   1 16/11/2015   13:53
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Hanging Out 
At The Rock



Sick of winter? 
Try Down Under, where 
their blazing February 
sunshine makes the 
Picnic At HangingRock in 
Victoria a sweltering affair.                                 
Kev Carrington reports.

Words & Photography: Kev Carrington 
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In my recent trips to Australia, 
this was probably the best show 
I went to. Hanging Rock is a 
nostalgic venue and has some 
interesting history with a novel 
and film based there. I was 
overwhelmed by the number 
of cars and the eclectic mix, 
the cool Mopars (obviously), 
the awesome late Sixties and 
early Seventies Ford Falcons, 
the Holden Toranas and 

gallery extra.indd   104 29/02/2016   16:26:24



Arena Essex Raceway
A1306 Arterial Road

PurFLeet
Essex RM19 1AE

Sunday 20th March 2016

NATIONAL STREET ROD ASSOCIATION 
PRESENTS

TRADERS FROM 7.30AM
PUBLIC FROM 10.00AM
STRICTLY NO TRADING BEFORE 10.00AM

Admission 
Members £4
current membership
card must be shown

Non-Members £7

www.nsra.org.uK

trade enquiries: 
Andy Sawyer 
07810 770256

NSRA southern swap meet A4 3mm.indd   1 17/12/2015   12:10
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Commodores etc – the Aussies 
really know how to make a 
four-door look good! It wasn’t 
all Australian though; I would 
estimate 40 per cent of the 
cars were American, with really 
cool machines from the Thirties 
through to the Seventies and 
everything from daily drivers 
to first-class show cars. And 
kangaroos hopping around as 
well! ACM
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100% protection – high 
zinc and storage protection

+44 (0)1929 551557 (tel)    info@aaoil.co.uk     www.aaoil.co.uk

High performance LS series engine oil
High zinc content: delivers anti-wear 
protection for high output engine/aggressive 
valve train designs
Storage protection: protects against 
rust and corrosion damage 
during storage using technology 
developed by the U.S. military
High temperature/high shear 
protection: advanced synthetic 
formula provides shear stable 
viscosity that no other oil provides 
Designed for high performance: 
LS30 reduces oil use by limiting 
vaporisation and foaming
Viscosity typical of 5W-30: Ideal 
for LS based crate & supercharged 
LS performance engines

AAOC American car ad.indd   1 12/05/2014   11:52

• Customs clearance 
• UK & European collection & delivery
• SAFE • SECURE • COMPETITIVE
t: 01394 695566 f: 01394 673031

kevin.lewis@rjjfreight.co.uk  chinita@rjjfreight.co.uk paul.barker@rjjfreight.co.uk

www.rjjfreight.co.uk

Worldwide export and import services

SPECIALISTS IN CAR SHIPPING
AND TRANSPORTATION
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PETER JONES
THE AMERICAN WINDSHIELD AND 

AUTO GLASS SERVICE

FAX: 

01694 720039
MOBILE: 

07836 208478
EMAIL: 

amglass@fsmail.net
FITTING-DELIVERY 

NATIONWIDE
www.americanglass.co.uk
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TO ADVERTISE 
HERE CALL:

LAUREN
on

01905 332989

Email: 
lauren.rodger@

projectviva.co.uk

Phone: 01323 848448
www.aldersautomotive.co.uk

15 years of service

All Classic & American Transmissions Reconditioned
We recondition all transmissions from the 1940’s to Present day.

We have the latest diagnostics equipment and full workshop facility's
For installing your transmission

Racing Transmissions & Torque Converters.
Custom built racing transmissions, For all applications

From street & strip, to all out drag racing and off road applications,
We also rebuild & upgrade Toploaders, T10’s & Muncie’s

Ideal for FIA historic circuit racing.

Overdrive Conversions
We have conversions available for most popular American vehicles

Including, Chevrolet, Ford & Pontiac.
Gearvendors overdrives also available.

Alders Automotive, Units 4 & 5 Northfield Business Park, Lower Dicker, East Sussex, England, BN27 4BZ

ed

y's

Fr

g

Enthusiastic buyers of 
Classic American Cars, 

Trucks & Hot Rods

Call Andrew

07836 226228 /
01245 248888

sales@standrewsautos.co.uk
www.standrewsautos.co.uk

Battery Fighter®

For full details and how to buy visit :-
www.batteryfighter.co.uk 08448 221454

Will your battery be ready when you are?
Intelligent Chargers & Conditioners

Available again in the UK — 
a wide range of intelligent battery
chargers & conditioners from Battery
Fighter® that can be left 
permanently connected to 
your vehicle and ensure
that it will be in a 
condition that is
ready to start your 
vehicle even after
being “laid up” for 
many months

Available in a range 
of sizes for all types of 

battery with some of the 
range thatare waterproof for 

rugged conditions—there is a 
model that will suit every application

6V & 24VVERSIONSNOW IN STOCKPLEASE CONTACTFOR DETAILS

All fully “CE” tested & with 1 yr warranty

t: 01590 612261
f: 01590 612722
vintagetyres.com

sales@vintagetyres.com

car tyres
classic black & white wall

American
2526_AMERICANCAR_Layout 1  14/03/2
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If your Looking 
at this Space

SO
Could your 
Customers

Call Jeanette 
to Book your 
Advert Today

01905 332989

Western Autos
American Vehicle Specialist
W s
AAmmmeeerriicccaann VVeeehhiicccllee SSppeecciiaaalliiisstt

speed and custom shop

mail order

fully equipped
workshops

custom paintwork and
body mods

vehicles bought
and sold

regular USA shipments

Tel/Fax: 01432 358518
Email: westernautos@mac.com,

Web: www.westernautos.org.uk
Find us on Facebook

Unit 6, Aydon Industrial Park, Holmer Road,
Hereford, HR4 9UN

IMPORTING FOR OVER 15 YEARS

BUY ONLINE WWW.CARDRYERS.CO.UK

FIGHT RUST THIS WINTER!

USA 
made

ARS

TER!

020 8445 6811

 3 MODELS 
AVAILABLE.

E&OE

240 volts. CE approved. Full Spec & Videos on website

Fight rust with the ORIGINAL Blaster Dryers. Quickly and safely 
blast moisture out of every nook and cranny leaving your yank 
streak free. Completely safe for all paint and chrome fi nishes. 

*peak

**optional dolly shown.

 3 3
AA

1.3HP* SIDEKICK 
2 year warranty

4HP* BLASTER 
5 year warranty

** From 
£99

Not convinced? Watch Wayne Carini, host 
of the popular car show Chasing Classic 
Cars talks about the benefi ts of using Metro 
Air Force Master Blaster to dry your vehicle 
quickly and easily on our website.
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Full & Part Restoration Service
Bodywork & Paint

Mechanical Overhauls
Free 'No Obligation' Quotations

Call us on 01767 317855 or 07564 528745
Unit 12 Whites Farm, Great North Road, Biggleswade, Bedfordshire, SG18 9BE

www.mbvr.co.uk

1st 4 AMERICAN CAR
TRANSPORT

• Full car transport insurance up to £150k
• Deliveries to mainland Europe
• Owner driver

Call Bob on 01542 839193 email. bob@carriedsafely.co.uk
www.carriedsafely.co.uk

“Your car in safe hands”
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Caravan Provisions, Electrical; Gas; Water & Hose; Vehicle Accessories; 
Awning Equipment. We can provide you with all you need for your 

Caravanning and Camping Holiday. Our Customers Are Our Priority.

www.rusescaravans.co.uk

A Leading Supplier of Gas, Abrasives, Grinding, 
Cutting & Welding Consumables

Opening Hours: 
Mon - Thur 9:00 - 4:30 / Fri 9:00 - 4:00 • Closed Sat /Sun

01208 264 800 • www.rusesgas.co.uk
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next
month

• A Plymouth show car bred for SEMA...
on the road

• A Trans Am on Harley Street 

ACM reserve the right to make changes to planned editorial content where necessary.

ON
SALE 

APRIL
14TH

IN THE MAY ISSUE OF
AMERICAN CAR MAGAZINE...

plus the 2016 season-opening events
and much, much more, all in May's
American Car Magazine.
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Muscle Car Corner
Paul Dodd’s looking forward to a busy season ahead.

Want to get in touch with Paul? Email editor@americancarmagazine.com or write to the address on page 3

By the time you read this we 
should hopefully be over the 
worst of winter and looking 
forward to the start of the new 
season. This is traditionally 
heralded in by Wheels Day on 
Good Friday, this year March 25th, 
and I have actually pre-entered 
this time. I have not taken the 
Olds’ for a good few years now, 
since getting caught up in a huge 
traffic jam, and not the one at 
Dunsfold, but the good people at 
Surrey Street Rodders are trying 
their best for this not to happen 
again by insisting on pre-entry 
and pre-pay and limiting the event 
to 1,000 cars so fingers crossed 
and weather permitting it should 
be a good show.

The Easter weekend also hosts 
the first big drag racing meet 
of the year with the Festival of 
Power at Santa Pod, although the 
track will have seen some action 
before that with a few RWYB 
meets and there is a Saturday 
Night Special on March 19th for 
those who are ready and keen 
to get out. The season opener 
at Shakey kicks off on April 2nd 
and 3rd for a Test’n’Tune and 
RWYB. You can check both their 
websites for a full rundown of 
events for the year but the main 
ones for us at Santa Pod will be 
Dragstalgia on July 16th and 17th, 
then just two weeks later the 
Mopar Euro Nationals, which is 
three days of muscle car heaven! 
This is their 23rd annual meet 
and I am sure I have been to all 
of them. Over at Shakey we will 
be at the YANKS weekend/Gary’s 
Picnic on May 28th to 30th, and 
for old times’ sake the Hot Rod 
Drags September 9th to 11th, and 
probably the Halloween meet as it 
could well be the last...

Going from the strip to the 
street, and down south we 
really are spoilt for choice here, 
with regular monthly cruises 
to Guildford on the first Sunday 
in the afternoon, the Bagshot 
Breakfast meet on the second 
Sunday from 9 to 12, and you can 
go on to Valley Park Croydon 
meet in the afternoon. Then, of 
course, there is  Krispy Kreme 
New Malden on the third Sunday 
morning, then you can go on to 
the Fairmile pub, Cobham, and 
there is Buster Lang’s Road House 
meet, Lyon Rd SW19, on the last 
Sunday to name just a few.

The Buster Lang show at 
Sandown Park over the weekend 
of August 13th and 14th promises 
to be huge with both an indoor 
and outdoor show of all cars 
American, but be sure to pre-
enter especially if you want 

to show your car in the arena. 
The Ace Cafe and the Chelsea 
Cruise are also still going but are 
monitored by the police looking 
for an excuse to shut these 
venues down, so try to behave if 
you take a car to either of these. I 
intend to host another Muscle Car 
Revival meet to Chelsea on the 
last Saturday in June. Before that 
we will be at Speedfest, at Brands 
Hatch, on June 11th and 12th, 
where apart from the racing you 
can witness one of the biggest 
gatherings of American muscle 
outside of the USA – last year 
was brilliant! On to Brooklands 
and after constant petitioning 
by Derek Carter of the MMA, the 
management have finally relented 
so Mopars at Brooklands will 
be back but not until 2017. Until 
then there is a breakfast meet on 
Sunday May 22nd, the American 

Car Day on August 7th, and Tri-
Chevy tribute on September 4th. 

Of course there are lots of 
events going on throughout the 
year up and down the country 
which are not mentioned here 
so go to the When What Where 
section of the magazine (see 
page 62) to find out more or tell 
us about an event you know of or 
are organising. Until then all you 
American car owners better get 
yourselves and your cars ready. 
I know of various projects and 
rebuilds underway right now, 
including our very own “Project 
9 sec Smokey”, but enough said 
about that for now as we are at 
a very exciting but critical stage 
so stay tuned for an update next 
month! Meanwhile, as there is not 
much doing on the street at the 
moment, check out some of these 
original unmolested muscle cars. 
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Call by 10 pm EST: In-Stock Parts Shipped That Day!
1.800.230.3030 • Tech: 1.330.630.3030 • Int’l: 1.330.630.0230

FIND IT AT

UNBEATABLE SERVICE, TECH ADVICE, SATISFACTION, AND SELECTION.

Low Cost, No Hassle, 
Landed Cost Shipping.
Choose landed cost service and
all duties, taxes, and clearance fees 
are included. In-stock parts shipped 
same day, delivered 
to your door, 
with no hidden fees.

Questions?
Complete details available
in Customer Service section
of SummitRacing.com, 
talk via Live Chat, or call us 24/7.

SCode: 1604AMU • Prices good through April 1, 2016. Typographical, description, or photography errors are subject to correction. 
Some parts are not legal for use in California or other states with similar laws/regulations. Please check your state and/or local laws/regulations. 

© 2016 AUTOSALES, INC. 

Right Angle 
Stripper Air Tool Kit
Keyword: DNT Right
DNT-DF701 $209.97 USD kit

Adjustable 
Truss-Style Shifter Arm
Keyword: CYM Adjustable Truss 
CYM-SH-204-10 $215.00 USD each

Slayer Series 
Carburetors 
Keyword: QFT Slayer Carburetors 
as low as $318.12 USD each

LSR Series Hydraulic 
Roller Camshafts for GM LS
Keyword: CCA LSR 
as low as $373.97 USD each

Electric 
Exhaust 
Cutouts
Keyword: QTP Electric Cutouts
as low as $179.00 USD each

Street Rod Style 
Motor Mounts
Keyword: TRD Street Rod Style 
as low as $76.97 USD pair

Spiro-Pro 
Spark Plug Wire Sets
Keyword: TAY Spiro-Pro
as low as $49.97 USD set

Aluminum Cylinder Heads 
for Small Chevy
Keyword: SUM Aluminum Cylinder Heads 
as low as $995.97 USD assembled, 
                                       pair

Digital-6 Plus CD Ignition 
Keyword: MSD Digital 6-Plus CD
MSD-6520 $357.95 USD each

Performer RPM 
Air-Gap Intake Manifolds
Keyword: EDL RPM Air Gap 
as low as $273.34 USD each

08/61 S/S 
Super Sport Chrome Wheels
Keyword: CRR 08/61
as low as $165.97 USD each

What’s the Best American Car? 
Yours. 
Summit Racing Equipment is the source for parts, tools, 
and accessories for your American car, and more. 
Plus, you’ll get unbeatable service, expert tech advice, 
24/7 ordering, and fast shipping. 
Millions of Parts. One Source. SummitRacing.com
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"...I always hankered after importing a US fat-fendered '40s fastback 'Torpedo' and 

regularly searched on-line for the right car. Mid way through 2015 my search came 

up trumps when I found a 1941 Buick Special Sedanette offered for sale at a 

Toronto dealership.

Turned out the Buick was an ex-California car in great shape. The interior had been 

pro-refurbed and under the hood the 4.1 litre straight eight motor looked immacu-

late and well cared for.

After finally finding the right car, I needed to find someone to handle its shipping 

and importation. Having read nothing but good reports about Hill Shipping, I was 

happy to let them handle shipping of my Buick. Jamie Hill's quote was more than 

acceptable and so the car travelled by rail from Toronto to Halifax and then by boat 

to Liverpool. Jamie even organised road transport from Liverpool to my door. Doesn't 

get more hassle-free than that. And the best part? Zero-rated import duty and only 5% 

VAT levied on vehicles in original unmodified condition. That's what I

call a deal!  Once delivered, my '41 Buick Sedanette exceeded all expectations. Couldn't be 

more pleased with it. I'd have no hesitation in recommending you let Hill Shipping take the 

strain out of shipping your imported car..."

Pete McParlin
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